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Denison  University 
General Information 
LOCATION. 
Granville, the home of Denison University, is situated in 
Licking County, near the geographical center of Ohio. It lies 
among the moderately elevated and partly wooded hills which 
mark the transition from the more level portion of the State to 
the more diversified surface of the southeastern section, condi- 
tions of natural environment admirably suited to the spirit and 
purpose of college life. The community is of New England 
origin, and similar to the traditional New England village in 
the high estimate which it places upon intellectual, moral and 
religious forces.    It has long been free from saloons. 
Granville is on the Toledo and Ohio Central Railway, and 
by electric car to Newark, six miles distant, has access to the 
Pennsylvania System, the Baltimore and Ohio, and all connecting 
lines. It has electric car connection with Zanesville, Columbus. 
Springfield, Dayton and various other points, and is provided 
with local and long distance telephone service. 
BUILDINGS. 
Among the buildings occupied by the various departments 
of the University the following may be mentioned: 
Men's Dormitories. 
Marsh Hall, erected in 185C, and Talbot Hall, completed 
fifteen years later, furnish together dormitory accommodations 
for about one hundred and fifty students. Both are brick build- 
ings, four stories high. Lavoratories with shower baths and 
hot and cold water are accessible to each dormitory room, on 
the same floor.    The rooms are provided with a white iron bed- 
18 
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itead ind mat rage, bookcases, 
study  tabli airs    The)   are  lighted by  electricity  and 
ml      r«lb t  Hall,  in 
additi n to its don rootni  for the 
Latin, German, Ro- 
■ i  ■    • • Zoologj 
Women's Dormitories. 
rmitories for young 
Stone   Hall.     The-e 
i electric  lights,  heated  by   hot 
I and cold water (or the 
entral    I     ting    and    lighting    plant. 
Togetl For about one hundred and twenty 
n root      res ling rooms, M I - 
eral R partn members ol  the 
faculi rhese halls, as in the ease of 
 )■ mmem ration of 
individual ntimatel with thi   manage- 
er days.    Easily 
acci pardson Dining Hall, a 
•   whii li  -Indent' and 
unda lake their 
The Library Building. 
' •' Hall .. buildii f brick and itone, was erected 
for • f the L'niversity in 1878, By Dr. \\\ Howard 
Doane, a member of the Board of Trustees. Its shelves con- 
genera library, mpri rig over thirty thousand bound 
and unbound volumes, in addition to which several depart- 
ment- maintain special libraries, housed in immediate proximity 
to their let tu     and laboratories, 
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Barney Memorial Hall. 
This building is the Rift of E. J. Barney, Esq., erected in 
memory of his father. It i* of lire-proof construction through- 
out, and built with the most careful attention to the needs of 
the work for which it is intended. It is devoted to the depart- 
ments of Physics, Geology, and Civil Engineering, and pro- 
vided with fine equipment, a description of which will he found 
under the heading of "Scientific Equipment," a few pages furth- 
er on. 
Doane Academy. 
This building, in addition to the principal's office, the lec- 
ture rooms and soeicty halls of the Academy, for which it is 
i specially designed, contains the office of the President. Reg- 
i-tr.ir and Treasurer, the President's lecture room, the lecture 
rooms of the Departments of English and Greek, and the Uni- 
versity Chapel, It is of Oakland pressed brick and Amherst 
Stone, and is three stories high al>ovc the basement. It was 
presented to the University by Dr. \V. Howard Doanc. The 
spacious basement of this building has been fitted up to serve 
as temporary quarters for the department of Chemistry. 
Conservatory Buildings. 
The main building of the Conservatory of Music was pre- 
sented by Professor Almon II. Thresher and Mrs. Thresher. 
It is located on Cherry Street, opposite the grounds of Shcp- 
ardson College, and contains rooms for instruction and prac- 
tice, with apartments for members of the faculty of the Con- 
servatory, Adjacent to it is Recital Hall, a well equipped 
building for chorus practice and public musical entertainments. 
It is provided with opera chairs, and has a raised floor, so as 
to give all spectators an unbroken view of the stage. The 
building is furnished with Stcinway concert grand and parlor 
grand pianos and a pipe organ, the gift of Dr. Doane. 
16 Ism 
Cleveland Hall and the Doane Gymnasium. 
I leveland Hall ■- the home ol the Young Men's Chris- 
tian Ass ciatioi Gymnasium I ■ young men and the Col- 
lege I The main Gymnasium floor, with gal- 
lery and runnin| the east enil of the build- 
ing, i- called me Swase) Gymnasium, in recognition of the 
generosit) of Mi of Cleveland For the same 
r » in of the Young Men's Christian Asso- 
ciation, in the west end of the building, ia designated as 
Sherwin Hall, in honor of Mr II A Sherwin, of Cleveland. 
Adj ining the main Gymnasium Boor is a spacious locker room, 
leadinf ither end to the swimming pool anil lavatories. 
On :: nd floor i I ng i on, provided with a 
well selecte ■ | current magazines and newspapers, open 
to all young men of the University. The third floor is divided 
into two large bj the Calliopean and Franklin 
literar) There are also committee rooms, and offices 
for the Direct >r   I Physical Training. 
rrmasium was erected by I)r   Doane in order 
to furnish similar fa t the physical health and devel- 
n of  Shepardson College.      It con- 
tains foi all healthful forms of indoor exer- 
cise, a good runt k, a swimming p«»l. and  such other 
appliances • ■•    to 1H-  valuable  in  maintaining 
robust pin Idi in young ladies engaged in study.   That 
the best   results  may  IK-  secured   from the^c appliances, the use 
of the gymnasium is under the constant supervision of a com- 
petenl   lin  I i 
The Swasey Observatory. 
Tin- Astronomical < ibservatory was built, equipped and pre- 
sented to the University by Ambrose Swasey, Sc. D. Erected of 
white Vermont marble it constitutes a highly attractive feature of 
College Hill. In its construction ami equipment, down to the 
smallest detail. Mr Swasey spared no pains or expense to bring 
everything into accordance with the nvM modern ideas of astro- 
nomical work. 
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The Heating and Lighting Plant. 
All tin- buildings of the I'niversity are heated and lighted 
from a central station, the boiler room of which is supplied 
with three horizontal-tubular boilers, and such auxiliary appa- 
ratus as is needed to distribute water for heating and lavatory 
purposes. The lighting apparatus consists of one 45 kilowatt 
Thresher generator, direct-connected to a 60 horse-power Ball 
engine and one 75 kilowatt Thresher generator, direct-con- 
nected to a Russell engine of 110 horse-power. The latter has a 
capacity of 1200 lights, the former 720. These supply light 
to all the I'niversity buildings, and electric current to the labor- 
aturies for experimental purposes. 
SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT. 
Physics.—The Department of Physics occupies the first and 
second floors of liarncy Memorial Hall, and displays in its 
thirty-one rooms the most modern details of laboratory construc- 
tion. These include offices of administration, library, lecture 
and recitation rooms, general and research laboratories, photo- 
metric and photographic dark rooms, instrument and prepara- 
tion rooms, fire-proof vault, constant temperature vault, chem- 
ical kitchen and mechanician's shop. The laboratories are sup- 
plied with natural gas, air under pressure, vacuum, hot and cold 
water, soft water, time service, electrical distribution from stor- 
age battery and alternating or direct current generators. A full 
complement of modern apparatus is available for lecture demon- 
strations and student work in course, while special facilities are 
provided for thesis and research work. 
Geology.—The Department of Geology occupies the entire 
third floor of Barney Memorial Hall. The main lecture room, 
in the cast end, is equipped with stereopticon and permanent 
screen for use of slides, the collection of which numbers be- 
tween four and five thousand. This room also contains relief 
maps and roll maps, for the illustration of lecture work, and 
1- '    MUMIV 
over  two  bun pecimens   fot  the  elementary 
The rig room in the west wing 
ii us< raphy and  Geography. 
It is well suppl tables, i   ips, minerals etc.  and contains 
a special!) hundred and fort) drawers for 
m on the north 
 Sets of  natural and arti- 
room. I  gether with rocks and 
miner • ■ .   this room ii the ad- 
Tin- mam  room en the 
II ibrary, pre* nted by 
the et logist   Dr   G   K. Gilbert, of tlir United States 
nition ol the valuable  work  which 
has beei .    .. Department of Denison     The 
:    " th a large i current (ieologicaJ 
ni I   i ,. rin.in. 
togra| hie work. 
The shop cot •  • mounting maps 
on cloth     I he ■ graphy  i- espe- 
' : De| irtmenl of Engineering oocu- 
loors of Barn*}   Memorial Hall.   The 
rk        udi     transits,  solar  attachments, 
■ plane labl ■ : • ipography rods of 
• gether with all the  -mailer implements  needed. 
■ -in work the department has gathered ■ 
; railway and highway 
ulverti   ••      with many  drawings and 
sp<      : '   »*wer«    water  systems and  other municipal 
works.    From tl Comtni lion of various States the 
departn ent I       i un I plan ations f^r every form 
of modern highway n     The drafting rooms occupy 
•he top on and of both wings of Barney 
Hall, are well ligl kylights, and furnished with ail 
requirements   for a  thorougl -   in drafting.    The <lepart- 
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incut library and reading room is supplied with the best current 
technical periodicals and a carefully selected list of important 
books on all branches of engineering work. There is also a large 
collection of lantern slides for illustrative purposes. 
Clnmi.ilry.—The Chemical Laboratories occupy the whole 
basement floor of the Doanc- Academy building. There are nine 
rooms, forming three laboratories, store rooms, balance room, 
lecture mom and office, where is located a chemical library. 
The quipment is ample for the needs of the courses. One 
store room is well stocked with glass, wood, iron and porcelain 
ware, issued to the students in quantities amply sufficient for the 
demands of the best work. The other store room is stocked 
with chemicals. The equipment and supplies are selected with' 
special reference to the aim of the course, which is to give a 
broad theoretical basis. The first three years of the work are 
devoted entirely to this end. Only students who acquire such 
a foundation are invited to continue work in chemistry. For 
all who are ready for advanced work the laboratories offer 
excellent means for entering upon special and technical subjects. 
Those who are interested in medicine, pharmacy, industrial 
chemistry, mining, chemical engineering and other allied 
branches will find in the lalioratories abundant opportunity for 
securing preparatory training. 
Zoology and Botany.—The departments of Rotany and 
Zoology occupy temporary quarters in Talbot Hall, where lecture 
rooms and lalioratories for the various classes in general biology, 
morphology and histology have been provided The lecture 
rooms are equipped with projecting apparatus for lantern slides. 
microscopic preparations and opaque objects, I.euckart zoological 
and liorntraeger botanical charts, Ziegler and Auzoux models, 
and other illustrative materials. 
The University Herbarium embraces representative collec- 
tions from all parts of the United States and Mexico, and is 
especially full in local flora, affording valuable equipment for 
classes in systematic botany.   A number of the leading botanical 
1 
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and zoological journals in English, French and German are 
accessible to I the Scientific Association 
receives in exchange for thi   Bulletin of the Scientific l.<i 
tories (actions of many learned socie- 
ties al h n* togethei with the scientific publications 
of the van. us States and of the United States Government.  This 
I [all, is i ipen for consulta- 
I.. 
Asti •■ "i.—'■ Department i Astronomy occupies the 
Swase)   Observatorj i     ipment is primarily intended  for 
teaching, but i- of such hi| is to serve for ipecial and 
■ .ri^inal research along several lines suitable fur students pre- 
pared for it Minor instruments »dl be added from time to time 
tu enlarge the facilities, both for teaching and for research. 
Extension work will also be undertaken, through popular lec- 
tures, illustrated by lantern slides, f"r the benefit of the general 
student l> communities, wishing to become 
acquainted with some   I I of the subject, 
The equipment of the I 'bservatory consists of an Equatorial 
•    '.'. irnei swase)  t>i»-, similar in 
Lick and the 10-inch Yerkes.   The optical 
parts were furnished by the I hn   \   Brashear Company    The 
tivi  has if nine inches and a focal-length 
is of three-inch aperture and IT inches focal- 
!n aid'   •   ■    the usual number of eyepieces, there is 
provided a diag i for zenith observations, a helioscope 
bserving the mi and a standard Warner and Swasey posi- 
tion mici meter for the measurement "f double stars. The four- 
inch ■ mbined transit and zenith instrument is of the standard 
Warner and Swase} type, with iron base and columns. It has 
a universal micrometer with electrical illumination, showing 
dark- lines m a bright field Two twelve-inch circles are pro- 
vided, one used as a setting circle, reading by opposite verniers 
i,, single minutes the oilier divided on solid silver, reading by 
opposite verniers and magnifiers to ten seconds,   The instrument 
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has three fine levels in latitude and one for the horizontal axis. 
A perfect system of reversals is provided for use of the instru- 
ment, Uith as a transit and zenith telescope. The transit room 
contains also a standard Seth Thomas mean time clock, regulated 
tn central time. 
The library contains the sidereal and mean time clocks, made 
by Ricfler, of Munich. These arc the finest clocks made for 
astronomical purposes, surpassing all others in exactness. The 
cylinder chronograph is electrically connected with both clocks, 
the transit instrument and the equatorial, so that work done with 
either of these instruments, involving time records, may IK; per- 
manently recorded on the chronograph sheet to one-tenth of a 
second. A telegraph sounder is also provided, audible in tran- 
sit and equatorial rooms, for eye and ear method of observing. 
The standard barometer and thermometer attached, is also 
placed in the library. The shelves contain a complete set of 
the Proceedings of the Royal Astronomical Society of London, 
of the Monthly Notices, and of the Royal Society Proceedings. 
There arc the usual star maps and catalogues, cighteen-inch 
celestial globe, files of the more important Astronomical journals 
and various reference books on Astronomy and related subjects. 
The library is used as a computing room and with the adjoining 
dark room is lighted by both gas and electricity and heated by 
an independent hot water system. 
LIBRARY   PRIVILEGES. 
The University Library is open to the instructors and stu- 
dents in all departments. Its contents arc classified according to 
the Dewey System. In addition to the general library, various 
special collections of books, periodicals, transactions of societies, 
etc., are maintained by the different departments. The Marsh 
Memorial Library, in King Hall, founded by Dr. and Mrs. 
Shepardson in memory of their daughter, Mrs, Lide Shepardson 
Marsh, furnishes a valuable collection of books for missionary 
and   Ilible study.    A  special collection of  works on  music is 
"-.'■.' DENISON   I'NIVEBSI'n 
maintained in the I onservatorj building, ami in Burton Hall is 
an excellent library of literature bearing on the history and 
criticism of the I ini   Krti 
SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIl INS. 
The   "Bulletin  "i  the   Scientific   Laboratories,"   published 
the auspices "i the "Denison Scientific Association," af- 
f■ -r,!   ai nitj   for the publication of original work l>y 
students and instructors in     i il departments 
Among tin     intents of this Bulletin have been mam of the 
important . studies of C. 1-   Herrick; 
us studies in physics, b)  Professor A. 1). Cole; studies in 
the pi       icial D bj   Professor W. < i   Tight; 
a serii      • papers on the Clinton Group "i i >hk>, by August F. 
Foersti - on the nerve system of fishes, by Professor C. 
J. Herrick Phanerogams and Ferns of Lick- 
Herbert L. Jones; the Birds of Licking 
County, by Irving A Field; papers on various phases ol 
the ' mty, by C. L Herrick, \V. (1. Tight, 
Pi  ■,.   T Franl ind  others;   studies   in New Mexico 
[errick and Douglas W. Johnson, and a 
number of Professor Thomaa L« nard Watson's researches in 
:  Virginia, Georgia and North Caro- 
lina. 
11| iN Si IENTIFIC   \--' ICIATION. 
Il:.. ■ •     words of it- constitution : 
, |)    To afford opportunity for il»- interchange of idea- by 
tin...   nteresti     n u cieno 
I    collect, n      I, and disseminate information bear- 
ing on thi -■ ii m es 
nteresi in local natural history and to 
preserve notei and specimens illustrating the same. 
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It lias been the means of much goo<l in arousing a desire 
for original scientific investigation, and the interest in its work 
is constantly increasing. 
For information concerning the Bulletin of the Scientific 
Laboratories, published under the auspices of this association, 
address the Permanent Secretary, Professor Frank Carney. 
THE ENGINEERING SOCIETY. 
The Engineering Society is an organization composed of 
instructors and students who meet to read and discuss papers of 
technical interest, and make reports on engineering structures 
and other subjects relative to the work of the department of Civil 
Engineering. A reading room and library arc maintained, 
accessible to all students in the department, where the leading 
Engineering periodicals may be consulted. An effort is made to 
develop the habit of constant study of Engineering literature, 
together with an appreciation of its value to the engineer. 
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
The C. L. Herrick Geological Society was founded in 1907, 
"to foster a spirit of inquiry, to stimulate an interest in Geolog- 
ical studies independent of class work, and to emphasize the 
pleasure to be found by the pursuit of knowledge in nature." A 
monthly programme is given throughout the school year, so ar- 
ranged that each member appears before the society each sem- 
ester.     The number of active members  is  limited  to  twenty. 
THE CHEMICAL SOCIETY. 
The Denison Chemical Society is open to all interested in 
any way in the chemical sciences. Its object is to foster a spirit 
of inquiry as to the progress and abdications of chemistry. 
Meetings are held on the first Wednesday evening of each month. 
'-'I N        KIVBISITV 
IlISToKV   AND  POLITIC  \l. SCIENCE  ASSOCIATION. 
The iby to promote a study of the 
current literature cial Sciences, and from time to time 
• research which any of it- members may 
hav« in ban as to cultivate a closer personal and pro- 
fessi ■ members,    Anj   student  who has 
acquiri I  twelve points  in  History   or  Political Science 
ve membership. 
LITERARY S« ICIETIES. 
Then n  literary  societies maintained in  the differ- 
ent departments "i tin University, -the Calliopean, and Frank- 
lin, ..;"!i • men bi Granville < ollege classes; the Eu- 
terpean, Philomathean and Thalian, for young women in Shep- 
ardson < ■■-. tin Ciceronian, and Irving, ol Doane 
Academy. Thest all maintain regular weekly meetings and arc 
i.f great value to the literary and social life of the student) 
THE DENISi >N I iR \T( iRICAL ASSOCIATION. 
lim of this n is t" promote interesl in public 
speaking.    Under it- aus] al contest is held each year 
termine who shall be the representative of the college at the 
Intel i ca ional contests in de- 
bate with i ve also been arranged. 
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATIONS. 
The  Denison  Athletic  Asi k- after the work in 
the gymnasium and provides other forma "f physical training. 
at once interesting and profitable t" the Student,     The payment 
of an annual ath fei assessed by the University, constitutes 
each male -indent a member of this association, entitled to all 
11- privileges and ti a vote in its management The association 
p—i -i - a fine athletic field, presented by F. P. Beaver, Esq., 
of Dayton. A similar association has been organized by the 
young women of the University, called the Shepardson Athletic 
Association 
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MORAL AND RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES. 
Vigorous branches of both the Young Men's Christian As- 
sociation and the Young Women's Christian Association are 
maintained in the University. These organizations maintain 
regular classes in systematic Bible Study, the Young Men's As- 
sociation offering a four years' course comprising the Life of 
Christ, the Apostolic Age, Old Testament Biography, and New 
Testament Doctrines. Students taking this course receive cer- 
tificates upon successful examination at the end of each year, 
and at the end of the course a diploma, under the auspices of the 
International Committee of the Young Men's Christian Associa- 
tion, Bible Study Department. 
The entire life and administration of the University, while 
avoiding sectarianism, is positively and emphatically in favor of 
the Christian religion. Each day the University assembles for 
prayers, and this service the students in all departments are 
required to attend. 
Valid reasons for exemption from this requirement will lie 
considered if presented to the proper authority for approval in 
advance. Pof men in college classes, this matter is in the hands 
of Dean Colwcll; for women, Dean Judson; for students in 
Doane Academy, Dean Hundley. All Students arc also expected 
to attend morning and evening church services each Sunday, 
full liberty being allowed to conscientious denominational prefer- 
ences in selecting a place of worship. Students are welcomed 
in the various Sunday Schools of the village, anil in the Raptist 
Sunday School there are several classes taught by University in- 
structors and intended expressly for students. 
DIVISION OF THE SCHOOL YEAR. 
The scholastic year, exclusive of the short winter and spring 
recesses, is divided into two semesters of eighteen weeks each. 
The Christmas and Easter vacations are continued, as under the 
former three term system, but new students desiring to enter for 
the latter part of the year will present themselves not at the close 
of one of these vacations, but at the opening of the second 
semester.    (See Calendar, page 4.) 
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REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY. 
Punctualii) in entering i- especial!) desired, ;i- losses 
incurred bj beginning behind one's classes can never be fully 
repaired. Although students will lie admitted at any time, it is 
high!} thai they l-c^m their studies with the Kail semes- 
ter.   11 the attendance >- < to be for 1      one semester, 
that i- best; if i tiger, the regularit) secured by liegin- 
ninj   . ^ear, in September, adds 
greatly t" the profit of the study. 
i areful re< i ' .ire kept by the L'niversit) officers, from 
which ea>h student's character for punctualit) as well as for 
attainments il an) time lined.   This 
infon bed to parents or guardians at the end 
er, and at an) other time, on application to the 
President 
i I  VSSS1 ENDING 
tant record of the work of each 
pupil rts the same to the Registrar at the dote of the 
classes the standing  is  indicated  as 
A-      Students  making  a passing  grade  in  any  study arc 
divided into four groups, b) the letters A, B, C, and 
D, respectivi tudent's name indicates 
that lii- work for the semester, including examination, has been 
and I), poor. 
passing  grade  in   any   study  arc 
marked F.    If an) marked i- necessarj  t" the com- 
•i of theii t must In- taken over again in class, 
•  that i- impossible, in such manner as the Faculty shall 
direct. 
l.\ VMINATIONS 
A careful ■ xaminati n of ever) class is held at the close of 
each VII students, whether candidates fur degrees or 
not, must attend all examinations in the studies which they pur- 
sue.    No student wh we examination in an)  study i- reported 
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"incomplete" will receive credit for that study until the exam- 
ination has been completed. 
SPECIAL STUDY FOR HONORS. 
Any regularly classified student who has maintained an A 
rank in not less than half his work during two successive semes- 
ter, oi the freshman and sophomore years, and has not fallen 
below a passing grade in any single study, may, with the consent 
of the faculty, l>c enrolled as a student for Honors in some se- 
lected department of study. Application for such enrollment 
shall be made prior to the first of April of the Junior year. If 
the application be granted, the Professor in charge of the depart- 
ment selected >liall assign work to the applicant substantially 
equal in amount to a three-hour study for one college year. 
The student shall be examined on this work prior to the first 
of May of the Senior year. The examination shall be conducted 
under the direction of the Professor in charge, assisted by some 
other member of the Faculty to be appointed by the President, 
and in addition to the special assignment it shall cover in a 
general way all other work which the applicant has taken in 
the same department, If creditably passed ii shall entitle the 
applicant to have his name placed upon the records of the I "ni- 
versity as having won Honors in this department, and the fact 
shall be announced on Commencement day and published in the 
annual catalogue. 
During the interval between enrollment for Honors and 
examination, the student must maintain an A rank in all work 
done in the department to which his special study shall belong, 
and must not fall below B in any other department. He must 
also maintain an unblemished record in deportment. 
Wink done feir honors must not be elementary in its char- 
acter, and in no case shall it be the only work done in the depart- 
ment in which it is taken. Advanced elective courses already 
offered may IK- utilized as Honor courses, or special topics may 
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be assigned to suit individual case*; but in no case shall work 
"I"'11 which Hi n « arc best wed IK- counted as any part of the 
student's requirements t\.r his ' itc degree 
PRIZES. 
I.    '-: literary Pi «f< rl.    Charles T. Lewis 
• ••'1 to       1 ranklin and Calliopean Literary 
btained by literary contest! 
during Cot enl week:   Fort) dollars to the best debater, 
irs i" the best   ratoi   twenty dollars to the best i 
rid ten dollars to the best declaimer. 
n Vail I Prig, Reading. This prixe founda- 
tion is I n iding of Scripture ami is open to Senior* 
and Juniors.    The pi MO and $80, respectivel) 
' ; he I I her 0 ti irsh Prixe. A prize of Sum to the 
undergradual student in Physics who shall present the l«-t 
paper upon such topic .-i- may be assigned by the department 
of Physics. This prixe is established by Charles A. Marsh, of 
tin- Class of 1878 as . memorial to his father and mother, who 
were long connected with the educational interests of GranviUe. 
";       ;      ■ •       W  Shepardton Vrizcs in History.   First 
and-.     •'?*.',i: lively, for the best papers 
or examination! phase of   American History, to be de- 
termined bj nt of History.   These ,>rizcs are con- 
tributed by F  W  Shepardson, I.I.  I), of the Class of 18S2. 
5. Lake I rat rj Scholarship Prise. The University 
i tiers at a prize to students in the Department of Rotany and 
Zoology ,• scholarship ii. the State University Lake Laboratory, 
for the summer session following the award. This prize is 
awarded on the basis of general excellence in the work done in 
these two departments. In case two applicants seem equally 
meritorious two such scholarships may be offered. 
' Nol offi-r^l  for  the rurrent  Mar. 
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SCHOLARSHIP  FUNDS. 
For deserving students in need of assistance the University 
has at its disposal the annual income of the following funds: 
1. The Mary K. Monroe Fund, $30,000. The income of 
this fund is available for ministerial students in Granville Col- 
lege, and in the Theological Seminaries after graduation from 
Granville College. 
2. The King Scholarship Endowment, of $12,000, for the 
aid of young ladies in Shepardson College. 
3. The F.bcnezcr Thresher Fund, of $10,000, for the aid of 
young men of Granville College. 
4. The M. E. Gray Fund, of $5,000, for the aid of min- 
isterial students of Granville College. 
5. The David and Jane Harpster Fund, $1,500, available 
for students in Granville College or Doane Academy. 
<i. The David Thatcher Fund, of $1,500, available for min- 
isterial students in Granville College or Doane Academy. 
7. The Mary Arnold Stevens Fund, of $500, for students 
in Granville College or Doane Academy. 
8. The Shepardson Scholarship, income of $1,000, for stu- 
dents in Shepardson College. 
9. The Luse Scholarship, income of $1,000, for students 
in Shepardson College. 
10. The Bostwick Scholarship of $1,000, established by 
A. F. and A. A. Bostwick, of Seville, Ohio. 
11. The Griswold Scholarship, the income of $5,000, the 
gift of the late G. O. Griswold, Esq., of Warren, Ohio. 
12. The Lewis Scholarships, contributed by Charles T. 
Lewis, Esq., of Toledo, affording free tuition annually to two 
students. 
13. The Doyle Scholarship, contributed by John H. Doyle, 
Esq., Toledo, Ohio, affording free tuition annually to one student. 
14. The Maria Theresa Barney Fund, from which the Pres- 
ident of the University has a  varying amount at his disposal 
' 
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each  year   to  be  loaned   to  students  at   his  discretion,   without 
interest 
lv The i Wo Baptist Education Society has at its disposal 
fret I it! benenci&rtafl to the number of 
irj 
16 By authorization of the Trustees the President of the 
University ma) remit the tuition of a limited number of students 
17. A few scholarships which wire -old in the early days 
of the colli g ifterwards surrendered by 'he original pur- 
chasers and are at the disposal of the Faculty. 
class standing and exemplary conduct in all relations 
of life are prer< njoymenl "f any "f these scholar- 
ships.     Pupils   holding   them  may  t>e  called   upon   t"   render   a 
certain amount of  service to the University, but never to an 
amount  which will interfere with regular college studies. 
FIRST DEGREES 
The degra f V B. is S.. ami Ph. B. are conferred upon 
such candidates for the tame a- have passed satisfactory ex- 
aminatii ns '.•■]'■ n all studies required. 
re required to pay the Treas- 
urer • including the graduating fee of five dofalrs, as 
.1- June 1. 
No first degree «:'i DC granted to any candidate therefor 
who, i' '!» beginning of the sec nd semester of the Senior year. 
shall have charged against him as incomplete any work of the 
course required prior t" the Senior year. 
SE< OND DEGREE. 
The usual second degree i- conferred on completion of 
graduate courses    I Undergraduates who have advanced 
•   nil.' may take work toward a second degree, but not more 
than two-third- of a year of such work may be taken previous 
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to graduation. Students in graduate courses are subject to the 
same tuition, incidental and laboratory fees as others. The 
diploma fee for all advanced degrees is ten dollars. The particu- 
lar requirements for the several degrees are as follows: 
FOR THE DEGREE OF A. M. AND M. S. 
The candidate for either of these degrees shall study in the 
University at least one year. He shall, with the approval of the 
Faculty, select one study which he shall pursue throughout the 
year as a Major; and he shall also, with the advice of the Pro- 
fessor in his major subject, choose one or two minors in allied 
subjects to be pursued throughout the year. The candidate, 
before receiving his degree, shall present a satisfactory thesis on 
some topic approved by the Professor in charge of his Major. 
THE MEDICAL PREPARATORY COURSE. 
The Scientific Course includes the subjects recommended 
by the Association of Medical Colleges for prospective medical 
students, and special opportunities arc offered in the departments 
of Zoology, Botany and Chemistry to such students as may de- 
sire to secure entrance to medical schools of the best grade. To 
accomodate those students who desire to lay the broadest possi- 
ble foundation for medicine, a year of graduate work is offered 
leading to the degree of Master of Science and presenting ad- 
vanced courses in comparative anatomy, histology, neurology, 
botany, chemistry and physics. 
EXPENSES. 
Semester Bills. In Granville College for Men, the semes- 
ter bills are $47.50 ; in Shepardson College for Women, $45.00. 
In Doane Academy the semester bills are $45.00 for men 
and $12.50 for women. 
Matriculation Fees, for Granville College and Shepard- 
son College, are as follows:   For students entering as Freshmen, 
Pi SIS IN   IMI I.RSITY 
$2.00; as Sophon ; as Juniors, $1.00; ai Seniors, $5.00. 
Students holding Doane Acadcmj diplomas an- not required to 
pay this fee 
Excesi College  students  taking more  than 
rk per week will be charged 
$1.00 nal hour. 
taking less than ten hours 
pei   week will be charged ;i-  (oil ws      I» Granville College, 
epardson I   liege, $4.60; in Doane 
\ , .    .. - u and $4.25 (or young women. 
Students in Granville and Shepardson Colleges taking pan 
of their vt rk in 1' am Vcadem) pa) no extra charge for that 
work  unless n makes the  total number  of  hours exceed   18 
per week 
Doane   V ng one or more studies in 
college «ill pa) regular college semester bills. 
Lali \n extra fee of $1.00 will be charged 
to .ill students who hive- n >t completed theii registration by the 
■ < ach ~< in*- - • 
m i .    ns.    A   fee i f  $2.00  will  be  charged 
for  special  exai   i ed b)   absence  from the regular 
examinatii m, or fot n in an) study. 
In connection with scientific studies, will 
When Due VII mester bills, including room-renl and 
an)  extra charges, are payable each semester in advance. 
Refunding Semester  Bills.   All  registrations  are  for  an 
entire semester, and bills for the same are therein- incurred, and 
no money is refunded to a studenl who leaves before the end 
of the semester, with the following exceptions: 
A  college  -tu ng during  the-  firs!   half  <>f  the 
semester, of his own illness, will pay for the time 
of his actual enrollment al the rate of $5.00 per week; an Acad- 
emy student at the i The remainder of the semes- 
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ter charges will be refunded. The time of enrollment in such 
cases will be calculated from the first of the semester to the 
date when the student is dismissed by the Registrar of the Uni- 
versity or the Dean of the Academy. 
Men's Dormitories. Rooms for young men in Marsh and 
Talbot Halls may be secured on application to the Treasurer, by 
paying a retaining fee of $5.00, on or before August 1. If the 
room is occupied, this fee is credited on the room rent; other- 
wise it is forfeited. 
No room can be secured for a shorter time than one semes- 
ter. If a room is vacated for any cause before December 1 of 
the first semester, or before April 15 of the second, only one 
third of the room rent will be refunded. No rent will be re- 
funded after these dates. 
Rooms are in suites comprising sitting-room and bed-room 
(except single rooms for one person) and are supplied with 
single iron bedsteads, good mattresses and springs. Bed cloth- 
ing and toilet articles must be provided by the student. The 
rooms are lighted by electricity and heated by hot water and are 
in close proximity to lavatories on the same floor, where shower 
baths are provided, with hot and cold water. 
Room Rent. The room rent ranges from $17.50 to $85 per 
semester, for each student. This includes necessary furniture 
for the room, such as dresser, book-case and chairs. 
Women's Dormitories. There are three dormitories on 
Shepardson Campus, King Hall, Burton Hall and Stone Hall, in 
which rooms may be secured for women by paying a retaining 
fee of $5.00, before July 1. This fee is credited on the 'room 
rent if the room is occupied, otherwise it is forfeited. No room 
can be secured for less than one semester and no room rent will 
be refunded under any circumstances should the room be vaca- 
ted at any time during the semester. 
Ample lavatories are provided on each flooi and have baths 
with hot and cold water. Single iron bedsteads, mattress, 
springs and  rug arc  provided  in  all  rooms.    All rooms and 
' 
halls are lighted bj ij  and heated bj hoi walei      Ml bed- 
ding and  i i'ii appliai d  bj   (he  students      \ll 
the dormitorte*   in  provided with tirt- escapes 
Dormitory I Harg • Voung women rooming "ii the Shep- 
'.:?- are charged $105 per semester, which 
includes room renl and l»<ir.l in the Shepardsnn Dining Hall. 
All meals  sent I • an  charged extra. 
Spei ements nm-t In- made bj  students desiring to 
room ni Domestic Science Hall. 
Refunding of Charges     \".. rebate is made in room rent 
in am case, lull to students leaving before December I of the 
tir«t semester, or  \|>nl 15 "i the second, a rebate ii granted of 
$3.00 i'ii   week on board  for the remainder of the  semestei 
No rebate will l» granted after these dat< 
Breakage •'!■ other damage t.. furniture "r rooms will be 
charged t" the occupants. 
When /'II,       \ll lull- an- payable ai the beginning of each 
-" ■' and-no student »ill In- permitted to register for future 
work mill-- all lull- are paid 
1 ''■■" | Musi) per Semes!  i 
\ll bills ,in payable in advance 
tuition   in   Pianol V'oi -        olin   oi   Organ,   private 
J.-HKHI 
"J': lessons 1700 
IBOVe,   nn.lcr   Head  ,,i 
I '■; irtmem 
Hall Hi id "i  Department. 
1,1   Hirmoi terpoini  -.r  History  ol   Musi., 
-   I ns, three   hours  per   uirk ,, ,„ 
Tuition in Form, I anon and FUKIIC ,.. Counterpoint 
II --          •                 , ■  iteek. . I,, 
Tuition    -i    Vppi mrnun    Theory,    Solfeggio, 
fill,In- School   .,r   S'ormsl Training, clasi lessons, one 
"k t.oo 
Rent for practice oi ■,, | , (H, 
Rent I ., ,.,), ),,„,, |t 
I""" 
.':.' IHI 
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Student! taking full time in I'iano. Organ, or Violin, and 
lest than ton hours per week in college, will be charged at the 
rate of $4.50 per semester hour for college studies. 
Rebate. Students dropping music before the middle of the 
semester must make arrangement for rebate with the Director 
of the Conservatory. 
Charge* in .In Department, per Semester: 
Water  Colors   $25.00 
Oil   25.00 
China   Painting    25.00 
Black  anil   White     25.00 
Arts and Crafts 25.00 
Half time in the above will be at the rate of  15.00 
Charges in Household lieonomics Department, per Semester: 
Cooking  $15.00 
Sewing    12.00 
Basketry    12.00 
Half time in the above will be at the rate of $8.00 for 
Cooking. 17.00 for Sewing and Basketry. 
EXTRA CHARGES FOR CERTAIN COURSES. 
The fees indicated below are in all cases for a single sem- 
ester. 
Krce-hand Drawing $2.00 
Astronomy course   1 $1.00 "      2  i.oo 
*   2.00 
Botany        course    1 $2.50 course   2 $2.50 
3   3.00 "        4    3.00 
5   3.00 "       «   3.00 
7   2.00 
0    1.00 "      10    1.00 
II   2.00 "      12  2.00 
"      1?    Ill" "      18    1.00 
Chemistry,  course    1 $4.00 course   2 $4.00 
3   4.00 "        4    4.00 
8   4.00 fl $4.00 
»   «■<*> "      10   4.00 
"      11   4.00 "      12    4.00 
"      13   4.00 "      14   4.00 
' 
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11.... 1 00 
Phyuci «■ mrsc 1 tun 
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B .■'■' 
Zoolog) course 1 .   fc..w 
. .   3.00 
5 IM 
7... MM 
- 1 too 
course   2 $100 
4  2.00 
•• 10  ,..,   1.00 
" 12  .. .    2.00 
o .-.;r>c 4 ..    $1.00 
" 10. . un 
•■ U . ....   1.00 
tarM 4 . . .  $2.00 
6.... ....   2.00 
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course   2.... .  $2.50 
'■ 4... ....   3.00 
«.... ....  3.00 
" - LOO 
" 10 | 00 
II ..  2.00 
In Doane  At.i 
Botany $2.00 each semester 
Chemistrj  ■•-oo 
Phj  i.oo    " 
Physics   2.00    - 
Physiology   2.00    " 
Granville College 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT. 
The name "Granville College" was the official designation 
of the school now known as Denison University, for about ten 
years previous to the adoption of the present name. At various 
times during the succeeding years the re-adoption of the name 
had been informally discussed among the friends of the institu- 
tion, hut the matter had not been taken up officially. When the 
re-adjustment of the relations between Denison University and 
Shepardson College came before the Board, the necessity for 
some separate designation for the department of the University 
which has to do with the instruction of young men in the four 
college classes led inevitably to the revival of the old name 
Granville College. Wherever this term is used, the reader will 
understand that it refers to the department of collegiate instruc- 
tion for young men, as distinguished from the departments deal- 
ing with the collegiate instruction of young women, preparatory 
instruction, etc. 
Conditions of Admission 
All statements in the following pages concerning entrance, 
requirements for graduation, courses of study, the group system, 
etc., apply equally to young men in Granville College and young 
women in Shepardson College. 
Regularly authenticated graduates of Doane Academy are 
admitted to the Freshman Class without further examination. 
The graduates of certain approved High Schools are cred- 
ited with their certified High School work without examination, 
so far as such work coincides with the entrance requirements 
of the University.   Candidates prepared elsewhere than in Doane 
S7 
I I   \hl»>iH 
Academ) must ID ever) i .»>< present certificates of diplonuu 
ofiiciall) signed and showing the amount of work done and 
credit gained in each study. These muil be presented when 
the student applies for admission 
Examinations (oi admission to tin- College classes will l»- 
held "ii ili' daj  preceding the beginning oi the Fall semester, 
S< ■  I all ndar i 
I STRASI I    KlnllH MIM. 
Tin- unit employed in tin- following statement of Entrance 
Requirements comprises five hours (recitation periods) a wcrk 
throughout tin- school mr For admission t" the Freshman 
t lass without condition fifteen units must IK- offered from the 
following recognized preparatorj work, m accordance with the 
gruiip- stated i- i' IIIOH - 
ENGLISH      I s. i - 
The usual College requirements in Composition, Rhetoric 
and English I lassies 
I . M I \       II     • 
First 1 atin booh   l unit 
at and i imposition   I unit 
Cicet     I        '   ns, and Composition, 1 unit, 
V'trgi and Composition, 1 unit. 
-.11- 
k. 1 unit. 
AnaUasi- and I lion. I  unit. 
Hon ■ ■ i-   n. l nun 
FRENI II. :l l'\i!> 
' ■  i ~. 
The i of 12 of the Modern 
i ■ tii .ii  '. -. i- recom- 
■ led. 
111-!' - II - 
Am 
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Medieval and Modern History. 1 unit. 
Knglish History. 1 unit. 
Advanced United States History. 1 unit. 
Civics, '/j unit. 
MATHEMATICS, 3 UNITS. 
Algebra to Quadratics. 1 unit. 
Algebra through Quadratics, '/• unit. 
Plane (ieometry, 1 unit. 
Solid Geometry, Yi  unit. 
SCIENCE,  Tii/,  UNITS. 
Physics without laboratory work, </i unit: with laboratory 
work. Yi unit additional. 
Chemistry  without  laboratory  work.  Y'  unit; with labora- 
tory work. Yt unit additional. 
Physical Geography without laboratory work. Y' unit: with 
laboratory work, Yi "nit additional. 
Ilotany. Yi unit; with laboratory work, V2 unit additional. 
Physiology, Y' unit. 
Zoology without laboratory work,  yt  unit; with lalmratory 
work, Yi unit additional. 
Mechanical Drawing, Vi unit. 
From this list of possible entrance subjects the following 
groups are made up. the itudiet of the first group Iwing required 
of all applicants for admission to the Freshman Class, in addi- 
tion to which Group II is required of all who enter the Classical 
(ours, Group III of all who enter the Philosophical, and Group 
IV of all who enter the Scientific. 
I iidii !• I. required of all. 
English, .'t units. 
Mathematics, ty£ units (Algebra 11/. units. Plane (ie- 
ometry, 1 unit.) 
History, \yi units. 
Total. ? units. 
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GtOUF II   n    la        '      l •.•■!. .11 students. 
i Group 1. as above, ! units i 
Latin, I uniti 
Greek !   u I 
te, i units. 
GROUP III. •. .■ > u ttudentt. 
11 iroup I, as ab ..." units i 
.n I .anguage, I units. 
nee, 1 unit. 
ire, "■ units 
Total. 18 units. 
If Latin i- offered as a part of the requirements in tlii-. 
group, it must be not less than two nnir~.. and students desiring 
to pursue any of the ups f"r the Philosophical degree 
which requires Latin musi i f course present 1 units "f Latin for 
entrance. 
i iaoi'P 1\'. required    I /. >i/.t. 
i' iroup I. as  .' 
Foreign I anguage   I units.   If Latin i> offered it must 




RTAIN Bi  v -•■!-i. m- often ap- 
ari behind those classes 
in  some stud)     li  such students  show  ability, assistance i* 
afforded  them  ii '   it   purpose     h   i-  sometimes, 
howt vi ■ in traction for a 
short timi . but thi   i      be obtaim nable rates, 
DIRECTIONS FOR REGISTRATION. 
I.   S'etv  Students    Students registering in  Denison Uni- 
versit; ist firsti    .,  ti„- President and secure 
from him an admit    i     ird    With this rani, the student will 
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then present to the Registrar his credentials, which must include 
an official statement of all credits earned before coming to Deni- 
son. He will then receive a registration card on which to write 
a list of subjects for which he wishes to register. If he is of 
Freshman rank and entering for a regular course leading to a 
degree, this card will be filled out under the direction of some 
meml>er of the Committee on Entrance, present in the Regis- 
trar's office. 
Special Students (those not of Freshman rank, or not enter- 
ing for a regular course leading to a degree) must fill out their 
cards under the direction of the Registrar. 
After completing this process, the student receives from the 
Registrar a class card, together with a statement of his term bills. 
With this statement he proceeds to the Treasurer's office and 
settles the bills thereon indicated, retaining the class card in his 
own possession. Hi- is then duly registered, and his name will be 
certified from the Registrar's office to the instructors of the vari- 
ous classes in which he is to be enrolled. 
Mo student will l>e admitted to any class until the above steps 
have all been taken. 
2. New Students Registering in Advance.—New students 
not in residence may under certain conditions register in advance 
of the opening of the college year. For this purpose application 
for registration cards may be made to the Registrar by mail at 
any time after July 1 preceding the semester for which one 
wishes to enter. Such application must be accompanied by com- 
plete official statement of work previously done. If the credits 
offered entitle the applicant to Freshman rank, he will receive a 
registration card which he fills out and returns to the Registrar, 
being careful to observe all the instructions given below as to 
subjects required of Freshmen, and electing only such as are open 
to Freshmen. (This does not apply to those entering for a spe- 
cial course. All such must fill out their cards after a personal 
conference with the Registrar.) This card when returned to the 
Registrar's office enables the student when he presents himself 
IV lii siso.N  I viiiwn 
in Septembei  I rtain otherwise necesaarj  Heps, which 
are indicated above, for all othei new student! 1 li.it i». a itu- 
dent registering in advance need* •," see the Treasurer mils, from 
whom In- will receive a statement of In- term lull- togethei with 
In- class card Having settled »iili tin- Treasurer, hi- regis- 
tration i- compli • 
Student • ,'■, Registered   -First, apply 
i" tin   Registrai   i"- trol   n    iri   take this t" jroor 
adviser, and gel in- approval of the «ubjects i"i which you wi»h 
to register f"he adviser'- signature must appear on your card 
\'c-\t. return t" the Registrar's offici and file v>ur card there, 
receiving fn m him semester bills and your 
Finally, take \ >\ir statement of accounl t" the Treas- 
urer and settle the same with him, which complete* your regis- 
tration !>■■ not seek adn ass until all the above 
*tep* have been taken 
•  •  in ,• it  students regis- 
tudent*   however, must secure their 
1 hristmai vaca 
lion allowed foi this advance registration 
\ll ' A ill be counted 
dollar » ill bi i hargi d 
i  • lin irilj   ti"  changes   will   IK' 
ird has l>een filed 
at is allowed, a fee of 
reri itti d b> the !<■ gi I 
•  ■'                  tudenl ISI       nplete their regis- 
,n and settli  with thi the •   ■-<■ "f the second 
da)                       lei    Failure I • ill In i lunti •! a   late 
M         ntailing a fen  i if i ne di 
Ml students entering the L'nivi 
with tin intention of Ming a course leading t" a degree, are 
for at least thirteen hours,   To take less than 
thi*  rcquin '  |>ermi$sion.  for  which  the student  should 
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apply at the Registrar's office. The normal amount of work for 
which a student is supposed to register is sixteen credit hours 
per semester, and the student must ask permission to register for 
mure Students registering for more than eighteen hours are 
required to pay a fee of one dollar for each credit hour in excess, 
SUBJECTS OPEN To FRESHMEN, 
1.   Required Subject*.— 
(a I Those in the Classical course must take the following 
subjects during their Freshmen year:   Greek. 1 and 2: Latin, I 
and i: English, I and I; Mathematics, 1 and ■! (Math, la is re- 
quired of those not offering Solid Geometry for entrance.) One 
or two hours in addition may he elected from subjects open to 
election mentioned below. 
(Ii| Those in the Philosophical course must take the fol- 
lowing subjects during their Freshmen year: English, I and ?: 
Mathematics. 1 and 2 (including la where necessary, as ex- 
plained above 1 : four hours of language each semester. Latin or 
(■rick, or a modern language, preferably continuing the modern 
language offered for entrance, if any. where less than three years 
is offered. Five or six hours in addition may l>e elected from the 
subject- open to Freshmen.    (See below.) 
(c) Those in the Scientific course must take the following 
subject- during their Freshmen year: English, I and '.'; Math- 
ematics. 1 and '! (including la where necessary a- explained 
above I: a modern language, a year of science, either General 
Chemistry, or Chemistry :l and I if High School Chemistry is 
offered, or Physics 1 and 'i. Additional election to make sixteen 
hours to be made from subjects open li> election below 
The alxive named subjects cannot he postponed except with 
tin- approval of the Committee on Registration and Classification, 
I In-1- desiring  to  postpone any   subject   must   first   see   the 
Registrar. 
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'.'.   Subjecti Open to Election.— 
In additi n 11 the required subjects, ilic following suhjccis 
are open t.> Freshmen. «11 ihould lx noted that 111- -~«- coursei 
with odd numbers occur the firsi semester, those designated by 
even numbi i s, the second i: 
Astronomy, 1 su 
. v. i and '.'. 
Bonui), 7, 8, 9,10 
Civil Engineering, l and '.'. I 
Chemistrj      General   Chemistry,   "r   if   the  student   offers 
Chemistry for entrance, Chemistrj ■'< and I 
i;. .r 6. 
Hi-: TV. I and 3. 
Physics   l . 
Political - 
Public Speaking, 1, 8, 3, I 
/    ' gy   18, IS,   16. 
Music, I, 8, 5   6. 7, fl   17, IS. 
In addition to the foregoin [uage courses are open 
tci Freshmen who can furnish the necessary prerequisite. 
Students presenting  one year of high  school German or 
French an   expect*     •    registei  I - German 2. or French 8. as 
the case • not for i!»- more advanced courses.    Those 
■"■■ ful either for entrance may register for 
• 3 or French 3. 
of Creek in college may 
eli  ' "Doubter's Greek."   This vers the two years of 
uni , t year of college work for 
studenl red fifteen units for entrance    Those reg- 
isterii Doul hould not register for more than 
nine or ten I I   ther work for the tame semester, 
.">•'•    .:   i fr,— 
Students wishing to drop a course must first see the Regis- 
trar and secure a change card ' ut of a class without 
permission obtained through the Registrar's office will be counted 
a- a failure in the course dropped and will be so recorded. 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION. 
To obtain the baccalaureate degree, the candidate must have 
completed one of the three courses, Classical, Scientific, or Philo- 
sophical, outlined on pages 88-32. This requires the com- 
pletion of not less than 121 units, or credits, of scholastic 
work, the unit consisting of one hour a week of lecture or recita- 
tion, or two hours a week of laboratory work, through one semes- 
ter. Four units of physical training are also required. Ileginning 
with the class to be graduated in 11*15, no degree will be given to 
a candidate whose work shall not have been of such a grade as to 
receive 135 "points," calculated as follows: for each semester 
hour of work graded A (excellent) by the instructor, the student 
receives two points; for each hour graded B (good) one and 
one-half points; for each hour graded C (fair) one point. No 
points are given for work graded D (poor). By the close of the 
Spring Recess previous to graduation the student, in order to be 
graduated, must have to his credit at least one hundred and six 
hours of college work and one hundred and eight points. 
STUDENTS NOT CANDIDATES MM A DEGREE,—Students not 
candidates for a degree may be admitted to the College, provided 
they give satisfactory evidence to the Faculty that they can 
profitably pursue the studies which they select. 
CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS. 
No student will be classified as Freshman who is deficient 
at the beginning of the year in more than ten hours of pre- 
paratory work. For Sophomore standing the student must have 
retnovfld entrance conditions and gained credit for at least 
iwenty-two hours of college work by the beginning of the year. 
Por Junior standing he must have completed at least fifty-eight 
hours of college work, and for Senior standing at least eighty- 
eight. Gymnasium work required of Freshmen and Sophomores 
respectively must be completed before they will be advanced to 
Sophomore and Junior standing. 
DISMISSION. 
Students leaving before the close of a semester will not be 
regarded as having honorably terminated their connection with 
the University unless regularly dismissed by the President. 
Statement of Work in the Various 
Departments of Instruction 
IN I II I l<  II   \1    \NI> Ml iR \l   I'llll i >N H'llV. 
PHI *IIH ST CM IMBI m >is 
\--oi I \ 11   PROFI k   Ml \i IH. 
["he required «ork in this department comprises four hours 
pet "iik during both semesters of tin Senior year. Elective 
work in Logic is offered in l»otli semesters, three hours per 
week, open to Juniors and Seniors and other mature students ai 
the discretion of the instruct 
Tin- method "j the work is almost exclusive!) b\ text-book 
and recitation, with theses upon assigned topics. Attention i- 
iint confined t" .1 single text in-,k. however, but care 1- taken '" 
give the student an introduction to the best literature of the 
subject. 
Careful attenti cd to Deductive Logic, and the most 
helpful systems of symbol! an.I diagrams art- introduced 
In teaching Inductive Logic, the most recent developments 
an- investigated, and tin- whole subject 1- treated not merely 3- 
a system of mental gymnastics, but a- a method of practical train- 
mi; foi philo ophical, scientific ami judicial investigations, 
In I' the final appeal is made t" consciousness, 
while recognition 1- given to the result. of psychological experi- 
ment 
In Ethics, tin methods ami conclusions of the evolutionary 
school are passed in review Especial attention 1- given to the 
analysis of conscience and to the principles m accordance with 
which tin charactei of a. 1- must In- determined. 
The work 1- given in tin- following course 
:t. 1 n 1 Psychology, until Holiday recess 1 /' 1 History of 
Philosophy begun. Senior year, first semester, four hours. Mon- 
day excepted, 9:80 \. u, 
M 
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4. (II) History of Philosophy, until the Spring recess; (ft) 
Ethics, from the Spring recess to end of the semester. Senior 
year, second semester, four hours, Monday excepted. '.I :30 A.  M. 
Courses :i and I are required of all candidates for the various 
degrees conferred by the University. 
5. Logic.—Deductive and Inductive. Open to Juniors and 
Seniors and others at the discretion of the instructor. First semes- 
ter. Tuesday. Thursday and Friday. 8:80 P. If. 
ii. Logic.—Applied. Special attention is given to Debate. 
( >IKII to Juniors and Seniors and others at the discretion of the 
instructor. Second semester. Tuesday. Thursday and Friday, 




(Absent on leave, 1918-1914.) 
ASSOCIATE  PROFESSOR   PECKHAM, 
PROFESSOR  BIEKEI.I1. 
The following courses are offered: 
I. I-.lementary Algebra, a review course, six weeks, followed 
by Plane Trigonometry, twelve weeks. Freshman year, first se- 
mester. Sections at ?:.'!() and H :80 Monday. Wednesday and Fri- 
day; 9*0 Monday, Tuesday and Thursday; ? ::ifl Tuesday. 
Thursday and Friday. 
[la. Solid Geometry. This course is for students who do 
not present Solid Geometry for entrance, and is prerequisite to 
course 'I. Only those propositions which are necessary for sub- 
sequent work in Mathematics and I'hysics are discussed. Fresh- 
man year, first semester. Tuesday. " :.'!() .\. M.] 
8. Spherical Trigonometry, six weeks, followed by ad- 
vanced Algebra, twelve weeks. The more difficult parts of 
advanced Algebra, omitted in this course, are considered in 
course G. Freshman year, second semester, four sections, days 
and hours as in course 1, above. 
i 
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Courses 1 in I ! are requin '.    \ all candidates for degrees. 
:(-   Analytit    u   >•■■ ■•.     S ph more  year,   first  semester, 
four hours per week, Friday except      -       k. M. 
I      I tlut.—Sophonv re >rar. four hours per 
week, 1 -       , M . 
3a. ■■> and Differential Calculus.—Sopho- 
more - pet week. : :30 A. at, 
la     Differential   in      •.:  trot ulus    Sophomore year, 
second semester, five h.>ur- per week,; ; lo \. M. 
Courses 3a and la ire intended primarily i..r -indents in 
Physics and Engineering, and are taught by Professor Biefeld. 
5, Integral CofiWiw.—Junior year, lir-t semester, four 
hours per week, Monda) ex< epi I A. H 
6. Thei <. of i juati "- I ipen to Juniors ami Seniors, sec- 
ond semester, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 .\. M. 
T. Advanced Calculus.—Senior year, first semester, four 
hour- per week, Monda) excepted, 10:30 \. w. 
8.   Diffei —< >[«ti !■. Juniors and Seniors, 
second semester, four hours per week, Monday excepted, 10:80 
.\   u, 
HIST( »RY. 
PROFESSOl GOOOBLL. 
(( tflke hours, 9:30 A. M. daily.) 
I '.'• :   li" 'i I Ut rk   KILL. 
(Office hour-, Wednesday am! Friday, 9 30 v M | 
Historyisi I memory is to the individual.   With 
this in view, the aim of the courses offered i- to construct a per- 
spective f'.r undersUn ling tin- problems that concern society, and 
particularly to prepan  for the fessions,—law, the con- 
sular service, politics, the ministry, and education. Further, His- 
tory presents a setting for the study of the literature-, arts and 
sciences which society ha- developed. Lectures, the text book 
recitations   an,I   library   readings   furnish   the   materials   for   all 
cour-e- m History. 
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1-2. Medieval and Modern Europe.—A general survey of 
European History from the decline of Rome to the beginning of 
the eighteenth century. In introduction, the various contributions 
to Western Europe are summarized, Greek, Roman, Christian 
and German. The "Tall of Rome," the rise and spread of the 
Catholic system, the Medieval Empire, medieval relations of 
church and state, feudalism, rise of modern nationalities, medie- 
val and renaissance life and culture, the rise and spread of Prot- 
estantism, religious wars, the ascendancy of France,—these sug- 
gest the chief points of emphasis. The course is introductory in 
design, both as to content and as to emphasis upon methods of 
Study and use of the library. Open to all students, Both semes- 
ters, two sections, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 9 :80 A. II,; 
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 8:80 P. M. 
3-4. American Political History.—A general course in the 
political and constitutional history of the United States, from the 
Confederation to the close of the Reconstruction, following the 
Civil War. First semester, 1783-1829; second semester, 1829- 
1876. Open to Juniors and Seniors. Both semesters, Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 A.  M. 
5-6. English History.—A general course, from the Saxon 
period to the opening of the nineteenth century. (Constitutional 
development carried to the twentieth century.) The first semester 
covers the formative period of the constitution and extends to 
the Tudor period. The course is of especial value to prospective 
students of law and of English literature. Open to Juniors and 
Seniors.    Not given in 1914-1915. 
7. The Trench Revolution and the Napoleonic Era.—The 
Ancient Regime in France, and the transition to the period of the 
Revolution; the political, social and international aspects of the 
Revolution, and the development of the Napoleonic Empire and 
institutions. Open to Juniors and Seniors and to Sophomores 
who have had courses 1-2, or who secure special permission from 
the instructor. First semester, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
8:30 A. M. 
1 
■A     I    - 
- I ii ' iii iht Sineleenth Century — The chief political 
inges in Europe after 1815; the rise of Liberalism; the revolu- 
tion ol 1848 national and democrat re, nstructkm of the last 
half of the centurj . social, industrial and religious changes < »IM-I< 
lo Juniors and Seniors, without prerequisites, and to Sophomores 
tvho have had courses 1-2 or who secure special permission from 
the instructoi Second semester, Monday, Wednesday and Fri- 
day, 8:80 A. M 
9, Renaissance Culture.— Hit- intellectual and cultural as- 
pects of the Renaissance,—man's realization of himself and of 
nature    The revival of the Gassic, and the development of the 
critical spirit The approach i- largely biographical, Dante, Pe- 
trarch. Boccaccio, Valla, and the Medicis I wing some of the types 
studied. < >pen to Junior- and Seniors without prerequisite*, to 
Sophomores who have had courses 1-2 or who secure special |>er- 
mission from the instructor First semester, Tuesday and Thurs 
day, 8:30 A   M. 
I" The Reformation.— \n organic continuation of the 
Renaissance, the Protestant spirit being its German manifesta- 
tion [he rise of Protestantism, and it- embodiment in Luther, 
I alvin and Zwingli; the Catholic Reformation: the English and 
Scottish  Reformation.     Open  to same classes of students as 
course 9    Second semester. Tuesday and Thursday, 8:30 A. M. 
POLITK ,\l. S( IEN< E 
PROI RSSOI   GOOD1     1 
I Office hours, 9 in x  u   dailj i 
•.'.    .-JMI.',.<ui  Government     The practical workings of the 
various governments, local and national.   The rise of part) ma- 
chinery, with the development ,.i certain recent phases of iMipular 
government, such as the initiate irendum, and recall.   The 
election of Inited Stales Senator- bj direct vote. General lend 
rii.i,- III -tate and national legislation. Open to all student- of 
college rank Second semester, tour hour-, Friday execpted 
B   I" v. M. 
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3. GoveritmenU of Europe.—A comparative study of the 
government! of the leading countries of Europe, in their frame- 
work and their actual operation. The organization and develop- 
ment of i>olitical parties. The course serves as an introduction to 
world politic-, and forms a basis for the study of correct prin- 
ciples of political organization. History 8 is prerequisite, unless 
by express permission of the instructor in charge. Political Sci- 
ence i is always required. First semester, Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday, 8:80 A. M. 
4. International Law.—A study of the general principles 
of the subject. The recent tendency of the United States to 
mingle in the affairs of the Orient gives the subject of Interna- 
tional IJW a new interest to every intelligent American. We 
can no longer maintain our policy of isolation,—we arc a World 
Power whether we like it or not. It is important, therefore, that 
we Income familiar with the principles governing nations in their 
intercourse with each other. Special attention will be given to 
the recent developments in the law of war, and the rights and 
duties of neutrality. Although not required. History 8 is very 
desirable as a preparation for this course. Second semester, 
Monday. Wednesday and Friday, 7:80 A. M. Alternates with 
course fi.   Not given in 1914-1915. 
5. Political Economy.—An introduction to the study of 
Economics. The aim will be to give a fair amount of time to 
both the principles and the problems of Economics. Thus, the- 
ories of value, price, rent, wages, interest, profits, etc., will be 
carefully considered. In connection with these subjects the 
problems of the trust, business organization, labor unions, the 
■ loved shop, minimum wage, free trade and protection, questions 
of money and banking, etc.. will receive due consideration. First 
semester, four hours. Friday excepted. * :80 \. M. 
(i. Theories of Government.—A discussion of theories as to 
the origin of the state, its proper organization and functions. The 
nature of the state and of sovereignty; correct principles of 
legislative, executive and judicial organization; the comparative 
1 
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merits "i monarchical and democratic instituticni, of parliamen- 
tary and presidential g is. Lectures, recitations and as- 
signed readings Prerequisite, cout Second semester, 
Monday, Wednesday an.I I riday, I :30 \ «. Alternates with 
course I,   I liven in 1914-1911 
' r" m    IIIM.—The growing impor- 
tance ot the sul rnment seems to warrant a care- 
ful stud)    ■ [ the citj   both in Europe 
and in the Uniti -     urw gives i rapid mrvey of 
European cities, aiming t.> discovei what problems have con- 
fronted them during entury, and also the method of 
their solution. Lectures, recitation, an pied read- 
ings Prerequisite, course 3. First semester, Monday, Tuesday 
and Thurs lay, 10   10  \   u 
10. Government of America* CM Phis is in some meas- 
ure a continuation of but may be taken without it The 
origin and development of Ami i; proper relations of 
state and city; proper methods supervision; municipal 
ownership of public utilities; the rise of the commiuii n form of 
government, etc. I ontinual referei European practice and 
experience make- it important that this course should IK- [ire- 
ceded by course 9. Course :.' is prerequisite. Second semester, 
Monday, fuesda) and Thursday, I" 30 \ M. 
GREEK. 
PROI I        I .'. I I !.. 
<("! Friday.) 
The followii 
I.    (a ns, with history  ..i Athens 
under the Thirty Tyrants and thi Restoration ..f the Democ- 
racy. (6) Thucydidi -■ i ti ns, with history of the Pelc- 
ponnesian War. Reading at sight fr< m Lysias, Lucian, and the 
New Testament. Freshman year, fii emi ter, four hours, Fri- 
day excepted, * 30  ■>. it, 
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2. (a) Thucydides.—Continuation of course 1. (b) Ho- 
mer. Selections from the Iliad, with sight reading from the Odys- 
sey. Freshman year, second semester, four hours, Friday ex- 
cepted, 8::30 A. M. 
3. (a) Demosthenes.—Selected orations, usually the Philip- 
pics and Olynthiacs. (b) Herodotus.—Selections. Sight read- 
ing from Demosthenes, Herodotus, Diodorus Siculus, Xeno- 
phon, and the New Testament, Sophomore year, first semester, 
four hours, Monday execpted, 9:30 A. M. 
4. (a) Herodotus.—Continuation of course 3. (b) Plato. 
—The Apology and Crito, with selections from the Phacdo. 
Sight reading from the Memorabilia of Xenophon. Sophomore 
year, second semester, four hours, Monday excepted, !) :30 A. M. 
Courses I I arc required of all candidates for the degree of 
liachelor of Art> and of candidates for the degree of Bachelor 
of Philosophy who make Greek their major language. 
5. Tragedy.—Aeschylus, Sophocles, or Euripides. Elect- 
ive for those who have completed courses 1-4. First semester, 
four hours, Monday execpted, 10:30 A. M. 
6. Aristophanes.—Elective for those who have completed 
courses 1-4. Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, 1:30 
p. M. 
8. New Testament.—Elective for those who have had 
courses 1-4.   Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, 2:30 
I'. M. 
LATIN. 
PROFESSOR  W.   11.  JOHNSON. 
(Office hours, Monday 8:30 to 10:30; other days, 2 -.30.) 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR PENCE. 
Of the following courses, numbers 1-4 are required for the 
degree of Bachelor of Arts and of applicants for the degree of 
Bachelor of Philosophy who elect the Latin group (group Cl). 
All courses in the department are open as electives to any student 
DENIS K-I I \ 
who, in the judgment of the instructor, ha- had sufficient Latin to 
pursui the work with profit, but courses l '.' must precede any of 
the mor< ad\ meed work except courses 11-18, "ii Roman Life. 
which are open to ,iil college students 
i lv Senectutc or De Amiciua    I'M /-<:> 
Books XXI XXII or selections from the earlier lunik*,. Review 
i i Latin syntax First semester, tour hours, Section 1, 7:30 
v M   Fridaj excepted; section II. 9 30 \   M . Monday excepted. 
i. Odes and Epodet of Horace.—Sight reading from the 
Satires, and notes on Roman Poetry Second semester, sections. 
da) - and hours as in coui -e I, 
3, The Roman Stage.—Two plays of Plautus and one of 
Terence Notes on the history of the Ancient Drama First 
semester, four hours per week, Monday excepted, 10:30 v M. 
I. Rheloru and Literary Criticism ••/ the Romans. -This 
course is based upon Books X and XII of Quintilian, with collat- 
eral work in the rhetorical writing; the Epistles of 
Horace and the Dialogus of Tacitus The relation of Greek and 
Roman ideas to present-day problems of Rhetoric and Criticism 
i- emphas •         econd semester, days and hours a- in course S. 
The Roman Epigram and Elegy.—Selections irom Mar- 
tial and • poets. First semester, Tuesday, Thursday 
ami I riday, I Vi r u Alternates with course '. Not given in 
1914-1915 
ITie, Innali of Tai itus, or Letter* of Cicero ami I'liny.— 
The emphasis is placed on the social and political conditions and 
problems      Iggl   ti      b)   the   text,   rather   than  on   the   language. 
Se«   •)' iy,   Thursday   and   Friday, 1:30 p. M. 
Alternate-  with course 8   Sol given in   1914-1915, 
1 " Virgil —A stud) of the poems of Virgil and their 
plai i  in ih.  History .i<■« which can- 
not be en zed in the preparatory school,   Tin two semesters 
are not open to clectiot ■ .  iallj advised for Jtu- 
dent- who expc achers of Latin in High Schools 
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or Academies. Both semesters, Tuesday, Thursday anil Friday, 
1 :'.W p. M. These courses alternate with 5-6 and arc given in 
1914-1910. 
9-10. Latin Writing.—A course in composition, open to stu- 
dents who have had Freshman Latin, and especially advised for 
those who arc preparing to teach Latin. The two semesters are 
not open to election separately. Moth semesters, Monday and 
Wednesday, 1 :80 p. if. These courses alternate with 11-18, and 
are given in 1914-1916, 
11-12. Roman Life.—An outline of the more important 
phases of Roman character and achievement. The text-book will 
be supplemented by notes and assigned reading, with photographs 
and lantern illustrations for certain portions of the work. Ability 
to read Latin is not prerequisite. Both semesters, Monday and 
Wednesday. 1 :80 P. M. These courses alternate with !t-10 and 
are not given in 1914-1915. 
RHETORIC AND ENGLISH LITERATURE. 
PKOFKSSOR   WILLIAMS 
(Office hours, Tuesday and Thursday. 10:30 A. M.) 
PROFESSOR  JUDSON. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR PENCE. 
Throughout the course, the study of Rhetoric is pursued in 
combination with the study of literature. Instruction is given by 
text-books and notes. Themes are required throughout the 
course. Students are made acquainted with the principles of 
literary criticism, and encouraged to develop intelligent apprecia- 
tion of the best that has been written from Caedmon to the pres- 
ent time. A number of electives are offered during the Junior 
and Senior years. 
The following courses are given: 
1-2. Freshman English.—Recitations, themes, conferences, 
and the study of modern prose writers. Both semesters, four 
sections, 1. Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:80 A. II.; II. Mon- 
day, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:80 ,\. M.; Ill and IV. Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday, 'i :80 p. M. 
i 
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8-4.   English Lit Long'i text book is used, nipple 
mented by select! The first 
semester covers tin- subject from the beginning to the eighteenth 
century; the second sei the cl *    f the Victorian period. 
lioth semesters, three M inday, Wednesdaj ami Friday 
at 8:30 \. M . Monday, Tu« rhursda) at 9 SO, Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday at -' 
..:i taken up each semes- 
ter.   Tuesday and Thursday, * 30 \  M 
B,    The I '.   ■ —( "pen to Juniors and Seniors, with 
courses 11 prerequisite     I irei    i five hours' credit.    Second 
semester, Monday. Tuesday and Thursday, 1"   " t   II. 
'■'.'■ text-book is used, 
supplemented I readings.    1 ir-t semester, Wednesday 
and Friday, 1" :30 v. if. 
1". Later American Writers.—Text-book, selected readings 
ami notes Second semester, Wednesday and Friday, 10:30 
\. ii. 
I la-18.   . I first semester is devoted t" the 
elements of the language, studied writ! I i its historical 
•   modern English and German.  T of Beowulf 
ken up in the second semester. Tuesday, Thursday and Fri- 
day, '.'   " p. II 
,;     '<   el Gummere'    "Handbook"  with -elections for 
studj     First set •  : Friday, 9:30 \   if. 
II.   Later English Drama    Five plays are studied.   Second 
ti r. Wednesday and Frid 
15. Techniqu, of the Short Story -Critical analysis of the 
b • modern writers and original work. Prerequisite, courses 1-2. 
First semester, Monday and Wedi • i   M 
16. Advanced Theme-writing.- \ ui e dealing especially 
with Exposition Special attention i- given to criticism of orig- 
inal themes. Prerequisite, courses 1 S Second semester, two 
recitations per week, hours t" be arranged. 
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17. The Teaching of English.—A course for those who ex- 
pect to leach English in high schools. Designed especially for 
Juniors and Seniors an I open lo no one below these classes with- 
out express permission from the instructor. First semester, Mon- 
day and Wednesday, 1 :30 p, II, 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES. 
PKOFESSOB   MCKIBDKN, 
(Office hours, Wednesday 10:00 A. M., Friday 11:00 A. M.) 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR onF.IIRFXIIT. 
This department offers opportunity of studying French, 
Italian and Spanish. Its aims are: (1) The acquisition of a 
reading knowledge of the foreign language; (2) linguistic train 
ing; (:t) introduction to the foreign literature and life. 
Trench.—Of the courses enumerated, numbers 1-2 are re- 
quired of applicants for the degree of Bachelor of Science, num- 
bers 1-2 and at least two four-hour courses in addition of appli- 
cants for the degree of liachelor of Philosophy who choose 
French as their major language. The various courses are open 
as electives to students in all departments, with courses 1-2 pre- 
requisite to any of the more advanced work. At the option of 
the student a year of Spanish will be accepted as the equivalent 
of a year of French in meeting the requirements noted above. 
1-2. Beginners' Course.—First semester, forms, transla- 
tion, written exercises and grammar, with about 80 pages of 
simple reading. In the second semester this work is continued, 
with written and oral work in composition, and translation from 
prose and verse. Two sections, four hours, Friday excepted, 
8:30 A. M. and 1:30 p. M. 
3-4. Nineteenth Century Prose and Poetry.—Review of 
grammar, with composition and dictation. Both semesters, four 
hours, Friday excepted, 2:30 p. M. 
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Rea ling of plaj -. « ith class 
reports on oulsid Both semesters, Monday, Wednes- 
da) and Frida;   '.    0       M 
. - French Prose ( Dmposition, "t French Literature, with 
reading of representative modern authors Both semesters, Wed- 
nesda) and Friday, 9 ;30 \  M 
9-10, A course intended t" afford advanced -.tudcnt-. prac- 
tice in the oral use of the language !>> the careful study of some 
play, i" be presented b) the da—. Maximum credit, two hours, 
time to I*' arranged 
Italian.— 
v Grandgent's Grammar. Prose and verse of the Risorgi- 
mento. Outline of the histor) of Italian Literature. The forms 
of the language are learned and practiced m exercises, written 
and oral and in translation. Elective in all courses, Second 
semester, four hours, Monday excepted, 10:30 \   u 
3. Modern Italian Prose anil Poetry —First semester, four 
hours, Monda) excepted, I" 10 i   u 
I    G rammar and Ramsey's Header.   The form. 
of thi  langi    i learned and practiced in written and oral 
exei es and in translation Recent prose and verse. Sight 
reading "i business correspondence, < Ipen a- an elective to stu- 
dent- in .ill in'.:: I • t semester, four hours, Friday excepted. 
1:30 \. M 
i    Cervanu rn  prose     Second   semester,  four 
houi -. Friday e> 0 A. M 
rhe courses in Spanish and Italian, while intended for upper 
classmen, maj bi taken b) an) who in the judgment of the in- 
strui ■ i irn them with pi ■ I 
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GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 
PROFESSOR CHAMBERLIN. 
(Office hours, Tuesday and Thursday, 10:80 A. M.) 
MR.  WOOLEY. 
German is treated as a living language, to be studied in its 
spoken as well as its written forms. The study of the language 
is made the occasion of becoming acquainted with the German 
people in many of their cultural relations. The German depart- 
ment of the Library contains several hundred volumes of the best 
reference works and of the choicest works of literature, including 
the Kurschner collection of the national literature, and a com- 
plete set of the publications of the Modern Language Associa- 
tion of America. Two courses in Anglo-Saxon are given by the 
German department, in connection with the department of 
English. 
1-2. Elementary Courses.—Essentials of grammar; prac- 
tice in pronouncing and translating; reproduction in German of 
simple English expressions; about 150 pages of reading, includ- 
ing a few of the most familiar lyrics. Both semesters, four hours, 
Friday excepted, " ;80 A. M. and 1 ;80 p. M . 
.'!. Stories by modern authors, as Storm, Rosegger and 
liaumbach. Drill on the inflections and grammatical principles. 
Composition one hour per week. Prerequisite, courses 1-2 or 
two years entrance credit. First semester, four hours, two 
sections, Friday excepted, 8::i0 A, M.. and Monday excepted. 
10:30 A. If. 
4. Sehiller's Dramas and Ballads.—A study of Schiller's 
l>oetic works, especially Wilhelm Tell. Die Jungfrau von Orleans. 
and his best known ballads; principles of the Drama; themes and 
reviews in German; composition. Prerequisite, courses 1-3. 
Second semester, four hours, as in course 3. 
5. Modern I:iclion.—Rapid reading of two or three modern 
novels, with little translation, but with discussion in German of 
a 
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the essenli idiomatic expressions.   Cnmposi- 
ii n.    Prerequisil - 1-3    First semester, Monday, Wed- 
nesdaj and i ridaj, *   10 A. M 
6. ' i ■'.    Literature. -Freytag's Doktor 
Lull MI und Branch* are representa- 
tive ol the w irks read in tl which i- a continuation of 
•'■ ■"■    Prei irsei l •    .-•   nd semester, Monday. 
Wedi lay, 7:80 A   M 
i '    German   I ■.;•:■■,•   and    Literaturt   of   the   Classical 
V study ol .1 and literal) conditions in Germany 
in ili«- latter hall    I ■      I ighteemh Century, ai reflected in the 
works of Lessing, Schiller and Goethe    Course seven includes 
an interpretatii n of Lessing's chief critical and dramatic work-, 
and of Schiller's H'allenstein.    Course eight takes up the main 
incidents and tei life, interpreted by his own 
rk-. including Faust Part I. with selections 
m Part II.   Both semestei    Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
M.   Prerequisiti   courses 1-4 or 5-t 
German Literaturt to  1750.—The medieval and early 
' ■ !ll<- classical pel ised on Priest's History 
"' ' -  from the best works, as 
"' :n Muller's Classics, Thomas's Anthology, and modern Ger- 
man trat Prerequisite, a fair reading knowledge of Ger- 
'"•"' ruesday, Thursday and Friday, I :30 p. u. 
'"    German 1 ■  n„- Nineteenth Century.— The 
8"»l authors and th.  movements they represent; the romantic 
an'1 ! the rise of fiction; recent developments. 
f'r<:' :'"r r«<«ng knov ol German.   Second sc- 
mester, ruesday, ITiursda) and Friday, I :30 P, M. 
12. Readings in Scientific Lit, ■raturr.-Rapid reading to 
gam famdiaritj with the style , I German scientific works Pre- 
requisite, courses 1-4, Second semester, Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday, ', 30 A. M. 
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PHYSICS. 
PROFESSOR COONS. 
(Office hours, 9:30 A. M.) 
MR.   DITTO. 
The courses in Physics are arranged for four classes of stu- 
dents. (1) Applicants for the degree of A. B., who desire to 
elect one or more courses in Physics will find courses 1-4 open 
to their election. (2) Applicants for the degree of B. S.. who 
arc taking their major work in other departments. Courses 1 
and 2 are required. Courses 8-8 are elective. (3) Applicants for 
the degree of B. S., who desire to take their major work in 
Physics. Courses 1-8 are required. (4) Students who desire 
to take a technical course in electrical or mechanical engineering. 
The best education for such engineers is one in which the liberal 
culture of a college course precedes the training of the technical 
school, but many cannot afford to spend the time to complete both 
the college and the technical courses. The Physics Group includes 
all the non-technical studies of the best technical schools, and its 
successful completion will fit a student to enter the third year of 
the technical school, and thus earn both the college and the 
engineering degrees in six years. 
1. General Physics.—Lecture demonstrations and recita- 
tions covering the more important principles of Mechanics, Sound 
and Heat. Prerequisite, one year of elementary Physics. Mathe- 
matics 1 should accompany or precede this course. Required of 
candidate* for the B. S. degree, elective for A. I!, and B. Ph 
Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors. First semester, three hours, 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 7:3ft A. M. 
2. General Physics.—A continuation of course 1. Elec- 
tricity, Magnetism and Light. Required for the B. S. degree, 
elective for A. B. and B. Ph. Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors. 
Prerequisite, course 1. Second semester, Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday, 7 :30 A. M. 
3. Laboratory Physics.—The essentials of Mechanics, Mole- 
cular Physics and Heat.    Prerequisite, courses 1-2.    Fee $2.00. 
1 
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First semester, four hours, Fridaj excepted, 9:30-11:30, or 
Mondaj exci ptecl, \   Mi-.l JO r   u 
1    ■' rhe   more   fundamental  experi- 
ments in Sound, I ighi Magnetism and Electricity. Prerequisite 
courses l 3 Fee $8.00 Second semester, sections, days and 
hour- .i- HI coursi 
Experimental Physics.—KB advanced course in Elec- 
trical Measurements. Prerequisite, courses M Fee $8.00. First 
semester, Monday. Wednesday and Friday, !   10-9 10  \ u 
6. Experimental Physiei Vn advanced course in Light. 
consisting of measurements in Diffraction and Interference. I're- 
requisite, courses l-i Fee $8.00 Second semester. Monday. 
Wednesda) and Friday, '   10-9 :i" \. M. 
?. theoretical Physics.—A lecture course presenting  the 
Kinetic rheorj  and elemental-)   rhermodynamics.    Prerequisite, 
courses 1-4.    First semester, Monday. Tuesday and Thurs<lay, 
10:30 \. M. 
B. Theoretical Physics \ lecture course covering selected 
topics in Magnetism and Electricity, Prerequisite, courses l-i. 
Second semester, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30  v. M. 
9 10. Elements of Electrical Engineering.—A lecture and 
laboratory course presenting the general theory of direct and 
alternating current circuits, and their application to direct and 
alternating current machinery Prerequisite, courses 1-5. Fee 
$8.00 Both semesters, four hour- Lectures Wednesday and 
Friday, i" 30; laboratory, four hour-, to be arranged 
18. History of Physics.—A lecture and library course treat- 
ing the development of Physics from an historical viewpoint 
Prerequisite, courses l-i Second semester. Monday and Wed 
nesdaj. - :30 r u 
15-16 Thesis in PAyncr.—Elective for Senior- in the Phys- 
ics group.     Student- who have shown ability to profit by such a 
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course will be assigned some subject for original investigation or 
the repetition of some important classical experiment. Both 
semesters, two to five hours. 
17. Physical Basis of Music.—Lecture demonstrations pre- 
senting the fundamental principles of Physics in their relation to 
the theory of music. Required of candidates for diploma in the 
Conservatory of Music; elective, without prerequisite, to all 
Others.  I'ir-t semester. Monday and Wednesday, 2:1)0 p. M. 
CHEMISTRY. 
PROFESSOR  BRUMBACK. 
i (>fficr hours. 10 \. M.. Monday. Wednesday and Friday.) 
MISS SRFTON. 
1-8. General Chemistry.—Arranged for college students 
who have never studied the subject. Offered as an alternative 
with Chemistry :l-l to students who present Chemistry for en- 
trance. Required of Scientific students who do not present the 
subject for entrance. Prerequisite, preparatory Physics. Fee, 
$4.<KI. Four hours, both semesters, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 
A. M.; Wednesday and Friday. 9:80-11:80. 
3-4. Qualitative Analysis. — Required of Scientific students 
who present Chemistry for entrance and who do not elect Chem- 
istry 1-8 instead. Recommended to all who have had one year 
in Chemistry. Prerequisite, one year of Physics and Chemistry. 
Two laboratory periixls per week through the year. Fee $4.1)0. 
Both semesters. Tuesday and Thursday. T ::I0-!):.10. 
5-6. Sa.-tia. Quantitative Analysis, and Chemical Arithme- 
tic—The two courses must be taken together. Prerequisite. 
courses 1-2 or 8-4. Iloth semesters, 5a-(ia Monday. 1:80 p. M.; 
Vil. Tuesday. Thursday, and Friday, 1:30-8:80 p. H. 
8-10. Organic Chemistry.—Prerequisite. Chemistry 1-2 or 
3-4.    Fee, S-1.00.    Two recitations and two laboratory periods 
1 
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l*r week through the year    Both semesters, ruesda) and Thurs- 
day, l :30 p. \i.: Monday and Wednesday, 1-80-I; 10 p. M. 
11-18, Inorganic Preparations — Student- may register for 
either semester or both. Two to five credits. Prerequisite, one 
year of Chemistry. Fee, $4.00. Monday, Wednesda) and Fri- 
day, ! i   U. 
13-14. Advanced Quantilolht Analysis, (a) Ore Analy- 
sis, lb) Water Analysis, (c) Fire tssay, (d) Mineral Analysis, 
(e), Gas Analysis, (f) Paint Analysis, I c, i Fertiliser Analysis. 
Students may register for either semester or both. Two to five 
credit-. Prerequisite, courses 5-6 and 5a-6a. Fee, Si"". Both 
semesters, Tuesday and Thursda I  10 v vt. 
15-16. Chemical I im i.'■ The object i- to review anil dis- 
cuss current chen ica tei idents may register for either 
semester or both. Enrollment limited to twelve Juniors and 
Seniors of the Chemistrj gn up    ' ine credit each semester, 
CIVIL ENGINEERING. 
PROI ESSOI   1   -.   " III NSON. 
(( Iffice hours, 11   \. M, Wednc-day and Friday.) 
In field work the classes are divided into parties with just a 
sufficient number to do the required work. By rotation cadi 
member of the class becomes familiar with the duties "f each 
; tion and with every different instrument used. A full -it of 
notes of the work done by the part) is kept by each member. 
The method of instruction in tin- department i- by mean-, of 
text-booka and recitations, supplemented by lecture- anil indi- 
vidual instruct^ ii in I A liberal use ia made 
of current engineering literature. In i ea in drawing the 
main object i- to give su< Ii a training a- will meet the needs of the 
engineer aa full) as | 
The following i mi i   are offered 
i '.'.   Mi I .,:i.,    Use and care of drawing in- 
struments, lettering, exercises in projection, and simple working 
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drawings. Prerequisite, Preparatory Mathematics. Fee. $1.00. 
Both semester*, Tuesday and Thursday. " ;80-9 :80 A. M. Addi- 
tional hours may be assigned to those desiring .1 more extended 
course. 
3. Descriptive Geometry.—A study of the representation of 
lines, surfaces, solids, tangencies. intersections, and developments! 
with original problems. Recitations, lectures, and drawing. Pre- 
requisite, course 1. Fee. $1.00. First semester, four hours, Mon- 
day exceptcd, 9:30-11:30 A. M. 
■I. Plane Surveying.—\n elementary study of surveying 
methods and instruments. Use of tape, chain, compass, level, 
transit, Adjustments. Lectures, recitations, problems, field work 
anil platting. Prerequisite, course 1 and Mathematics 1. Fee, 
$2."0.   Second semester, four hours. Friday excepted. 1 :80-8:30. 
5. Railroad Surveying and Earth-work.—Problems attend- 
ing the location and construction of railways. Transition curves, 
computation of earth-work, platting, profiles and construction of 
maps. This course will alternate with course 11. Prerequisite, 
course 4. Fee, $2.00. First semester, four hours. Friday ex- 
cepted, 1:30-9 :30 A. M. 
li. Railroad Engineering.—The economic theory of loca- 
tion is studied for six weeks. This is followed by a preliminary 
survey of a railroad several miles in length, with preliminary 
map. profile and estimates: location survey, profile and cross 
sectioning. A location map is made, earth-work computed, esti- 
mate of haul and cost of line. A map is also made of a railroad 
station grounds, showing industries, etc. Prerequisite, course 5. 
Second semester, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. M. 
7. Applied Mechanics.—The principles of Mechanics with 
reference to their application to Engineering. Statics, moments of 
inertia, stresses in beams. Dynamics, strength of beams, girders 
and shafts. Prerequisite, Mathematics 4 and Physics 1. First 
semester, Friday excepted, 1:30 p. M. 
8. Applied Mechanics.—A continuation of course ?. Sec- 
ond semester. Monday excepted, 10:30 A. M. 
1 
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I —Determination  of  stresses in 
roof   and   bridge   iru . • al   and   analytical   nictli.nl-. 
Prerequisite, course ■ lathen tries i. Physic* I. Fee, $1.00. 
First semes) -  Monday and Wednesday, S :80 p. if., 
with lal jned. 
10. R f and BrU —A continuation of course ■'. 
Design of actual • I an russes, and preparation ol 
workh lion of working draw- 
ings. Th< lepartmcnl is provided with a larf h ci of such 
drawings, presented bj railroads, structural iron companies and 
city engineers Prerequi irses 8 and 9. Fee, $1.00. 
11. iurs and credits as in coui 
11. Topograph md Mapping. -The methods 
of conductii •..,- are taken up. Each party 
makes a complct* ■ ■ - ■ iurvey of a ertain tract, em- 
ploying plan. ii nsil   and  rectangular methods. 
Tin ill top* .graph- 
ical features. \ S Prerequisite, course I. 
Fee, $2.00. 1 '■• • -. Friday except. ". :30- 
9:10 \. M. 
12. ■ ..■ ■ ,f |iu. manufacture, proper- 
ties and testin) and mortars. Each student 
make all the •                                  emenl laboratory.    Fee, 
$2 00     i ■■■ ■        ,     , ,   M 
1 '•   .' ■'•.-. IN, ,•   _ \   |tud)   i- 
made of the methods and materials necessarj t.. maintain itreeta 
and highway; inch) and country. Prerequisite, courses 1 and I. 
1 irsl semester, Tuesda) and Thursday, 2:30 p, si 
II. Hydraulics \ ■:■-. '• of hydrostatics and hydrokinet- 
ics, pressure in pipes and n i ...   of  water  through 
orifices and pipes, and retaining walla Prerequisite, courses 7 
and 8 Hours to be assigned, 
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GEOLOGY. 
PROFESSOR CARNEY. 
(Office hours. 7:30  \. M. daily.) 
This department, which occupies the entire third floor of 
Barney Memorial Hall, is unusually well equipped with maps, 
relief models, minerals, rock specimens, and about 5,000 lantern 
slides. The laboratories are commodious, and fairly complete in 
appointments. Its library and well-lighted reading room, twenty- 
seven by thirty feet, places the G. K. Gilbert collection of books 
where it can be of most use to students; all the American period- 
icals bearing on geology and geography, as well as representative 
British, Scottish. German, and French magazines come regularly 
to the department library. 
In its instruction the department places much emphasis on 
field work. We have within easy reach the formations from the 
Silurian to the Pcnnsylvanian inclusive. The topography where 
the Waverly and Mississippian rocks outcrop, and this is in the 
immediate region of Granville, affords excellent illustrations for 
studies in physiography. The conditions are also specially favor- 
able (or -Indies in glacial geology, since wc have close at hand 
the drift of different ice invasions, and are within a few miles 
of unglaciated territory. 
Students desiring only a general course in geology are ad- 
vised to take 8-4; the course in Geographic Influences is also of 
cultural value. 
1. Physiography.—Text, Salisbury's "Physiography." Two 
credits.   First semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 8:.'!0 A. If, 
8-4. Genital Geology.—Two lectures per week, with three 
all-day field trips and eight laboratory periods each semester. 
Four credits, or without the field and laboratory work, two cred- 
its. Pee. $1.00. Lectures. Wednesday and Friday. 10:110 A. If., 
with a weekly quiz arranged to suit the student's schedule. 
5. Geographic Influences.—Lectures, supplemented by 
library assignments, considering several types of geographic influ- 
ence, as observed in the habitats of primitive peoples, in the devel- 
I 
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opmcm of ethnic groups, in th of ideas c incerning the 
size and shape o( Ihe earth, and in map-making; in the social, 
industrial and p tivities ol meed peoples, and the 
influence ic and rlimai    en\    mmeni   n mental and 
moral qualities rhi i en ■■- firs semestet Monday, ["uesdaj 
and Thursday, l" lu v M «nh a weekh i|iu/ arranged to suit 
the student's schedule 
I course 5, u       I 
semester, Monday. Tuesday and Thursday, l" 30 i   u 
i. -1 .ectures, discussions in I 
collateral readings concerning the influeni i - which tin- relief fea- 
ture- and climate of tin continei ad on tt- history, the 
development and ir industries ..nun phases 
of conservation, the distribution of populai ind water- 
ways from tltr viewpoint iph) Three credit-. 
First semester,  ruesday, Thursda)  and I riday, 1:30 p, if. 
■•" f Em -, lectures, discussions and library 
assignments following the line of treatment outlined foi North 
America in course :    < redits and hour- a- in course T. 
9.    /' Rei     "Economic Geology of   the 
United   Mate- Prerequisite,   Engineering 1,   Chemistry 3-41, 
Physics ! 3-4. First semester, two credits, hours to 
be arranged 
|n iraphy and Mineralogy     Prerequisite, Physics 
1-4, Chemistry 3-6  Gi Fee. $3.00,   Second semester, 
Mondaj  Wednesday and Friday, *   10-8 
11-12    Gi      .        mi - Literature. Reporti 
and discus: ligned readings,    Prerequisite, one year of 
work in '"" i Geograph) and abilit) to read either French 
or German      Open  onlj   to Junior-    and   Senior-.     Fee,  $1.00. 
Both semesters, two credits, The class meets in -mall sections, 
twice each week, at hours to be arranged. 
I;II     Investigation.—Pot advanced   students      Both   se- 
mesters, hour- to IK- arranged    duo \,, five credit- 
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ASTRONOMY. 
raoraUOR BIEFELD. 
(Office hours, Tuesday and Thursday. 1:80 p. u.) 
Of the following courses, i and i are elementary, introduc- 
ing the -indent in the subjecl and method of study. Course :i is 
intended to lie cultural, preseni ng a gen< ral survey of the subject 
in a simple way, and yel with scientific accuracy.   Courses I and 
0 bring the student in contact with the practical applications of 
the subject, solving fundamental problems with the rigor that 
mathematics and modern instruments make possible, Courses 7 
and s give opportunity for work of high grade and lasting value 
to Vstronomy, along the line of microscopic and photometric 
work, while :i and 10 lead into the application of Mathematics to 
Vstronomy, making use of the best that has been brought out in 
the English, German and French languages, on Celestial Me- 
chanic-.. 
i Constellation Study.—(a) Identification of the principal 
constellations, planets, star clusters anil nebulae, aided by opera 
glasses and the equatorial, eight evenings during the semester. 
i In Talk- on the celestial sphere and the solar system, eight even- 
ings during the semester, (c) Exercises on the use of the celes- 
tial globe, ephemerides, and star map-. Study of the apparent 
motions of the Min, moon and planet-, by means of graphs and 
corresponding observations in the sky. Elective for all students. 
Pee, $1.00,    First semester, two credits. Monday and Wednesday. 
1 :80 p, M. 
2. Constellation Study.—A continuation of course 1, in 
which opportunity is given to a limited number of students to 
study some of the constellations more in detail, with telescopic 
aid. Eight lectures are given on the History of Astronomy, from 
ancient times through the time of Newton. A study of the moon 
and one of the planets in the sky. by drawings on outline maps. 
' Ibservation of variable stars, with naked eye. by grades. Ele- 
mentary exercises with the astronomical clocks, the transit  and 
1 
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the equatorial. Elective for all students. Fee, $1.00. Second 
semester, two credits, Mondaj and \\ < Inesday, 1 30 r. \i. 
'•'■    Dtscriftivi ,   Earth; its orbital motion, 
it- place in the solar system, and it- probable evolution The 
Moon; i:- irth and tin solar system, it- telescopic 
aspects, history Sun; it- constitu- 
tion, from telescopic and ■;    •   - •- place and im- 
portance in the . and their 
relation to thi   econom;   at •   n of life on the earth. 
Ec''l ol  their 
occurrence.    Fundamental problems notm and 
■■till mechanics, in elen itment. The Solai System; 
I'''"1'' al i harac- 
tcristics. The 1 - items, sur clusters and neb- 
ulae ;  theii  constitul                               tion.    The 
Stellar Universe: ence to that oi 
the Sola 
n this i   tirse.    Prerequisite, Mathematics 
1-2 and Ph; • , v,|,.,.,]f 
10:30 \. M. 
'•   •'' ive for students who have 
in met hanics 
king up the 
■•i,l lime m ..   .....    Work 
k, and chrono- 
• the con- 
stants of ihe instrument.    Wire intervals of micrometer, level 
con»tani , . ,,,.,.,,.;,,„ 
"' '•' ronograph.   Dett rmina- 
,i"n   ' •■     Determination of 
od.    i I > The Transit as 
•w'' " nadir and  equator point 
nation of -tars differ- 
I)     '•"•I   ■'- rial     Adjustments.   Determination of 
,,u;'' body, directly, by means of hour 
and declination circles, or differentially, by means of position 
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micrometer. Double star work. Determination of position- 
angle and distance, with position micrometer. Fee, $2.00. Scc- 
OOd semester, four hours. Monday execpted, 10:30 A. M. 
6. Method of Least Si/mires.—Second semester, two hours, 
time to be arranged. 
7-8. Advanced Observational Work.—Use of the position 
micrometer and equatorial in measurement of double stars. 
Measurement of position, differentially, of fixed stars suspected 
of considerable proper motion. Stellar Photometry, with naked 
eye,  by  grades.     Study  of  short period  variables, with  sliding 
wedge photometer. Prerequisite, Astronomy 1-3. Both semes- 
ters, three credit hours, time to be arranged. 
9-10. Theoretical Astronomy and Celestial Mechanics.— 
Selected chapters from English, German and French works on 
celestial mechanics and its application to the determination of 
orbits of comets. I'rerequisite, Astronomy '1. I and ii, Calculus, 
and Differential Equations.    Both semesters, three credit hours. 
time to be arranged, 
ZOOLOGY. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ORCUTT. 
(Office hours, Wednesday, 10:30-11 :80j Friday, 9:30-10:80.) 
The work in this department is planned to meet not only the 
needs of the student desiring general information but also the 
needs of those going into advanced work in Zoology. For the 
more advanced courses a reading knowledge of French and Ger- 
man i-. very useful. Courses 1-2. 9-10, IS and 1"> (or 16) are of 
general interest and adapted to the needs of all students. 
1-2. General Biology.—Identical with Botany 1-2. The 
fundamental laws of Biology. The organization of matter into 
organisms ; the coordination of structure and function. The illus- 
trative material is drawn equally from the animal and plant king- 
doms. Open to general election. Fee, $2.50. Both semesters, 
three credits, Thursday, 1:30 P. M.; Tuesday and Friday, 1:80- 
3:30, or 8:80-8:80 P. M, 
1 
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\ course dealing with example! 
from the  - of animal  lift      I »■ vt  rapplemented In 
I'II  slides  and  charts.    Prerequisite, 
• semester, tlir<-<- credits, Tuesdaj 
and   I'lHir-.l.n  'i   10-1 1    10 
n   i course 3.   Struct- 
,lr<   •' uomj   of   the  vertebrates.    A  course 
l,;-":' ical student and for those desir- 
ing to teach.   Prerequisite, '/.•■'.. Fei   $3.00    Second sem- 
ester, three credits, hours as in cour* 
I'' i   •■   • stud] of tissue 
from man and allied I rmation into organs, and the 
functions of those .   ;     i iffered in 
alternate yeai     not given in 191 1-1913    Fee. $3 00.   Both -< 
ters,  thn,   i redits,  Wedi aiM]   ilnn- 
- 
•-"■ i ml ■ \ of the de< i 
rganisni' fron   I the adult a   ludj oi the 
'" of  sepa Laboratory   work  upon  the 
embryo* of the fi ih assigned reading    Pre- 
;    I '"''< I in alternate years; given in 1914- 
mesters. threi   credits,  WedncHlay, 
•   ;" '. M.: Tueidaj and Thursday, :   KI 9  Ifl i   si 
'' '"      '''"' Tli'    condition;   of   animal   life 
where found. rel the orgai   m to its environment,   Coi- 
ns are madi ition   and the camera is used as an aid 
tothetalcini    ft Saturday trips uke the place of some of 
■      !     Prere. uisiti   Zoology 3    Offered 
'" »'•' ven  in  I914-191R.    Fee, $8.00     Both se- 
ts  Wedm sdas   - 30    \fonda<   and  Friday 
M 
II.    Mammalian Anatomy     \ laboratory coursi  designed 
tudent.    The ..ireful working out by the 
f a typical mammal, such a- the cat 
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or dog.   Prerequisite, Zoology I.   Offered in alternate years; not 
given in 1914-1915. Fee. $3.00. First semester, three credits, 
Wednesday, 8 :l!0 A. K. ; Monday and Friday, T ::lil-!t ::l() A. It, 
IS.   Ornithology.—The natural history, classification and 
lichavior of birds. Field trips will take the place of part of the 
regular lalioratory time. Prere(|iiisite, Zoology 1-8. Offered in 
alternate years; not given in  1914-1915.    Fee, $2.oo.   Second 
semester,   three  credits,   Wednesday,   8:30   \.   M..   Monday  and 
Friday, ' :30-9:80. 
13-11. . \dvanced Zoology.- A course on assigned problems, 
designed as an introduction to research. For graduate students 
and open to undergraduate election only in special cases. Hours 
arranged individually.    Two to five credits. 
15. Personal Hygient and Eugenics.—A lecture course cov- 
ering the important problems of general hygiene and questions of 
modern eugenics, lor women. Prerequisite, Zoology 1-8. First 
semester, three credits, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 2 :'-W p, if. 
Hi. Personal Hygiene and Eugenics.—A course for men, 
parallel to course 15. Second semester, three credits, Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday, 2 :3<> P. If. 
BOTANY. 
PROFESSOR STICKNEY. 
(Office hours, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 \. u.) 
MISS ORCOTT. 
The work in Botany is designed not only for the systematic 
development of thai branch of science for the benefit of students 
who wish to teach or in any other way professionally devote 
themselves to it. but also and more particularly to emphasize, 
through systematic training in observation and deduction, the 
broader and purely cultural side of the subject. Courses 1, 2, 7, 
8, 9, ID, 11, and 12, are particularly designed for students inter- 
ested in the cultural side of science.    Courses 1-4, 1, H. have a 
1 
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special beai pre-medical work; students interested in 
will find 1.2. 7. 8, 9 -HI. 1 l" helpful, while l. '.'. ;. s. 
and 9 should U I nee student*.   The follow- 
ing coui bj ihe departmeni: 
1-8.   Central B\ <■      ntly by the departments of 
_-\ l and '.'.   A study 
aracterisiics, properties and activities "i liv- 
ing things, inclu n of structure and function and 
[heir environment. 
Required for admissii *i 
to all advanced c urses in B     i ept where so specified, 
■"'■     for i ers, three credits, Thursday, 
l    " p. M.; Tuesdaj and Frid I    i        1-5:30 r   u. 
3-4.   Plant \ .■■      neral survey of the plant 
kingdom, wii rms from the lowest to the high- 
est orders    — •  • | lifica- 
''""• : ution    Prerequisite, 
ft tanj  : -v.   - tl* i  uivali nl    I <n and sevi ral 
shorter excui r.   Fee, $3.00 per 
i'"nr credits, Tuesdaj and Thursday, 
■   •■! . Wedni - laj and I riday, 9  10 11   10 \. it. 
•     ■    •     . / Phanerogams.—A study 
orgai      F the I plants, and the rela- 
  movi ment, secretion, nutri- 
th. and repr   luction    Special attention is given to the 
I the iir-i semester, and to 
experimental methods during the second.    Prerequisite, Botany 
ter. Mternate years, i Iffered in 
1914-1915. Both semesters, three credits, Wednesday, 7:30 \. 
it.; Tuesdaj and Thursday, !   10-9:30 \  M. 
7-8, Bacteriology.- \ general treatment of the structure 
and activities ol bacteria, with emphasis placed on their relation 
in human life and interest. Among the specific subjects treated 
are soil fertility, sewage disposal, milk problems, butter and 
cheese making, disease of plants and animals, and public health 
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ami sanitation. Lectures, laboratory and thesis work. Open to 
general election. Fee, $4.<Ml. Both semesters, three credits, 
Wednesday, 8:80 A. M.; Monday and Friday, 7:80-9:80 A. M. 
!'. Plant Pathology.—The more important diseases of use- 
ful plants, such as rusts, smut-, moulds, mildew-, scabs and 
blights. Recognition of specific diseases through symptoms, the 
economic importance of the various diseases, and methods of con- 
trol, are phases of the subject receiving attention. The value of 
various spraying mixtures for specific diseases, methods of appli- 
cation, and spraying calendars, are considered. The work of the 
state and national governments in plant disease is brought par- 
ticularly to the attention ot the student, Lectures, laboratory and 
thesis work. Open to general election. Fee, $1.00, First semes- 
ter, two credit-. Monday,  1:30-3:30 p. v.; Wednesday, 1::»'. 
Alternate year-, offered ill 191 1-1915. 
10. Forestry.—An introductory consideration of the char- 
acter, culture, protection and uses of the forest, and of the more 
important problems confronting the practical forester. The 
value of trees is emphasized, and the identification of the native 
trees form- a part of the laboratory work. Lectures, laboratory 
and thesis work. Open to general election. Fee, $1.00. Second 
semester, two credits, Monday. 1:80-3:30 p. II.; Wednesday, 
1:80.    Alternate years, offered in 191 H915. 
11. Ecology.—A study of the struggle for existence among 
plants, as shown by their reactions and adaptations to the various 
factors of their environment,—water, light, soil, temperature, etc. 
The distribution of plants, and their natural grouping in societies 
is considered, and special attention is given to the life problems 
of the plant, and the solution of those problems by the plant, as 
revealed in external form and internal structure. Lectures, lab- 
oratory and field work. Fee, $2.00. Four all-day field trips and 
several short excursions take the place of a part of the laboratory 
work. First semester, three credits. Wednesday, 7 :D0 A. M. ; 
Tuesday and Thursday. 7:80-9:80 A. M. Alternate years, not 
offered in 1914-1915. 
1 
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iv    S    ' «: '.'i rhc  principles  of  classification, 
from historical and i standpoints, and the stud)  of 
ihe classify ring plants.    I'lic identification of <>nr 
native plani I the herbarium    Methods of collect- 
,' attention, and oppor- 
lunitj :- given to each student to make the beginning of a private 
work    Four all-day 
: excursions take the place of part of 
ral election, but  Botany -i-i 
• md semester, three credit-. Wednes- 
day, ; m sdaj and Thursday, i     '  ' u.    \ltcr- 
nate in 1914-191! 
.". iv '.  Literatw      Reports   in   '"la-- upon  a-- 
• both semesters ma) betaken.   Prere- 
uuisite, orn yeat   I Botany,    V id French, German, or 
Italian desirable.     In.   n eek, with two credits. 
I'II-. Si on,    II ranged.   < ipen to Juniors 
and Seniors. 
19-Jll - I gn< d prob- 
lem- leading t.. research MI Botany.    This course ma) In- taken 
nh b) competent       lent"  and with thi consent of tin- head of 
H ndividually      Two   to   five 
• 
MUSK 
MR    I -i IIMAN 
Mondi     '.'■:■   la) and Friday, 9:30 \. \i i 
Of thi Theor) and Historj of Music, some 
eneral cultural value at a natural 
pan iif an) lib  ursi - are open without 
prerequisiti lent*   :n   the-   University,    Course   11 
also  ha-   no  pi and   is   identical   with   Physics   IT. 
riu- other* an mainl) i f a more technical nature and cannot be 
elected without m preparation.    For detail- consult the 
announcement of Ihi  i onservator) of Music, in tlii- catalogue. 
Following i- a li-t of courses  for which college credit is 
nted: 
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1. Appreciation of Musk.—First semester, two credits, 
Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 p. H.    Fee, $4.00, 
2. Elementary Theory.—Second semester, two credits, 
Monday and Wednesday, 2 :.10 p. If.   Fee, $4.00. 
5-6. Hillary of Music.—Both semesters, three credits. 
Tuesday. Thursday and Friday. 1:30 P. M. Fee, $12.00 each 
semester. 
7-8, Harmony.—Both semesters, three credits, Monday. 
Tuesday and Thursday. 10:80 \. If.   Fee, $12.00 each semester. 
9-10. Counterpoint.—Both semesters, three credits, Mon- 
day, Tuesday and Thursday. 9:80 v M. Fee. $12.00 each 
semester. 
11-12. Musical Form.—Both semesters, two credits. Wed- 
nesday and Friday, 9:30 A. M.   Fee, $8.00 each semester. 
13-14. Strict Composition.—Both semesters, two credits, 
Monday and Wednesday. 1:80 P. M.    Fee, $8.00 each semester. 
15-16. Free Composition.—Both semesters, two credits, 
Wednesday and Friday, 10:30 A. It.    Fee, $8.00 each semester. 
17. Physical Basis of Music.—First semester, two credits, 
Monday and Wednesday. 2:30 p. u. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  HOPPK. 
This department affords training in Expression, by finding 
and applying principles for developing voice, mind and body 
in reading and speaking. The work is in no sense a mere coach- 
ing for occasions, but a personal, cultural training which aims 
at helping the student get command of his own creative powers. 
The subject is studied as an art, and through it the student is 
brought into touch with the principles governing all art. The 
following courses are offered as college electives: 
1 
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1. Fnndam i • N I hi- course ia basic to 
all work done in the department. Problems in thinking and its 
expression n ind practical platform 
work.   First credits, two sections, Monday, Tuea- 
lay, l" 30 \   u . ruesday, Hiursda) and Friday, 
! 
2. I ' ■       i n   i ci mt se "lie. 
ires on qualities voice gi   "i  the body. 
I delivery.    Second 
ler, san •■ houi II se 1 
ing.— Visa a beginners' coursi m Ex- 
pression, dealing with the princi| . iverning the spoken word, 
with rm work in speaking    Stu- 
dent rod res lings,   & ■ t > i semes- 
ters, three credits. 1:30 p  u 
B.   Advanced Otis is .i s< c nd year 
course in the training of the drai tinct and the function 
of the imagination in •       The text used is Curry's "Imag- 
•I and Dramatic Instinct." Criticism given suited to needs 
of the student Prerei uisite, 1 and ;. First semester, Monday 
am! Wedm \i 
,;-   ••' f Addrei \ second year 
I and 3,   Lectures on the diet- 
ed as: how in talk extem- 
pore; how to prepari   a speech: how to interest and hold an 
ence.   Secoi •   .   and Wednesday, I 30 p, it. 
/   i" '•>■ Designed as a third year course and 
n only at discretim • the instructor to those who have had 
sufficient training and intend to enter some phase of public speak- 
ing work, such a t< i the ministry. First and second 
semesters, Monday and Wi I   10 p. it. 
10. Oral English. Open to all college students without 
any prerequisite Especiall) designed for -indent-, who arc 
specializing in English. Analysis and vocal interpretation of 
literature, (a) A study in the spirit <>f literature, directly related 
in the speaking voice, (b) "Bible Stories"; "The ld\ll- of the 
King."   Second semester, Wednesday and Friday, 10:30 \. it. 
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PHYSICAL TRAINING. 
MR. i.u INGSTON. 
Physical training is essential to sound scholarship. With 
this in view, a progressive course in systematic and rational 
physical training is given, covering a minimum of two hours 
per week in the Freshman and Sophomore years, for which four 
credits are allowed. A careful physical examination of each stu- 
dent is made at the beginning of the school year, of which an 
accurate record is kept, and advice is given to assist the individual 
in acquiring or maintaining a healthy body. 
In place of the systematic class work, those students who 
desire to follow other plans of physical training, by devoting 
four forty-five minute periods per week thereto, may receive 
credits for the same, as above, subject to the discretion of the 
Director. A short talk on the theory and practice of some 
athletic or gymnasium exercise from the standpoint of observer 
and participant is given each week, and is open to all students 
of the University. 
An elective course in Physical Training is offered to Juniors 
and Seniors who desire a deeper knowledge of this subject than 
the work of undcr-classmcn furnishes. This course includes 
lectures on the history, theory and practice of gymnastics and 
athletics; lighting, seating, heating and ventilating of school 
rooms; the taking of physical measurements and examination of 
heart, lungs and sense-; first aid to the injured and care of minor 
injuries. Ample opportunity is given for practice in handling 
gymnastic classes and athletic teams. 
THE FINE ARTS. 
The work in art indicated in the following paragraphs is 
subject to special tuition charges, given in detail on page 86, 
and is not credited towards a degree with the exception of the 
courses in Free-hand Drawing and Theory of Art, as stated 
below. With the exception of the work in China Painting, the 
instruction is given by Miss Sarah H. Seymour, who holds the 
. 
Special  Diploma n<   V ■    fi        [*eachers' College, of Co- 
lumbia I ni> [Tie aim i- i.. give the pupil an appreciation 
of the elements "i propi>rti m, line, color, etc., upon which eithei 
creal '-   ■• the leaching   i .ir: must be bated 
l v : Kpn ssion l>\ line anil -had- 
ing; value*, perspective technique ol u i painting in ml 
and watci •• guri ■ wers, landscape, annual-. ca-t 
(Iran ing 
Prir   -        ■      •:./•«—Studies ni repetition, subordina- 
symmetry, proportion: Inn  work in pattern, lettering ami 
landscape; coloi   in n  I    booh :"ur-. initials. 
posters, stenciled patterns, etc 
I. Princif ID i ■ V more advanced study along the 
-aiuc lines application :<■ wood Muck color print- 
in;,', pictorial work, book plates, illustration, decoration, etc, 
■ work  in  drawing and  painting 
from still life, from the model, and out-door sketching 
'      '.' \  •  -HI-.   designed  to prepare   for grade 
teaching  in  metal   work,  book-binding,  weaving,  and  pottery. 
Design is taught in connection with this work. 
> Domeslu Art Design Problems of spacing, proportion, 
color and harmony     Study of textiles and patterns. 
9. / rcr-hond Drawing.—A two-hour course through one 
semester, for which two credit) will be allowed on the require- 
ments for am of the degrees given by the University, The 
studio i- open each morning for this work, so that hours may l>c 
arranged to suit other schedules. Open to Freshmen in all 
groups, and advisers are authorized to make this work obligatory 
in am group m which a knowledge of drawing i- important. 
10, Metal Work and Jewelry.—Tht making of trays, bowls, 
candle-sticks, etc, from copper and brass Designing and mak- 
ing of buckles, pins, pendants, and chain- Setting of stones in 
gold and silver, 
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12. Theory of Art.—Lectures and studio work dealing witli 
the principles of art and their historical relations. Primarily for 
students in art, but open as an elective to all college students, 
with two credits on the requirements for any degree. 
Pointing on China.—The work in China Painting is under 
the instruction of Miss Carrie M. Howlanil. who holds certifi- 
cates for work in China decoration from instructors of high 
standing in Detroit, Chicago, New York and elsewhere. A class 
will IK- formed, if desired, in the history of Porcelain, from 
primitive times through its develoment in the various countries 
where it has received noteworthy attention, such as Egypt, China, 
Japan and England. The elements of design a» applied to china 
decoration are taught, the method of firing, the use of enamels, 
raised paste, etching, lustre, etc., each in its proper sequence. 
No one style is insisted upon, hut the conventional, semi-con- 
ventional and naturalistic all receive due attention. 
HOUSEHOLD ECONOMICS. 
EUGENIA E. FINI.EV. 
Household Economics, 1-2. Food.—Two laboratory periods 
of two hour- each and a one-hour lecture period per week. 
Chemistry 1-2 or :i-l must precede or accompany this course. 
Ice si."i each semester, 
Household Art. 1-2. Sewing.—Two period- of two hours 
each per week.    Fee, $12 each semester. 
8-4. Reed and Raffia Weaving,—One two-hour period per 
week.   Fee, sr.' each semester. 
Courses of Study 
The mm of « rk is me hour of lecture or recitation work 
per week througl I a semester, and KM units arc required to 
complete a ur ftriod count* 
oi out unit For ;t i■ I in ch—ing electives, the student may con- 
sult the schedules for the respei ester*, which will be 
found at the end               nine. 
I"o insure the f  classes  in purely elective 
lent must announce his election of any given 
to the Professor or Instruct • concerned thirty days pre- 
\i'>us I of the pn i ster, 
THE GROUP SYSTEM. 
To av id tin. manifest evils "f unregulated election a num- 
ber "i gi been formed, each leading to one of the 
three  degri the   rnivrr-ity—Bachelor  of   Arts, 
Bachelor ■■( Science, or Bachelor of Philosophy, Thus the stu- 
dent, upon entrance, el !.>r which he wishes 
to study and then make- hi- choice among the different group* 
leading t.. that degree Each of these groups emphasizes some 
particular line of study, such a- Botany, Physics, or History, for 
instance, and connects with tin- such other branches a- are fitted 
nsistency in the result a- a whole, 
together with a m ire extended knowledge oi the field of study 
which form- the centet I thi .•■ up \ certain amount of free 
llowed in each gi :;■ After the student has made 
hi- choice of a group, all further matter- affecting his schedule 
oi studies, including his ch . free electives. must he deter- 
mine! in conference with his Faculty Adviser. At the head of 
each group schedule, in th< pages following, will he found the 
name oi the Faculty Adviser for that group, 
The numbers following name- .,f studies indicate the num- 
ber of the cour-c. a- described in the preceding statements of the 
varir.u-   department-   of   -iu.lv      Odd   numbers   always   indicate 
lir-t -.eme tei even numbers those of the second semester. 
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GROUP SCHEDULES. 
A. FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS. 
Six groups lead to this degree, designated Al, A2. etc. The 
first is especially suited to students preparing to teach Greek or 
Latin, or to do graduate work in those branches. The second 
gives opportunity for advanced work in physics, with related 
mathematics in connection with the ancient classics. In the third, 
some other branch of science may be similarly emphasized ; in the 
fourth, history; in the fifth, pure mathematics; in the sixth, 
English. 
The common requirements for all groups leading to this 
degree are: Greek, courses 1-1; Latin, courses 1-4 ; Mathematics, 
courses 1-2; English, courses 1-1; Philosophy, courses 3-1; His- 
tory, courses 1-2 ; eight units of science and eight units of modern 
language. 
GROUP A1.    ADVISER, PROFESSOR COLWBLL. 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2. Greek 1-2, Latin 1-2, Mathe- 
matics, 1-2.    Election, two or three hours each semester. 
Sophomore Year.—Greek 3-1, Latin 3-4, History 1-2 ; a mod- 
ern language four hours each semester. Two or three hours' 
work may be elected in addition, with approval of adviser. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, a modern language four hours 
each semester; Greek or Latin, two, three or four hours each 
semester; History or Science. Free election, three or four hours 
each semester. 
Senior War.—Philosophy 3-4 ; Logic, History or a language. 
Free election, eight to ten hours each semester. 
OROUP  A2.     ADVISER,   PROFESSOR  W.   II.   JOHNSON. 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2, Greek 1-2, Latin 1-2, Mathe- 
matics 1-2.   Election, two or three hours. 
Sophomore Year.—Greek 3-4, Latin 3-4 ; Physics or Mathe- 
matics each semester.   Election, two to six hours each semester, 
M ' - .\    I    \ lw KM 1 \ 
l>ut Historj  i  iii.i i must U- taken in the Sophomore or Junior 
Year. 
Junior Vrai English 8-4, Mathematics or Physics, three 
or four hours each lemester. Minlcrn laminate or Science, three 
or tour hour- each semester Election, three to nine hours each 
semester, but Historj 1 and % must be taken if not taken in the 
Sophomore (rear 
Stnioi  I ear —Philosoph) 9-4, Mathematics or l*hy>ies. three 
<>r four hours each semester, Modern l*anguage or Science, three 
ich semester    Election, three t" seven hour- each 
semesti • 
GROUP   \ '.      U)VISO<,  PROFESSOt  M     II     n.llv.n\\ 
ihman   Year.—Latin, Greek   English and Mathematics, 
as in Grou ribed above    Election  two to three boon 
each semester. 
•   Ytm    Greek     i. Latin   I I, Histor)  1--.'. S.i- 
•   Four hours each semester, 
Electi  ■ three hours 
Science. I ut hours each semes- 
three or four hours each temes- 
■   ■ ea      emestet 
!       r Modern Language, 
I lection, seven to ten hours 
tei 
i | s l 
for      A. B degree, 
,ne to i mplete al least 
Fot  those 
ti< al Si ience i 
History,  History 
■ lent in this g 
ence    Fot 
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those majoring in Political Science, Professor Goodell will act as 
Adviser; for those in History. Assistant Professor Kull. 
GROUP A5.     ADVISER.  PROFB880D  WILEY. 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2. Greek 1-2, Latin 1-8, Mathe- 
matics 1-2. 
Sophomore Year.—Greek 3-4, Latin 3-4, Mathematics 8-4. 
Three to five hours open to election each semester. 
Junior Year.—English .1-4, Mathematics 5-6. Six to ten 
hours open to election each semester. 
Senior Year.—Philosophy 3-4 ; Mathematics or Astronomy 
each semester.   Six to ten hours open to election each semester. 
The general requirements of eight units of modern language 
and eight units of science should one or both be completed by the 
close of the Junior year. 
GROUP  A6.     ADVISER,   PROFESSOR  WILLIAMS. 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2, I.atin 1-2, Greek 1-2, Mathe- 
matics 1-2.   Two or three hours election each semester. 
Sophomore Year.—English 9-10, Latin 3-4, Greek 3-4; a 
modern language.    Election, two or three hours each semester. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, 5a-6, 11a; a modern language. 
Election, sufficient to make a total of sixteen hours each semester. 
Senior Year.—English 13 and 15, Philosophy 3-4. Election 
•sufficient to make sixteen hours each semester. The year each of 
History and Science required for the degree should one or both 
be completed by the end of the Junior year. 
B.    TOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE. 
Seven groups lead to this degree, designated Bl, B2, etc., 
emphasizing respectively the departments of Botany, Chemistry, 
Engineering, Geology, Mathematics, Physics and Zoology. 
The common requirements of all groups leading to this 
degree are: English, courses 1-4; Mathematics, courses 1-2; 
Chemistry, courses 1-2 for those who do not present Chemistry 
DEN r itsiTV 
for entrance, courses ;-i foe those who do; Physic*, courses 1-2; 
Philosophy, i sines 1-4. All candidate! tor this degree must 
preseni at least eight unit] ol I rench 01 Spanish, anil eight of 
German 5tu lent: «rh i pr« ten! two years of French or German 
1 ii admis! ■■■ I i the Freshman class must take al least eight addi- 
tional units work (French, Spanish, German 
or Latin | bel               iti< m 
Time not provided for bj these general requirements, or by 
the additional requirements of the particular group rhotitn. is 
open I ■  in in conference with the Group Adviser. 
DP al,     \nw-i.K   PROFESSOR STICKNEY. 
This group is sub-divided, as foil 
Sub-group 1 i- intended as ■ general culture course, for stu- 
dent- who wish to make Botany their major -.nine Elections 
ma)  be n reference to teaching Botany, alone 
or with other sciences, "r to biological survey, or state or govern* 
men) work in the Department of Agriculture, 
Freshman Year.—Botany 1-2, Chemistry 1-2, English 1-2, 
Mathemati r 1 rench 1 -!. 
Sophomore )',,:■ .  3-4, Physics 1-2, French or Ger- 
man; Zoology IS (women) or 16 (men). Elective, three hours 
MM semester and six the other. Historj 1-2 advised. liotany 
9-10 may be taken here to advanl 
Junior rVor.—Botanj 5-8 or 11-12, English 8-4, Zoology 
:i-l Elective, seven or eight hours. liotany 7-8, Geology 5-6 or 
7-8 or a modern language may be taken here. 
Senior Year.—Geology 3-4, Philosophy 8-4, and three hours 
of liotany.    Elective, five to lix hour-.    Political Science S and 2 
are suggested 
Sub-group II i- arranged for those who are interested in 
the economic aspects of Botany, and prepares for advanced stand- 
ing in schools of Agriculture or Forestry.    The requirements here 
differ from those given in the above schedule in the following 
particulars:    liotany 9-10 i- substituted for .j-fi, and liotany 7-8 
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is required. Also Civil Engineering 1 and 4 (may be taken in 
the Sophomore year, and Zoology 1G taken later) and Political 
Science (Senior year) are required. Animal Ecology (Zoology 
9-10) is suggested, and may be taken in the Junior or Senior year. 
GROUP   B2.     CHEMISTRY.      ADVISER,   l'ROFESSOR   DRUM BACK. 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2, Mathematics 1-2; Chemistry 
1-2 or 3-4; Zoology 15 (women) or 1C (men). A modern lan- 
guage, four hours. 
Sophomore Year,—Chemistry 5-8, a modern language four 
hours, Physics 1-2. Four to six hours each semester open to 
election. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, Chemistry 9-10. Seven to eleven 
hours open to election each semester. 
Senior Year.—Philosophy 3-4. Ten to thirteen hours each 
semester open to election. 
In this group two years each of French and German are 
urged, also Mathematics 3-4, Geology 3-4, or 5-6, and Zool- 
ogy 1-2. 
GROUP B3.     ENGINEERING.     ADVISER, PROFESSOR T. S. JOHNSON. 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2, Mathematics 1-2, Civil Engin- 
eering 1 or 2 and 4, Chemistry 1-2 or 3-4, Physics 1-2. 
Sophomore Year.—Physics 3-4, Mathematics 3-4, French or 
German four hours, Civil Engineering 3 and 12. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, Geology 3, German or French 
four hours each semester, Civil Engineering 7 and 13 first semes- 
ter, 8 and 12 the second. 
Senior Year.—Philosophy 3-4, Civil Engineering 9 in the 
first semester, 10 in the second. Election, six hours each 
semester. 
■v l>( \ ISON   L'NIVBBSIT> 
>.k.    p i:l.       Ei LOGY.     IDVISSR,  PROFESSOR i \us>\ 
Elective? ma) be - arranged .1- to prepare for a leaching 
position in G     . rn language, of some other combi- 
nation 1    fot work  11 the I    S  Geological Survey,   The group 
c, ■ill)>r■ -1 - 
I.   Genera <    m nil   a- in all scientific groups, stated 
1 'Ti page BO 
•-' i,r,mf Requirements, Geolog) 1. I, I, S "r •;. s. 11. \?, 
Zoolog) I"' (women • Ifl (men), and twelve units of other 
scieiM 1 - 
3 Elective. Courses sufficient to make up tin- 121 units 
required for the B  S  degree. 
GROUP   B5.     MATHEMATICS.      SDVISER,   PROFESSOR   WILEY, 
Freshman Year.—Mathematics 1-2. English 1? Chemistry 
1-2. «»r 3-4.   Election, tour hours 
Sophomore KM?.—Mathematics 3-4, Physics 1-'.'. French or 
German tout hour-    Possible election, three to -ix hours each 
-mi -ter. 
Junior K«ar.—Mathematics :>-•;. English :)-t. Six to ten 
hours' election possible each semester. 
Senwr Year.—Mathematics or Astronomy each semester: 
Philosophy :i-l     Seven to tin hour-' election each semester. 
1.K01 !•  B6.     PHYSICS.       tDVlSER,   PROFESSOR  COONS, 
Freshman Yeai -English 1-2, Physics 1-2. Mathematics 
1-8, Chemistry 1-2, or 3-4, Election, two to four hours each 
semester. 
Sophomore Year.—Physics 8-4, Mathematics :i-4. Flection. 
seven hours each semester. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, Physics :>-•;.   Election, seven to 
ten hour- each semester. 
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Senior Year.—Philosophy 8-4, Physics 7-8. Election, eight 
hours in each semester. Those desiring special or advanced work 
along particular lines in Physics may elect courses 15-16, and any 
who expect to pursue electrical or mechanical engineering are 
advised to elect courses 9 and 10. 
DJMHIF B7, ADVISER, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ORCUTT. 
In this group the courses are so arranged as to provide for 
the general student as well as for the person anticipating the study 
of medicine. In addition to the general requirements for the 
R. S. degree there are the following requirements for the group: 
Zoology 1-2, 3-4. 15 or 16; Botany 3-4.7:18 credits from Zoology 
5-6. 7-8, 9-10, and 11-18. 
C.   FOR THE DECREE OF P.ACHELOR OF 
PHILOSOPHY. 
The applicant for this degree must select some one foreign 
language, ancient or modern, and pursue it through two consecu- 
tive years (16 semester units), and previous to graduation must 
elect not less than 8 additional units of foreign language work, 
in consultation with his Group Adviser. Further common require- 
ments of all groups for the degree arc: English, courses 1-4, 
Mathematics 1-2. Philosophy, courses .'I and 4. 
Seven groups, designated Cl, C2, etc., lead to this degree, 
emphasizing respectively the departments of Latin, Romance 
Languages. German. English, History. Mathematics and Theory 
of Music. 
CROUP cl.    LATIN,    ADVISER, PROFESSOR W. H. JOHNSON. 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2. I,atin 1-2. Mathematics 1-2. 
Election, four to six hours each semester. 
Sophomore Year.—latin 3-4, a Modern language. History 
1-2 or a Science.   Free election, three to six hours each semester. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4 ; a Modern Language or a Science ; 
Latin. Logic or History. Free election, sufficient to make sixteen 
hours each semester. 
'•'" DENISON UKIVI RSITV 
Senior Year.—Philosophy 8-4; Latin, History or Political 
Science; .1 Romance I anguagc Free election, -utrk-ient to make 
sixteen boun each lemi siei 
C«OUP C2. ICES,     kDVIStt, PBORSBOI 
M'KIBBIN. 
Fret   •■ 1-8,   Mathematics   1-2,   French, 
four  hour.-.    Elective,  (out or live  hours each semester  from 
departments i f Mathematics, Science, ■■! Ancient Languages. 
Sophomore Year I rench four hours, German four hours, 
the remainder of the time to I* filled by election from Ancient 
Languages, Science, Mathematics or History. 
Junior Year.—First semester, English S, Spanish 1, Anglo- 
Saxon. French two hour-.   Possible election, three to five hour*. 
nd lemester, English I, Spanish 8, Italian 8, French two 
hours.    Possible election, four to six hours. 
Senior Year.—Philosophy 3-4, Italian 8, French two hours 
each semester. Election, sufficient to make sixteen hours each 
semester, 
CBOUP C3.    GEtMAN.     ADVISE*, PBOFESSOI ' H \MI1F.KI.1N. 
Fretkman Year.—German \-'i. English 1-2, Mathematics 1-8, 
Latin l-1.' or Greek 1-8. Elective, one to three hours each semes- 
ter. «ith consent of adviser. 
Sophomore Year.—German 8-4, History 1-2. Elective, 
seven to eight hours each lemester, to be chosen both from For- 
eign I 
Junior Year.—German 5-C or 7-8, English 8-4. A year's 
work of History, Foreign language, or Science. Elective, six 
or seven hours each semester. 
Senior Year.—German 8-10, Philosophy 3-4, Gennan 7 if 
not previously taken. Elective six to ten hours, with English 
I la anil 12 advised, 
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If credits in modern languages are offered for entrance a 
corresponding amount may be deducted from the college lan- 
guage requirements of the group, thus leaving more time for 
election from other departments. 
GROUP C4.     ENGLISH.     ADVISER, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR PENCE. 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2, Latin 1-2, Mathematics 1-2, 
French or German.   Election, two or three hours. 
Sophomore Year.—English 9-10, two Modern Languages. 
Election, four to eight hours. 
Junior Year.—English .1-4, 5a-G, and 11a; a Modern Lan- 
guage.   Election, sufficient to make sixteen hours each semester. 
Senior Year.—English 13 and 15 ; a Modern Language; Phil- 
osophy 3-4. Election, sufficient to make sixteen hours each 
semester. 
GROUP C5.     H1ST0RV AND  POLITICAL SCIENCE.     ADVISERS,  PROFES- 
SOR GO0DELL AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR KULL. 
In additon to the general requirements for all groups lead- 
ing to the B. Ph. degree at least thirty hours of History and 
Political Science will be required for the completion of this 
group. 
Students majoring in Political Science must take History 8 
and Political Science 2 and 3. Those majoring in History must 
take History 1-2, 7-8, and Political Science 2. Students in this 
group must also take at least twelve credit hours of Science. Pro- 
fessor Goodell will act as adviser to students majoring in Polit- 
ical Science; Assistant Professor Kull to those in History. 
GROUP C6.     MATHEMATICS.     ADVISER,  PROFESSOR  WILEY. 
Freshman Year.—Mathematics 1-2, English 1-2, an ancient 
or modern language four hours each semester. Election, four to 
six hours each semester. (One foreign language to be pursued 
through the Freshman and Sophomore years, 16 units, and not 
less than 8 units more of foreign language work to be elected 
during the course.) 
N I V  I  K--I I \ 
Sophomore ) eai Mathematics 8-1. continuation of foreign 
languagt chosen MI Freshman year. Cool hour- each semester: 
Hisior) i ■: Scienci three or (our hours each semester. Free elec- 
tion, three to six hours each semester. 
lunioi Year.—Mathematics 5-6, English 8-4, a foreign lan- 
guage, foui hours each semester. Free election, four to seven 
hour- each leroestei, 
Senior Year.—Mathematics or Astronomy each semester; 
PhiloM.pliv  .: i     l-.lrction, seven to ten hours each semester. 
oaoup c7.   TIIFJIRV or MUSIC    unron, MB. ESCHHAN. 
In addition to the general requirements for the degree, the 
following course-, are required for this group ; 
I reshman Year    Music 1-8. 
Sophomore Year.—Musk ?-8. History 1-8. 
Junior Year—Music 9-in. 
Senior Yeot   -Musk 18-11. 
Music "■-'.. 11-18, I) Zoolog) IS or m. and Italian 2-3 are 
also required, but no) in am  specific >ear. 
A certain minimum of musical technique i> requisite in the 
theoretical courses in advance of Music 4. and a student with no 
al knowledge of music may 1* required to pursue the study 
of the- pianoforte not less than two semesters. The course in 
Sight Reading and Ear Training i- also required of Freshmen in 
this group I IK completion of the foregoing group does not 
entitle the Student to the regular Conservatory Diploma, the 
requirements for which an- -tatcd elsewhere. 
Shepardson  College 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT. 
For several years prior to liHH), under joint agreement of 
the authorities of the two colleges, the facilities of Denison Uni- 
versity, including instruction, were largely accessible to the stu- 
dents of Shepardson College. The practical working of this 
arrangement gradually pointed the way to a still closer union, 
making it possible to offer to both daughters and sons of the 
patrons of the two schools an education in all respects equal, and 
receiving equal recognition upon completion. 
In June, li>00. following these indications of practical expe- 
rience, such a union was effected. The courses of Denison Uni- 
versity, its class rooms, its material equipment and its degrees, 
were opened to the students of Shepardson College on exactly 
the same terms as to young men. While Shepardson College 
thus IxTamc a department of the University, co-ordinate in all 
scholastic matters with Granville College, it still retains its legal 
identity. 
As the Boards of Trustees, Officers of Instruction and Gov- 
ernment, and the courses of instruction are now the same for 
fjranvillc College and Shepardson College thev arc not here 
repeated. A detailed statement of studies offered in the various 
departments of instruction, with conspectus of courses leading 
to the several degrees, will he found on pages   Hi 98, 
ROOMS AND BOARD, 
Non-resident students board and room in the College. In 
order to secure a room in advance, a retaining fee of five dollar- 
musl he deposited by each student with the Treasurer of the 
College. No room is regarded as engaged until this fee is in the 
Treasurer's hands.    This sum will he applied on the bills of the 
93 
in asm 
fir-! semester, unless the student fails to take the room, in which 
.-.[-. ii :- i irfeited ! ngagement of rooms in advance is utuler- 
the year, unless otherwise stipulated, 
Students must take not leas than thirteen hours a week of 
college credit work in order to room in the dormitories. 
Students w I be accommodated in the dormitories 
at the beginning of the fall term, live in the village in rooms 
recommended by the ind are under college 
regulations and supervision. Their names are entered upon ■ 
waitir.. irding to the date of their application, and they 
are expect) I I U  fas) as vacancies 
occur. Tiny have the privilege of boarding in the college din- 
ing-hall while they arc on the waiting 
R oms engagi ' by students of the preceding year will not 
be held later than July !. unless the retaining fee has been paid. 
Freshmen  arc I ■■ vacate their r. - -IIK liefore Com- 
mencemenl « eek 
ADMISSION. 
■ • maintain a preparatory depart- 
ment, and to students of college grade. 
The requirement ihman year arc iden- 
tical with ■ iranville College, a full statement of which 
will 1R- found on .             "  10, 
DISCIPLINE. 
Only   suci ns  are  imposed a-  are  necessary  to 
maintain conditioi rable to the college work.    It is 
the endear n of thi i llegi I i devel p lelf-knowledge and self- 
control.   The Student Government  Association cooperates with 
the Dean in maintaining a government that i- educational rather 
than restrictive. 
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EXPENSES. 
All necessary information concerning expenses in Shepard- 
son College will bo found in detail on pages 31-36. 
MORAL AND INTELLECTUAL INFLUENCES. 
Without placing any restraint upon the denominational pref- 
erences of its pupils, the College aims to surround them with 
salutary Christian influences. Attendance on the daily Chapel 
exercises is required, but no restriction is placed upon the pupil's 
choice of a regular place of worship on Sundays. Students and 
teachers unite in the Young Women's Christian Association, and 
in classes organized for systematic Ilible study. 
There are three literary societies for students in Shepardson 
College, the Euterpean, Philomathcan, and Thalian. 
The Marsh Memorial Library in King Hall, established by 
Dr. and Mrs. Shepardson in memory of their daughter, Mrs. 
Lide Shepardson-.Marsh, contains a valuable collection of books 
for Bible and missionary study; also dictionaries, encyclopedias, 
and other helps for general study. This library is constantly 
being increased by gifts from the family and friends of Mrs. 
Marsh. 
The Reading Rooms in Iturton Hall and Stone Hall are 
supplied with current literature, and in addition to the Univer- 
sity Library a special Reference Library is maintained on the 
Shepardson College grounds, for the convenience of its students 
and teachers. 
. 
W 1 l| KISON    I   NIVEUm 
PHYSICAL ["RAINING. 
MISS  BR MiSTRFET. 
I'ho physical training foi young women it under the pcr- 
s> iii.il instruction ol the physical director ami conaistj of graded 
class work in gymnastics for two and one-half yean. This work 
is required for graduation except for those who arc excused 
from gymnastics bj a physician. A special physical training 
- offered for those who are intending to do advanced work 
in tin- line, Instruction in swimming, tennis, l«sket hall, and 
archer) i- tree to a tamination is given to every 
woman who entei gi   U  the director before she can 
begin the gymnasium at    if necessary corrective exercises 
are prescribed to meet her special needs The ami throughout is 
to meet the individual physical needs of the students. 
Students not Candida egi e are required t" take 
gymnasium work unless excused bj the Dean, 
SCHOL VRSHIPS 
A numbei iblc for the use of stu- 
dent- tit;   provided the) maintain an honorable 
i 
It i- arships, if called 
Such service, how- 
■ ,:i •     ■ uam ■    I regular studies. 
Doane Academy 
FACULTY. 
H. RHODES HUNDLEY, A. M., Sc. D., Dean, 
History. 
BUNYAN SPENCER, A. M., 
Greek. 
AUGUST ODEBRECHT, A. M., 
French. 
CHARI.ES E. DAVIS, B. PH., 
Latin. 
LILY BELL SEFTON, B. S., 
Chemistry. 
RAYUOND C. DITTO, A. M., 
Physics. 
ELMER OTTO WOOLEY, A. M., 
German. 
RUTH ORCUTT, M. S., 
Botany and Physiology. 
ANNA C. MILLS, A. B., 
Physical Geography. 
MILES ELTON DEAN, A. B., 
English. 
CHARLES W. HENDERSON, 
Mathematics. 
BUNYAN SPENCER Registrar 
AUGUST ODEBRECHT Secretary 
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HISTORY OF DOANE ACADEMY. 
This school was organized in 1831, .1- 1 preparatory depart- 
ment of the Granville Literary and Theological Institution. As 
the latter developed first into Granville College and later into 
Denison University, the preparatory department remained a fun- 
damental part 1 f the institution. In 1881 it was organized a- a 
separate school, with increased efficiency, tinder the name of 
Granville Academy, In 1894, Dr. William Howard Doane, of 
Cincinnati, presented the school with a beautiful ami commodious 
building, ami in recogniti m of this gift the Board of Trustees in 
1895 changed the name to "D   II*   Academy." 
AIM 
It 1- the special aim of the S ademy to bestow the best 
quality of  instruction preparator)  to 1 • .liege.    In addition to 
the   preparatory   work,   however,   the   curriculum   ha*   been   so 
arranged as to furnish to tli •   mending to pursue a course 
in College a tir-' class  \ tdi mi   ■ dm  • 
ADVANTAGES ( IF LOCATION. 
The school i- located in Granville, Licking County, Ohio, a 
village noted for beauty of surrounding scenery, healthfulness 
of climate, and intelligence and high moral character in its 
citizen-. The quiet of the place i- highly conducive to earnest 
study The absence of saloons and all places for gambling and 
vice makes Granville an idea! place for young people. The 
social atmosphere is pure and elevating and offer- to young men 
an opportunity  for the cultivation of those graces  which will 
enable them to apjiear well in good society. 
CONNECTION WITH DENISON UNIVERSITY. 
The Academy enjoy- peculiar advantage- by reason of con- 
nection   with   Denison   University      The  general  comforts  and 
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conveniences of a plant more extensive and costly than a pre- 
paratory school might afford, arc open without discrimination to 
students of the Academy. The Library of the University, the 
privilege of Cleveland Hall, and the equipment of the Scien- 
tific Departments are examples of these exceptional advantages. 
Besides these, the intellectual stimulus of association with the 
Faculty and the mature students of the College; unusual social 
privileges; opportunities in the way of lectures and entertain- 
ments ; the courses of the Conservatory of Music and of the Art 
Department, are further illustrations of the advantage that 
accrues to the Academy through union with the greater insti- 
tution. 
ROOMS FOR STUDENTS. 
Within certain limitations, the rooms in the college dormi- 
tories are available for Academy students. 
The rooms are arranged in suites, each suite consisting of a 
study 12 by 15 feet, a bed-room 8 by 11 feet, and two small 
closets.   Each suite is designed for two students. 
The rooms have been recently refitted and provided with all 
necessary furniture. They are lighted with electric light and 
heated with hot water radiators, connected with the central heat- 
ing and lighting plant. There are lavatories with hot and cold 
water, shower baths, etc., on every floor. 
If any student prefers to room elsewhere, or if at any time 
he finds all the rooms in the dormitories assigned to others, he 
can always obtain pleasant rooms in the village, cither furnished 
or unfurnished, at moderate cost. 
GIRLS IN THE ACADEMY. 
Since the discontinuance of Shepardson Preparatory, girls 
have been admitted to Doane Academy; but the lack of dor- 
mitory facilities makes it impossible to receive any except those 
whose parents or guardians live near enough to enable them to 
come as "day students." 
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Courses of Study 
There are three nrses of study, the Classical, the 
ntific, and the Philosophical, each extending through four 
yen- and leading pondii       urses in the College.    The 
holder "i a diploma from tl dmitted to the Fretta- 
inan i l.i- • examination on the pay- 
ment of a matriculatii n fee. 
Although  these courses have ' rranged  with  special 
reference to the cun vcrsity, they will he found 
quite suffi .   into any American col- 
lege     \n n of the detailed scheme ol these courses, 
found ■ Ti foil wing pag      *     -'   A that outside the required 
work   sufficient;   eli Acred   to  insure  conformity  to 
individual nee I-. 
ELECTIVE STUDIES 
When the reason seems to be lufl     nl    tu lents are allowed 
tn make a judicious choio livi   studies, but iln- choice is 
never permitted to int< th the work of the regualr classes 
in which studies maj 
Outline of the Work 
ENGLISH, 
The aim of the work in tin- department is to insure a 
thorough knowledgi of English Grammar; give careful ground- 
ing in the fundamental principle- of Composition an<l Rhetoric, 
supplemented by extensive practice in writing; meet the "Col- 
lege  Entrance   Requirement'-"  in  l-'.nglish  Classics; and take an 
outline surve) of English literature. 
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MATHEMATICS. 
The work in Mathematics covers three years, five hours a 
week, divided equally between Algebra and Geometry. Algebra 
is given in the first year, five hours a week and extends through 
Quadratics. Algebra II is given five hours a week throughout 
the second semester of the fourth year and, in addition to a thor- 
ough review, carries the subject through the progressions. An 
entire year is devoted to Plane Geometry giving time for exten- 
sive work in original exercises. One semester is given to Solid 
Geometry. 
HISTORY. 
A course in General History is offered in the first year. 
English History is given three hours a week throughout the 
second year, and Mediaeval and Modern History three hours 
a week throughout the Junior year. 
LATIN. 
The first year in this subject is devoted to a thorough mastery 
of the forms and underlying principles of the syntax of the 
language. In the second, four books of Gesar or the equivalent 
are read, anil a text-book course in prose composition is given. 
In the third year, Cicero's orations against Catiline and his 
Manilian Law. Arthias and Marccllus are read, accompanied by 
a continuation of the course in prose composition. Six books 
of Virgil's /Eneid arc read in the fourth year, supplemented by 
Ovid and courses in Mythology and prose composition. 
GREEK. 
The regular course in this subject includes two years, five 
hours a week, covering the ordinary first year of Greek, the usual 
amount of the Anabasis, and prose composition. For those pre- 
paring for colleges requiring more Greek for entrance, provision 
is made for taking the additional amount in connection with the 
Freshman Class in Granville College. 
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FOI the benefit i those who entet the advanced course* in 
the Academy or who enter the Freshman Class in the College 
desiring to take the classical Course but lacking Greek, a so- 
callcil TJoublers" claas is organiied which completes two years 
in one.    Only   students of  tried ability and  earnestness  are 
allowed in this class, and a decline of grade below H0<fc  imme- 
diately debars the delinquent from the da--. 
MODERN LANGUAGES. 
Two years of French and two of German constitutes the 
work of this department French or German may be substi- 
tuted for Latin in the last two years of the Scientific Course, 
and  a  similar   substitution   of   French.   German  or  Greek   will 
hereafter b •    f the Philosophical Course; 
and while n work in this department is required, at present. 
in the Classical Course, ii i- h iped that no student will complete 
that course without at least one year of either French or German. 
SCIENCE. 
lour full year- of Science are offered Each course re- 
quires the conventional proportion of laboratory work. In the 
first semester of the second year, Physi given, and in the 
nd semester,  Botanj     Laboratory   and note-book work is 
recurred in both these courses     In the third year, strong conr-es 
in Chemistrj and I" raphj arc given     Both consist 
"f ' In Physical Geog- 
raphy, field work i- also required. In the Senior year, the sub- 
ject of Physics i- given, with regular weekly laboratory work 
throughout  the  year. 
All the science » irk is 'lone under the direct supervision of 
the head- of the respective departments in Granville College. 
and tins fact, together with the exceptional equipment afforded 
by the connection of the Academy with Denison University, 
guaranties superior advantage- in our Science Department. 
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Admission of Students 
Although students are admitted at any time, they enter to 
the best advantage at the beginning of the school year. Those 
who desire to enter after the school year has begun should, by 
correspondence with the Dean, ascertain before-hand, as nearly 
as possible, the progress that has been made by the class which 
they propose to enter. 
CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION. 
The requirements for admission to the First Year Class are 
the usual eight grades cif public school work, or the equivalent; 
and to advanced standing, the studies previously pursued by the 
class which the applicant desires to enter. 
No student will be admitted who is not fitted to do well the 
work of the first year. 
An applicant not personally known to some member of the 
Faculty must furnish testimonials of good character, and, if from 
another institution, he must present a certificate of honorable 
dismission. 
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION BY YEARS. 
The following scheme of the studies of each course by years 
exhibits the work required for graduation in each together with 
the electives offered: 
STATEMEN1   OF   COURSES Bi   YEARS 
ii years will try to complete the  »<"k required  for ',  earn- 
nature and capable students ma}  in  lour  jreai        ■■ ;  eti   all tb arork and mon f the Fn 
»*■     'I"- work o* tlic Academj  is 10 articulated with thai     f I make thii p -    and in rli: 
may be possible Frequent rfc    I the A Collcgi 
FIRST 
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Class Work 
REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY. 
Every student, unless excused for special reasons, is ex- 
pected to attend at least three recitations each school day. His 
attendance on these and on the special or public exercises of the 
class or of the Academy must be punctual. 
Parents arc especially urged to encourage students to be 
present at the opening of the session, and to remain at their 
work till its close. Absence from the duties of the school 
whether occasioned by absence from town or by the entertain- 
ment of friends, is subversive of the highest good of the student. 
His pleasure, or that of his friends, should never be permitted to 
interfere with his daily duties. 
RECITATION PERIODS AND UNITS OF CREDIT. 
The recitation periods are one hour in length, and a unit of 
credit is made by five hours of recitation a week throughout a 
year.    Fractions of units are determined upon this basis. 
It will be seen from the "Course of Studies by Years," 
exhibited on page 101, that fifteen units arc required for gradua- 
tion, but a student desiring to do so may increase this number 
of units to a considerable extent. This opportunity affords a 
special advantage to those who need to adjust their preparatory 
work to the entrance requirements of other colleges; while those 
who expect to enter Denison may, in general, secure 50% college 
credit for all such additional work. 
EXAMINATIONS. 
Examinations are held at the close of each semester, and at 
intervals during the semester, at the discretion of the instructor. 
If a student's grade for a given semester in a given class falls 
below seven-tenths of the maximum, he forfeits his right to 
continue as a member of the class.    In determining his grade, 
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his examination mark ha- half the power of the average of his 
tcrni nurk- Regularit) in work, good conduct, spelling and 
diction an ents in making up the student's 
standing. 
REPORTS. 
At the close of each semester of study the Secretary of the 
Faculty mail* t>. the parents H guardian of each student in the 
Academ) a report of the itanding attained bv such student in 
each study pursued during the semester, together with a record 
of his absences and deportment 
Kcport- concerning individual students will also be fur- 
nished by tin- I Van at any time Upon the request of the parent 
or guardian. 
Alpha Delia 1au and Kappa '/.eta. 
In the Spring of 1910 Doam . wu honored by being 
granted the Thcta Chapter of Alpha Delta Tau. the honorary 
fraternity f,,r preparatory  Khooli corresponding to  Phi  Beta 
Kappa in college- From the up,,er fifth of each graduating 
class a certain n.m.l>er arc elected to the society each year, and 
the distinction «hich such an election confers provides an impor- 
,am l«* in  -clwlar-hip. a. well as an appro- 
priate • Hence, 
rhrough  the  genet of  an  alumnus of  Denison,  two 
scholarship prizes have been ..flcrcd. These prizes consist of 
Alpha Delta Tau badges, emblems of the Honorary Society, to 
which the valedictorian and salutatorian, the two graduates who 
are highest in scholarship, ire. each year. 
The Kappa Zeta honorarj society for girls also has a 
chapter here and the Kappa Zeta kej ia given each year to the 
girl graduating from Doane Academy with highest rank in 
scholarship 
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IRVING-CICERO LITERARY PRIZE CONTEST. 
For several years a spirited and friendly rivalry has existed 
between the two literary societies of the Academy. As a result 
of this the societies held for several years a public contest with 
no reward in view except that of the honor of being victor. 
To stimulate the desire for honor and to encourage faithful 
work in societies, the Faculty of the University adopted the 
following resolutions: 
1. That the contest be held between the holiday recess and 
the close of the first semester of each year. 
2. That the winners of the contest in Declamation and 
Essay be granted each a scholarship for the first semester of 
the next school year. 
3. That the winners of the contest in Oration and Debate 
be granted each a scholarship for the two successive semesters 
following that in which the contest is held. 
SHERWIN PRIZES. 
H. A. Sherwin, Esq., of Cleveland, has established in the 
Academy a first and second prize of $50 and $25, respectively. 
These prizes are unique in their terms. The conditions of award 
are changed every year, and are announced only at the close of 
the year. Excellence in general scholarship with personal merit, 
excellence in Greek, excellence in I-atin, and acquaintance with 
matters of current interest have been made the basis of award 
in the different years since the prizes were established. 
ATHLETICS. 
Besides holding membership in the general athletic Associa- 
tion of the I'niversity entitling them to all the privileges of that 
organization, the students of the Academy have their own athletic 
association and maintain their own teams in the various branches 
of sport. Their athletics are supervised by a board of athletic 
control and a graduate manager. Contests in football, basket 
ball, and baseball are held with the more important high schools 
in this section of the State. 
_ 
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Graduation Appointments 
THE HON( IR MEN. 
die membei te average standing 
in the itudies    I th< • :. the first semester of the 
Senior Year is I speaker on the programme 
of Gradual   •   Da; the  Valedictorian.   To the 
member of the highest, i- given first 
I Salutatorian.    No stu- 
dent who has not '.     j the Academy in at 
lemestera can receive 
either of 
OTHER SPEAKERS. 
student ligible   to   the   Diploma   of   the 
n, and. having signed it with a ficti- 
■ tl •   \ .1 lemy before April 15. 
The orations thu to a committee whose mem- 
bers • ■'., production, and those 
ted ai the orations to be 
preset .,-- of the Academy. 
Miscellaneous 
. ERNMENT. 
I' is 'hi  di    • an I maintain a relation of con- 
fidence between teachei and pupil, and to stimulate those senti- 
ment! which matun int ■ I hri tian manhood, Students are 
encouraged in self government, and to this end the greatest pos- 
sible freedom i- accorded them; but they are continually taught 
the difference between liberty and license, and the duty <>f prac- 
ticing thai self-denial which i« necessary to the highest good 
both of themselves and their fellows. While it i-. the aim of 
tlii- school I" do all the good possible to every student, it is in 
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no sense a reform school, and  no student  whose influence is 
found to be injurious will be suffered to remain. 
MORAL AND RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES. 
The whole life and administration of the school, without 
l>eing sectarian, are pronounced and positive in favor of the 
Christian religion. The exercises of each day include Scripture 
reading and prayer in the Chapel. This service the students are 
required to attend. They arc also expected to attend Church 
twice each Sunday. Two regular weekly prayer meetings are 
sustained by the students. Members of the Academy are made 
welcome in the various Sunday Schools of the village. In the 
Baptist Sunday School, several classes, taught by College and 
Academy Instructors, are intended expressly for students. 
EXPENSES. 
For expenses in the Academy, see pages 31-33. Board 
in clubs in Granville costs from $8.35 to $2.75 per week; 
in private families, from $3.00 to $4.50. Rooms in the village 
are to 1« hail at prices ranging from 50 cents per week up. The 
really necessary expenses of a student for a year, exclusive of 
clothes and traveling, are about $250. 
SCHOLARSHIPS. 
By a vote of the Board of Trustees, the President of Den- 
ison University may remit the tuition of a limited number of 
students in cases of necessity. A few scholarships surrendered 
by the original purchasers, arc under the control of the Faculty, 
and are assigned by them at the beginning of each year. 
VOLUNTARY SOCIETIES. 
There are three literary societies connected with the Acad- 
emy and conducted by the students,—the Ciceronian and the 
Irving for young men, the Adelphian for young women.    Each 
i 
L 
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society ha- itl own hall, which i« neatly and tastefully furnished, 
and in which it holds weekly meeting! 
The -indent- of the Academy arc also admitted to member- 
ship in the Denison University branch of the College Y. M. 
( A . in the Scientific Association and in the Athletic Associa- 
tion of Dem-» 'ii I 'nivei - I ■ 
PUB1 IC EXER< ISES. 
During the year the Literarj Soi eties each hold three spe- 
cial public an "Extra" at about the time of the 
Thanksgiving recess, an "Annual" during the Winter, and a 
"Commencement toward the close of the year. The graduating 
exercise- of the Academy are held during the Commencement 
week of Denison University. Members of the class completing 
the work of the Academy participate in the programme. The 
diploma of the Academy i- given to each student who completes 
in a satisfactory manner any of the regular courses of study. 
DISMISSION. 
No student who leave the school before the close of a 
semester will be considered as having honorably severed his con- 
nection with the Academy unless he has been duly dismissed by 
the Dean. 
Any further information may be obtained by communicating 
with the Dean of the Academy. 
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HONORS AND PRIZES FOR 1913. 
Class Honors. 
BOYS. 
First Honor—Leslie H. Winans. 
Second Honor—Tower W. King. 
GIRLS. 
First Honor—Grace Seagrave. 
Second Honor—I.ucile Tilbe. 
Alpha Delia Tau Membership and Badge. 
Leslie H. Winans. 
Kappa Zela Key. 
Grace Seagrave. 





Basis of award, thoroughness. 
First Prize—Leslie H. Winans, fifty dollars. 
Second Prize—Harold C. Phillips, twenty-five dollars. 
Competitive Oration. 
Ralph G. Carson. 
Cicero-Irving Contest. 
Declamation—William C. Kemper. 
Essay—James Macpherson. 
Oration—Walter W. Van Kirk. 
Debate—Harold C. Phillips. 
I 
.- 
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The Conservatory of Music 
Music in some form has always been taught in the educa- 
tional institutions of Granville. For many years the work was of 
a semi-private character, hut growing larger and more impor- 
tant, was taken under the management of Shepardson College 
lor women. The rapid progress of the work led in 1894 to the 
organization of a Conservatory, the acquisition of a suitable 
building for teaching and practicing, and the building of Recital 
Hall adjoining. In 1900, the College and University were united, 
and the Conservatory of Music liecamc a co-ordinate part of 
Denison University. 
Denison University grants college credit for work in the 
theoretical courses of the Conservatory, on an equal footing with 
Other elective studies, and under the group system there is one 
group, leading to the degree of B. Ph., with the Theory of 
Music i- ii~ major subject. Thus students working for the 
diploma of the Conservatory may at the same lime apply the 
theoretical part of their course towards a Bachelor's degree from 
the University. It has been the aim of the Conservatory steadily 
to strengthen its courses and broaden the requirements for gradu- 
ation, so as to maintain a standard as high as that of any other 
school in the state in the same lines of work. Information not 
contained in the following pages may be obtained by addressing 
Karl II. Eschman, A. M., Director, Granville, Ohio. 
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FACULTY. 
K\k:    11    ESCBMAN,   A.  M..  DIRECTOR 
Theory and History of Music. 
Graduate of tin- Denison Conservai iry in Piano and Organ. 
Graduate itudent, 1911-1912, under Professor Walter R. Spald- 
ing and Edward Burlingame Hill, Harvard University. Studied 
Composition under Hugo Kaun an.! Piano under Victor Heinze 
in Berlin, 1912-1913. 
FAHHIB Jim® IS  FVRRAR. 
Head of Piano Deportment 
Pupil in Piano of J. Emil Ecker, Toledo, Ohio; Constamin 
Sternberg, Philadelphia: Bertrand Roth, Dresden; Tobias Mat- 
thay. F R \ M . and Claude 1- Pollard, \. R. A. M. Loo- 
doa Student in Vienna in 1894. Pupil in Musical Kinder- 
garten id Mr« Fannie Church Parsons, Chicago. 
ELIZABETH BENEDICT, 
1 Irffon and Piano. 
Pupil of Harrison Wild, Chicago, in I'iano and Organ. 
Pupil of Alexander Guilmani in Paris, summer of 1907. Col- 
league of the American Guild of ' rrganists. 
SAMUEL B. PBINGLE, 
I It-ad of Voice Department. 
Graduate of Sherwood Conservatory. Pupil of Arthur 
Beresford, Herbert Miller. Dr. Falk. Felix Borowsld, and Dr. 
White. Chicago, ami of J. Francis White. Detroit. Until 1911, 
Studio in  Auditorium  Building.  Chicago.      1912-1918, Head of 
Vocal   Department   of   Winona   Conservatory, Winona  I .alee, 
Indiana. 
CLARENCE D. COONS. M. S., 
The Physical Basis of Husk. 
Professor of Physics in Denison University. 
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GAYLE INGRAIIAM SMITH, 
Instructor in Violin. 
Pupil of A. P. Bunker, of the New England Conservatory 
of Music, and Luigi von Kunits, former Concert-meister of the 
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra. Artist graduate of the Cin- 
cinnati Conservatory, under Signor Piero Adolfo Tirindelli, Vio- 
lin, and Edgar Stillman Kelly, Theory. 
MARION GRAYSON ROSE, 
Assistant in Voict. 
Graduate in Voice of the Denison Conservatory of Music, 
1913. 
RUTH ESTHER ROCKWOOD, 
Assistant in Harmony. 
Graduate of Denison Conservatory of Music, 1910.    Asso- 
ciate of the American Guild of Organists, 1911. 
Departments of Instruction 
A.    THEORY AND HISTORY. 
In the Theoretical classes the object is not so much to 
develop the latent powers of possible composers, although this 
is provided for, as to educate all in the intelligent appreciation 
and enjoyment of music. To this end, besides the strictly tech- 
nical courses more general ones are offered, as in History and in 
Appreciation, requiring no previous musical training. Emphasis 
is laid on technical study and original work, as the best prepara- 
tion for study of the works of the masters. 
In the technical classes the laboratory method mainly is 
pursued. The students work out exercises on the board, sub- 
ject to criticism and discussion by the instructor and the class, 
while original expression of musical ideas is constantly sought 
for. 
College credit may be obtained for any of the numbered 
courses. Those who intend to complete the Theoretical course 
are advised to take courses 2, 7-8, 9-10, and  13-11 in consccu- 
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' 8     // IMI; ii. -  MB. I.-I II M \n. 
Review of intervals and triads; dominant and secondary 
chords; suspensions; augmented and altered chords; modula- 
tions; organ point; the harmonization "f given melodies in bass 
or soprano, mostl) in four part-, and the composition of simple 
original pieces Demonstration at the key-board is demanded 
of the pupil as far as practicable. Solfeggio and elemental1) 
theory are prerequisite, with knowledge of the pianoforte luffi- 
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cicnt at least to play an ordinary liymn-tunc at light. Three 
credits, both semesters, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 
A.  M. 
0-10.    Counter point.—MR. EsCHUAN. 
The principles of harmony applied to the melodious treat- 
ment of two or more voice part- in combination. Free harmoni- 
zation of choral melodies; two, three and four part counterpoint 
in the several orders; contrapuntal and imitative treatment of 
subjects in different voices for organ or strings. Courses 7-8 are 
prerequisite and some proficiency in piano playing is required. 
Three credits, both semesters, Monday. Tuesday and Thursday, 
9:30 \. If. 
11-12.   Musical Form.—M it. ESCHMAN, 
Study of thematic construction and elements of composition, 
through analyses of the principal instrumental forms, as illus- 
trated in the work- of classic and modern composers. The ulti- 
mate  aim   i-  an   intelligent   appreciation   of  music  and   a  wide 
acquaintance with the best of it. as well as insight into the tech- 
nique of composition. Practice is given in construction of the 
-mailer musical forms, such as hymn-tunes, and the dance 
forms of the classic suite. Courses 7-H must i irdinarily precede 
this work, hut by Special permission may he taken in the same 
year.    Two credits, Wednesday anil Friday, 8:80 A. M. 
I'l II.    Strict Composition. —"S\\t. KSCIIMAN. 
Analysis and composition of the advanced forms of poly- 
phonic music. This is a necessary preparation for the larger and 
freer form- of composition. Courses "-III are prerequisite, with 
some proficiency in pianoforte or organ playing. Two credits, 
both semesters, Monday and Wednesday, 1:80 p. M. 
16-16.    Free Composition.—MR. ESCHMAN. 
First semester, original vocal settings of selected texts; 
analysis of standard choral works and songs; composition of 
short pieces for men's or women's voices, and for mixed chorus, 
unaccompanied. Later, types of accompaniment figures are 
studied and settings made with piano or other accompaniment. 
I 
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Second semester, analysis and composition of vocal and instru- 
mental music in the larger forms, with writing for orchestral 
instrument ■. :■ ■ il and orchestral scores. 
Prerequis semesters, Wed- 
u 
17.   The PI 'KOI i ssoa COONS. 
The fundamental laws of acoustics, governing the produc- 
tion and charactei >i musical tones, are demonstrated l>y appa- 
ratus from the Physic rat of the University. A lecture 
course, without prerequisites in musu or science. Two credits, 
tirst semester, V. mday and Wednesday, '.' 30 v. M. 
B.   COURSE IN PIANi I. 
It i- difficult to specif) ■ idapted to the needs of 
all pupil-, -o it has seemed besl I • suit the work to individual 
requirements. 
Great care is taken that the foundation work lie thorough, 
<the understanding "i the action of the instrument coming first, 
.then tone production through the natural laws that govern it. 
wed by technical • and velocity. 
A n""i technique i- essential to satisfactory piano playing, 
but a- a means to an end, not an end in itself. The effort is 
always toward artistic interpretation, which is impossible with- 
out an adequate techn 
The course includes the music of both Classic and Romantic 
composers, and to this is added the principles of expression, 
which, in connection with a good tone production, constitutes 
the secret of playing with expression, so far as this can be taught. 
Recognizing the Hud) of the piano and it- literature as an 
effective and important instrument of mental development and 
cultivation, the department make, every effort to teach the sub- 
ject not merely from the professional point of view, but from the 
cultural as well. 
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C. COURSE IN VOICE. 
The object of this course is the correct placing of the voice, 
so that the tones are even and firm throughout the entire range. 
Stress is laid on control of the breath, rhythm, and phrasing, 
together with enunciation and stage presence. The exercises and 
songs used are selected according to the requirements of the indi- 
vidual for continuous development in technical power and inter- 
pretation. Use is made of the classic song literature of all 
schools, especially the German, and from our own American song 
writers. Advanced pupils study Schumann, Schubert, Franz, 
Brahms, Beethoven, and arias from the standard oratorios and 
operas. Candidates for graduation must have at least two semes- 
ters of serious piano study, and at least two semesters' training 
in the Chorus. 
D. COURSE IN ORGAN. 
A certain facility at the piano and in sight-reading is neces- 
sary and this must be proved to the satisfaction of the instructor, 
who may prescribe such additional work as may seem advisable 
in preparation. A good organ touch, comprising legato and 
staccato playing, steadiness and smoothness of style, are the objet- 
tive aims. 
Rink's Organ School, Buck's Studies in Phrasing and Bach's 
Little Preludes and Fugues compose the ground work of study. 
This is followed by sonatas by Mendelssohn, Merkel, Guilmant, 
selections by Widor, Dubois, Bocllman, Lemare, Best, Hollins, 
Buck and Parker. Special attention is given to hymn playing, 
accompanying and registration to meet the practical needs of 
church work. 
E. COURSE IN VIOLIN. 
Good tone production and clear intonation receive a large 
share of attention, followed by studies and special exercises to 
meet the needs of the individual. As the student becomes more 
proficient, pieces, sonatas, and concertos by classic and modern 
masters will be studied. 
1 
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problems of the several grades. The work of the course is based 
upon the Normal Music Course ami the Modern Music Series 
used so successfully in the Boston and Brookline schools. 
(r)    Normal Class.—Miss FARRAR . 
This course is "Hired at the request of piano students, but 
includes nothing not of advantage to any music student wno 
intends to teach, since the study of the piano is the foundation 
for the teacher of any branch of music. 
The course presents the best methods of teaching notation, 
rhythm,   and   elementary   theory,   a-   well   as   the   relation   of 
psychology t" music, the principles of expression for interpreta- 
tion, applicable to the rendition of all music, and t!ie principles 
• if tone-production on the piano. 
The class meets one hour a week both semesters.    (Ine 
semester of Theory or Solfeggio is required for entrance. 
(rf)   Piano Classes.- Mis- FARBAR. 
Ensemble classes are maintained in piano, both duet and 
quartette work being done.     The classes arc free, and this work 
i- required of all pupils sufficiently advanced. 
(*)   String Classes.— Miss SMITH. 
As far as material offers practice is held in trio and quar- 
tette work, with performances in public on suitable occasions. 
Advanced pupils are coached in ensemble with piano. 
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
(a) The Bngwerson Choral Society.—MR. ESCHMAN, 
DIRECTOR. 
Membership is open to all wdio can read music sufficiently 
well. The dues are fifty cents each semester. Two principal 
concerts are given each year, with notable artists assisting. 
According to the present custom, Handel's "Messiah" is sung 
each year at Christmas, while Geibel's "Nativity," Rossini s 
"Stabat Mater," Mendelssohn's "Hymn of Praise" and "Elijah," 
Brains' "Song of Fate," Bruch's "Fair Ellen," Ware's "Sir 
Oluf," Debussy's 'Blessed  Damozel," and  Haydn's "Creation" 
1 
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are other works recently given. Rehearsals arc held on Monday 
evenings throughout thi y< ai. 
Tin /'.•:. ttra—MR.   ESCRMAN,  DIIBCTOB. 
Membership is not stu lents m the University, but 
offers to anyone of sufficient ability the opportunity of playing 
classical ami modern composition under suitable direction    The 
i Tchestra assists the I h ral S cietj  in presenting some of its 
lie c incert  indejK'ndcntlv  in 
the spring.   Regular i Thursday evenings 
throughout   the   college   yeai       Membership  i-   tree   to   those 
'•-id. 
. '■■ ■ tt Club.— 
This i- an organization of twenty young men chosen by 
annual competitive examination from the men of the University 
community.   About twenty concert ren each year, engage- 
ment; being filli I in Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, Michigan, 
Indiana, and [lliro is ["he programmes ate made up of classical 
numbers, populai rigs, 
":•:': ...        II \KK!i.l     ELIZABKI II 
! I      li 1 >:kl 
Its of twenty-four girls, ami with the excep- 
tion of the fl - rganized each I'all by competitive cxam- 
ination An annu • ert is given in May. The club comprises 
the best • Shepardson I ollege and the Denison Con- 
servatory. 
.    Tht Sinfonia I ralernily.—lti June, 1!M2, a chapter of 
Phi Mu  v was installed at Denison, for the pur- 
pose of uniting the men .d musical interests, 
Requirements (or Graduation 
MUSICAL STUDIES. 
Candidates for graduation must select one branch of applied 
music and pursue it to the satisfaction of the head of that depart- 
ment.   No fixed curse is set. and no definite time can lie given 
for  the  satisfactory  completion of  this part of the work, but 
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ample opportunity is given for gauging the candidate's progress 
by means of Student Recitals, public and private. 
In the Voice and Violin Departments candidates must pur- 
sue the study of the piano sufficiently (two semesters at a mini- 
mum) to enable them to play easy accompaniments at sight. All 
candidates for graduation must sing in the Chorus or play in 
the Orchestra for at least two semesters. 
Theoretical work required in all departments comprises two 
semesters each of Solfeggio, Appreciation, Elementary Theory, 
History, Harmony, Counterpoint, Form, Strict Composition, and 
Physical Basis as described above. 
LITERARY STUDIES. 
In addition to the musical studies required, candidates for 
graduation must satisfy the full requirements for entrance to tne 
Freshman Class of Denison University, and complete one year 
of French, German, or Italian, and one year of English equiva- 
lent to that of the Freshman year in Denison University. Evi- 
dence that this work has been completed elsewhere will be 
accepted upon the same terms as in the Colleges. 
DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES. 
The Conservatory Diploma is granted on recommendation 
of the Conservatory Faculty to students who have completed tbe 
prescribed course of study in any of its departments, together 
with the general requirements described above. Each candidate 
for the diploma must give a public recital during the Senior year. 
To students substituting a certain amount of work in Normal 
Training, or Public School music for the graduating recital, and 
giving promise of aptitude for teaching, a Certificate is granted 
instead of the Diploma. Students completing satisfactorily any 
integral part of the work offered in the various departments of 
the Conservatory, involving not less than a year's study, may 
obtain an officially signed statement to that effect, together with 
a copy of the Registrar's record. 
1 
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Beside* the festivals of the Choral Society and various other 
concerts, a number of Faculty Recitals are given during the year, 
and several Artist Recitals, most of which are free to Conserva- 
tory students. Each year a historical series of recitals is given, 
presenting informally the music of individual composers or 
periods. An operetta is given each spring by students in the 
voice department and others. 
The following artists have appeared in Cranville and New- 
ark during the past few years, some of them more than once: 
Sopranos—Grace Konncr Williams, Lucile Stevenson, Edith 
Sage MacDonald, Mlllicent lirennan, Caroline Hudson-Alexan- 
der, I.orenc Rogers-Wells. Contraltos—Maude Wcntz Mac- 
Donald. Elsa Hirshberg, Ernestine Schumann-Heinle, Elizabeth 
Thompson Wilson. Jane Lang Graningcr. Tenors—Cecil 
James, Charles Hargreaves, Joseph Schcnke, George Harris, 
Jr., Walter Earnest, Claude Saner. Raritones—Cecil Tanning, 
Arthur I.croy Tebbs, Henry Irving Fisher, Walter Iicntlcy Hall. 
Bassos—Oley Speaks, Ernest Gamble, Julian Walker. William 
Harper, Marcus Kellerman, Giuseppe Campanari. Pianists— 
William Sherwood, Hans Richard, Julian Pascal, Edith Haines- 
Kucstcr. Pianist-Lecturers—Harry lirown Turpin, Edward 
Baxter Perry, Thcodor liohlmann. Violinists—Sol Marcosson, 
Otto Meyer, Francis MacMillan, Emil Sturmer. Violoncellists— 
Charles Heydler, Hans Kronold. The Cleveland Philharmonic, 
the Spiering, and the Olive Mead String Quartettes. The Mar- 
cosson-Heydler Trio. The Cincinnati, the Columbus, and the St. 
Paul Symphony Orchestras. 
Expenses.—The tuition charges and other fees for the vari- 
ous courses of instruction will be found on page 34. 
Tuition fees include such incidentals as the use of the ref- 
erence and sheet music libraries, and admission to one Artist 
concert each semester. 
An annual scholarship, the gift of Mrs. E. S. Shepardson, 
of Boston, is at the disposal of the Conservatory Faculty. 
1 
Society of the Alumni 
The I  the Alumni  of  Denison  University  was 
organized in 1859. AM graduates of the University in honor- 
able standing, without regard to sex. arc considered as members. 
Former students who did n ■• graduate arc admitted as associate 
members,   In 190" the Societ) i volume of nearly three 
hundred pages, containing a general catalogue of alumni together 
with much historical material i vering the origin of the college 
»»d ii- nt during the three-quarters of a century end- 
ing with the Commencement I June, 1906. Since that date an 
annual bulletin ha- been publ .  ring changes in addresses 
and occupations and other important information concerning the 
Alumni.    The Society la Quarterly Bulletin, devoted 
to the general interests of the University, and published from 
Chicago, under the editorial management of Samuel II. Briefly, 
class of"    Pi -idem of the -   ietj 
The   ■• die Societ;  I r the current year are: 
President SAMUEL B. BRIEFLY, '75 
106 North LaSalle St.. Chicago, III. 
Vice President WALLACE H. CATHCABT, '90 
Qeveland, Ohio. 
&   : r'r W,   II.  JOHNSON,  '85 
Granville, < duo. 
Alumni Teachers  Agency 
•- for teachers  frequently come to various teach- 
er5and   " '"        ■ • University, an agency has been organised 
ants who are educated here in securing 
[°s"""'' ' >f Denison University who as mem- 
• school boards or otherwise   have   influence   in   filling 
teaching positions arc cordially invited to correspond with this 
126 
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agency, and are assured that all recommendations given will be 
based on actual merit.   Address, 
DENISON TEACHERS' AGENCY, 
Granvillc, Ohio. 
Phi Beta Kappa 
The standing of Denison University has received significant 
recognition by the action of the Senate and Council of Phi Beta 
Kappa, in granting a charter for the organization of a chapter 
in Denison. This society was established for the express pur- 
pose of recognizing and fostering high scholarly attainment in 
college work, election to membership being confined to Juniors 
and Seniors who have shown themselves qualified for such an 
honor on that basis. The Denison chapter is known as the 
Theta Chapter of Ohio. The chapter was duly installed, and the 
charter delivered, by the National President of the Society, Dr. 
Edwin A. Grosvenor, on the eighteenth of January, 1911. 
a 
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HAROLD ELDON DUNLAP, 
EDWIN THOMAS  EDWARDS, 
KENNETH LEMMON HALL, 
WAI.DII  HUNTLEY  HEINRICHS. 
WILLIAM WALTER HOLT, 
FREDERICK WILLIAM  MADSEN, 
QUINCY ADAMS  MAIN, 
DON CARLETON SIM KINS, 
CARMI  LEWIS WARNER, 
RICHARD WATKIN   WATKINS, 
RAYMOND RUSSELL  WEAVER, 
JENNIE  CHRISTINE   HARTLEY, 
BESSIE EDITH  NICOLLS, 
LAURA NEWELL PROUTY. 
BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY. 
WILLIAM JORDAN CukRiN, 
CHESTER HOYT HILL, 
LESTER  EDWIN   MITCHELL, 
CLARENCE EARL RICHARDS, JR., 
EDSON COLDREN  RUPP, 
ARCHIE RAY TUTTLE, 
HOWARD WILLIAM WEBB, 
RUTH ALICE ADLER, 
Bust! LENORE BENNETT, 
STELLA BERTHA COX, 
KATHARINE CURTIS CRITCHFIELD, 
HARRIET DAVIS, 
LOIS ETHEL DEBERRY, 
ORCA DICKERSON, 
I .KM I. ELLEN DOUP, 
MAI'D EDNA FERGUS 
RI-TH   FREEMAN   HASTINGS, 
EDNA MARGUERITE HAYES, 
ELIZABETH ADAMS JONES, 
JESSIE  MARGUERITE  LAINC, 
HAZEL GERTRUDE LONG, 
MARY MARGARET MCCLURE, 
FLORENCE GRACE MCINTYRE, 
MARGUERITE MAY MCNCTT, 
HAZEL LILLIAN   MARTIN, 
JULIA MARTHA  MOREY, 
MARY HENRIETTA MTONRO, 
EVA ARMINTA NIXON, 
ELSIE CONSTANCE NUKTII. 
ANN ELIZABETH OWEN, 
EMMA LUELLA ROSE, 
EDITH MAY SOUTH ALL, 
MARGARET ELMA STEERE, 
HELEN  MITCHENER  STUATOR, 
ISABEL DIBBLE TALDOTT. 1 
H onors an d Prizes Awarded in 1913 
The Lrti'is Contest. Debate, GEORGE FERGUSON FINNIE, Franklin; 
Oration, RAYMOND CECIL MOORE, Franklin; Essay, FREEMAN EsStX, 
Calliopcan; Declamation, F.LBERT LEW IN BABB, Calliopean. 
The Sampson Talbol Bible Reading Priiei. First Prize, GEORGE 
FERGUSON FINNIE; Second Prize, RAYMOND CECIL MOORE. 
The Francis W. Shefardson History Prises. First Prize, MARGUERITE 
MAY MCNUTT; Second Prize, FREEMAN ESSEX. 
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LAWRENCE NEKTON MOORE, SC., 
RALPH HARDING MORROW, SC., 
ASA C. MYERS, Ph., 
Rmtna WILLIAM PEIRCE, Cl., 
KINMTII AuRAlLiUf PEEIFFER, SC., 
THOMAS WARREN PIULU'PS. Sc, 
LYHAN COLE PINKERTON, Ph., 
\RTIHR CLAYTON   PRMCTY. SC, 
M MON KINT READ. Sc, 
GARNET? MARTIN RILEY, Cl., 
CLIFTON FRANK SCHROPP, SC, 
HARRY Jims ScBULHAN, Ph., 
Rni.i.iN WOODRUFF SCHWEGMAN, SC, 
CAREY JUDSON SCOTT, Ph., 
! IWRINCX IAHUT SMITH. Ph., 
I IRN ANDREW TIIIELE, Ph., 
! i MIS I in i   I HOMFtON! JR., SC, 
Room Ei 'INK Turnt, Sc. 
ERNRST GILBERT VILLERS, Sc, 
RORRRT REHHIM. WIHIR. SC, 
EARU WATKINS, SC. 
ARSON KIRK WHEELER, SC. 
JKUFS LAWRENCE WRIGHT, SC, 
Junior  Class. 
HOMER BIRTON ADKINS, SC, 
I Ink ME RuliKRT BlGC.S, Ph.. 
STROTHEE ANDERSON CAMPBELL, Ph., 
F, LEE CHERRY, SC, 
LEONARD BCRFORD COX, SC, 
ROY IIIRTIIN DEER, Ph., 
CLARENCE I.I TIIP.R FOX, Ph., 
Nin  I -111RN HANSEN, Ph., 
HENRY DEMINC HOPKINS, SC, 
LEONARD GEOEOE HOWELL, SC, 
RAY EDMI'ND HOWEI-L, SC, 
JOSira  REASON HOY, Ph., 
RALPH JONES, SC, 
ORLAND BETHEL KIRK, SC, 
JACOB HENRY KNAPP, JR., SC, 
JOHN BI-DD LONG, JR., Ph., 
EDWARD PULLMAN MILLS, Ph., 
CAREY PITT MOORE, SC, 
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GEORGE MARSHALL LYON, SC. 
JoHM WHITE MCCAMMON, SC, 
KARL ROSENDALB MARSH, Ph., 
CABL HARVEY MASTELLER. SC. 
WII.IIS WILKINSON MYERS, Ph., 
HOWARD CARTVVRIGHT NELLES, SC, 
EDWIN Aunn OLDHAM. Ph., 
EDOAI WESLEY OWEN, SC, 
WILLIAM LORING PHILLIPS, SC, 
DELRERT RANDAI-L PRATT, SC, 
VLLEM THOMAS PRICE, Ph., 
Mum EDWARD REESE, Ph., 
THOMAS HUGO REES, SC. 
I.ELAND   Dl'RWOflD   SCHOC'K,   Sc., 
RAYMOND CHBSTUI SMART. Ph., 
JOHN Nut SPENCER, SC, 
' ILOYO STAMKARD, SC. 
BOW lED  MILAN TAYLOR.  Ph., 
CARL LOUIS THIELE, JR., SC, 
KENNETH LYON 1'LI.MAN, Ph.. 
DONALD ELUS VAN WINKLE, SC, 
FRANK HENEY VENN, SC, 
ROBERT PAXON VHKERS, SC, 
OLAV HAURMANN WALBY, Ph., 
. N   Bi ill WALKER, Ph., 
IOIIN ALLING WARD, Ph., 
RUSSELL ELDREDGE WEST. SC, 
CHARLES SoMERTILLI WILLIS, Ph.. 
HARRY MOZIER WOOD, SC, 
WILFRED CQU WOODYARD,  Ph., 
WAYNE ADDISON  YOAKI*M, SC, 























Christiana,   Norway. 
Toledo. 
Newark. 
Rochester, N. Y. 
Washington C H. 
Mr. Gilead. 
Guadalajara,   Mexico. 
Homer. 
Freshman Class. 
BERNARD DAVID ADAMS, Ph., 
JUSTUS REYNOLDS ALDERMAN, SC, 
JOHN THOMAS ALLISON, Sc, 
EDWARD EVERETT ALWARD, Ph., 
JOHN EDWARD ARIILASTER, Ph., 
HENRY R. ARNOLD, Ph., 
BYRON EI-GENE ASHBROOK, SC, 
GERALD BROWN  ATIIEY, SC, 
DONALD BLISS ATWELL, Ph., 
IRWIN HALL BACON, SC, 
Newton Center, Mass. 
McCnnnelsvillc. 
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*E>Ntsi  H 
I. P 
RAY MAI       H, PI 
1       I'll.. 
i m     .....   p{ 
liren Bvil « Nil in- - •.. I'll . 
 v  W   Y.i. 
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HAROLD WILBUR NIXON, SC, 
STUART HAMILTON PRESCOTT, Sc, 
BYRON   BELL   PRYOR,   Sc, 
EDWARD WATKINS PUTNAM, Ph., 
DoKMAN    !'. MM OR    RlCHARDSOK,    Sc, 
SAMUEL HOWARD RUGG, 
ROBERT JEFFERSON SALISBURY, SC, 
GROVEB  CLEVELAND SAYRE,   SC, 
WALDO HARRISON SCIIOCK, SC, 
ALBERT AUGUSTUI SCHOLL, SC, 
LRWII DUDLEY SCOTT, SC, 
EMERY HAROLD SHREVE, SC, 
FREDERICK JOHN SLACK FORD, SC, 
CLAUDE   HAMILTON  SMITH,   SC 
HARRY AHDRUB SMITH, SC, 
I IAROLD SUUCKER, SC, 
CLARENCE GARTON SWAIN, SC, 
IRVIN LEVI SWANSON, SC, 
MARK SWISHER, SC, 
I DWARD OTTO TANNEHILL, SC, 
a SANDERS THRESHER. SO., 
POSTER TYLER, SC, 
AI.VIN HUGH VON GUNTEN, SC, 
FRANK BIRD WARD, Cl.( 
SPENCER GEORGE WEBER, SC, 
DANIEL WILSON WEINY, SC, 
CHARLES WILLIAM WELL WOOD, SC, 
Rus&ELL HILL WILUAMS, SC, 
LESLIE HAINES WINANS, SC, 
WAYNE WILLIAMS WINE, SC, 










Newport,   Ky. 
' )-,ik;i.  Japan. 






GolRgtlRt,   AlSRITI,   India. 
Urhana. 
Granville. 














1-OYD I-ARIF. ANDERSON, 
KDWARD COREY BOOOS, 
WALTER EMERSON BRILLHART, 
FLOYD GILMON BROWNE, 
JAMES PETER CAMPBELL, 
I WAKT   CLADSTONE   CARNEY, 
HOWARD B. P. CARRIER, 
HAROLD LINCLE CLARK, 








Ikoko, Congo Beige. Af. 
Minneapolis,  Minn. 
I 16 • \ L'NIVI RSITY 
11 \s How tu DAVKJ Granville 
GRAHAM HOLLAND! Spencer, W. Va, 
Yanllry.   Pi 
ML Gitaut 
\u CAKY KI Granville. 
J   DALB Ml N Newark. 
1 <vi- U Granville. 
JOHN K. MACVK ^^. .In.. I)c* Monet, Iowa 
JOHN   M Granville. 
Seattle, Waih. 
\-sJH1. 
i HN CHKISTIANO :     > Boston, Ma**. 
I roy. 
I   *D0«   Sim D   Si |     -     Burma. 
N i       '-r      SIAUAN, NfcConneUtDle. 
Newark. 
Wisi u SHI Martini  Perry. 
-  .- i i.r-ipr. 
■    Vi rtoa 
S MICRO YASCU   M I cikio. Japan. 
BRAG INS Zi i  < reland. 
Students in Shepardson College Classes 
Senior Clan. 
RUTH WOOUM ABELL, SC, Toledo. 
HAZEL MAE BAILEY, Ph., Highland Park, III. 
MILDRED GAVNELLE BAILEY, Ph.. Mansfield. 
HARRIET AMELIA BARRINGTON, Ph., Granville. 
RUTH ANNE BARRINGTON, Ph., Granville. 
EDITH LETITIA BROWN, Ph., Newark. 
ALICE MAY BULLETT, SC., Buffalo, N. Y. 
VIVIAN CRiTCHriELD, Ph., Wheaton, III. 
ETHEL LOTTIE DYE, Ph., Akron. 
DOROTHY EINCH, Ph., Chicago, III. 
KIIODA IVA GALDRAITH, SC., Toledo. 
MARGARET CAROLINE GOOCH, SC, Watertown   Mas-.. 
C. LUELLA GRAHAM, Ph., Paris, 111. 
I-ERN MARIE GRIFFITH, Ph., Granville. 
HARRIET ELIZABETH  HAGGARD, Ph., Watertown, Mass. 
BESSIE ANNA MATILDA HAGMEIER, SC., Marion. 
FLORENCE HANNAHS, Ph., Johnstown. 
HARRIET OLNEY HUNT, Ph., Brookline, Mui. 
GRACE ROSE JONES, Ph., Granville. 
GLADYS KEMPER, Ph., Granville. 
MARJORIE LEA MCCUTCHEON, Ph., Franklin,   Va. 
KATIIERINE MACK, Ph., Canton. 
MARION CHARLOTTE MILLER, Ph., Salamanca, N. Y. 
MILDRED MOORE, Ph., Zanesvillc. 
HELEN LORENE NOTT, Ph..     ». Marietta. 
LILLIS PRICE, Ph., Morgan Park, III. 
RUTH ESTHER ROCKWOOD, Ph., Granville. 
JULIA IRENE ROGERS, Ph., Granville. 
RACHEL HOLBROOK SEAGRAVE. Cl„ Rangoon, Burma. 
IRENE GERTRUDE SHENBERGER, Ph., Dayton. 
MARY GRACE SHENBERGER, Ph.. Dayton. 
RUTH STEWART, Ph., Newark. 
Ri TII LUCILLE THOMAS, Ph., Chicago, III. 
MARGARET WASSON, Ph., Marshalltown,  Iowa. 
HELEN DOROTHY WOLCOTT, Ph., Conover. 
LORA SMYTIIE WRIGHT, Ph., Granville. 
187 
i m SON I'sivERsm 
Junior  Clau. 
MAMAIE1   MlNRSVA   AIIJN.   SO.. 
EDITH MAMI   BRARJ 
N     Ph 
M IRGABI 
•  i        "> m   pi . 
' ' • -    ■ I N   .  Ph . 
D STIR. Ph., 
HlLlM   GlLMi  U 
Ouvi UMGASBI GRAYSVRJC, Ph.. 
Wi Ninu i HA MOTOR   ph.. 
1 ■    ■ >    Hi: I i UtD,   Ph.. 
Vuci BLAH     ■ \   Ph.. 
■      v       ("1 
GRACE CYRII   ■>   |   M 
M 'itn   MRAI   |OHH, Ph.. 
■i .. Ph.. 
MlLDRI   l >    i | U     P 
VIVIAN BEXI H » PERRY, Ph 
VIRGINIA MARTHA  P     MAI 
\N S %   MARGARI     R • HI '. C. 
MARJOBII   RcTTIG,   Ph.. 
V     . \:r    EM HA    RoWLS>     S 
■ '.Ph., 
H\RR:ET LAI I < tBD, Ph.. 
I     S      « MIK-      Hi.. 
SURAH  ' Banna, Ph.. 
IlEM J>n 
MORSI VoRHoa, Ph.. 
HT    Hi.. 
Sophomore Clui. 
Nit.: \y   BALLOU, C, 
;      MCI    \     '}■..: ^    ':' • | Nl -    C].. 
■ I -    I   '     ■ Ph.. 
: '    ■ 
| '.-■ 
COHSI • •    - ph.. 
I W9A MABEL I  ■ K. ph.. 
MAI HAN, PI 
|0N I    DIM'-. 
'      El ''.:    Ph.. 
i  ID. 
Wilkiiuburg, PR. 
Minneapolis,  Mum. 
Ubnry,  Pa. 
Dayton. 
Zanesville. 
At.    Inwa. 
' innvtlle 
Wilkintbarg, Pa. 





Bern Run, W. Va. 
Xenia. 
ChilHcothe. 
Oranfre.  Calif. 
Newark. 
'] r ■■ 
Chester.    \V     Va. 
Sanduskjr. 
Newbnrg, N". Y. 
Nowata, Okla. 
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REAM GRACE EVANS, Ph., 
MARY Ri'Tii FERGUS, SC., 
EDITH CLAIRE GEACH, Ph., 
KM MA LENA GEIS, Cl., 
IMOCEN ADAMS  HAMBLEN,  Ph., 
I.AURA CORNELIA HARRIS, Ph., 
!RMA HAUSER, SC, 
MARTHA ALAMO LANPHERE, Ph., 
DOROTHEA JESSIE LAPP. Ph., 
HERNICE CATHERYN LEMOI, Ph., 
ALICE IRENE I-ONCNECKER, SC, 
DoMffHY EMMA MCCANN, SC, 
ETHEL GENDELL MCDANIEL, Ph., 
ANN NCARIAH   MARTIN, Ph., 
ETHEL NEFF MORRIS, Ph., 
HELEN  OLNEY,  Ph., 
KATIIERINE OLNEY, Ph., 
FLORENCE HELEN REES, SC, 
VERNA TALITIIA SALISBURY, Ph., 
RUTH ELIZABETH SHAFFER, Cl„ 
EDITH RUTH SIIREVE, Ph., 
ESTHER VICTORIA SMYTH, Ph., 
LouiSI MAY SPIVEY, Cl., 
Hum SOPHIA STEERE, Ph., 
EUNICE VAIL, Ph., 
DOROTHY VAN  WINKLE, SC, 
SARAH ELIZABETH WALKER. Cl., 
Freshman Clan. 
GLADYS ANTOINETTE ANDERSON, Ph., 
MARY EUGENIA ANDERSON, Ph., 
LAFERN ASIIBROIK. 
LOII RICHTER BABB, Ph., 
HELEN PRICE RAKER, Ph., 
MARGARET MCQUISTON BALL, Ph., 
MARGUERITE GRAVES HARDER, 
Knout Louin Boras, Ph., 
HANNAH MATILDA BUNCE, Ph., 
JESSIE BEATRICE BURNS, Ph., 
HELMI RATH CASHATT, Ph., 
ELIZABETH Looms CHAPIN, 
FLORENCE SARAH CHUBBUCK, Ph, 
I.IU.IAN VIOLA CONGLETON, Ph., 




Myitkyina,   Burma. 
Granville. 
Manlius,  N. Y. 
Chicago, III. 












Brookville,   Pa. 




Atoka,  Okla. 








Perry, N. Y. 
Granville. 





Holland,   Mich. 
Freeport, 111. 
I ■ ■ 1 h S'ISON   I'NrVEJtSITi 
\l\ kill.   EWTH   I "M./ilL   Ph., 
t\ |V1   DEWITT, 
HELEN    MABGABfl   DICKINSON,   Ph., 
FLou N K DOWMI v.'.   Ph.. 
r.   Ph.. 
ll'/u. EMMA FAIRBANKS, Ph.. 
I   MA»   t isHDl us.   Ph.. 
MABGABII   i I\->K.  Pli.. 
DOBJI RUTH Fu -    <   . 
■    MAN     Ph.. 
EMILY FI LLEBTUN. Ph.. 
KATII EI  IN GATES 
■  v \i GKOBGI 
FLOBENI t (IILL. 
Ph . 
ANNA BARBARA ' •■»»    S 
EMELYN ELISABETH GROYE, Ph.. 
SBXMA LOCISI HAMAAM, Ph. 
MIRIAM LUCILB HASTINGS, Ph.. 
SABA B \Ki.M< I HOLMES   P 
I   MTU    HL'LTMAN,   S    . 
I uu * Ji ^M  Hi MPHREVII I E, Ph., 
LUCILB LOUISE Hi rsoN, Ph., 
1.1    i    PA! UNI   IkU-AND.   Ph.. 
ADA BI *M I I JOH MSON, S 
GBACI   FRAB I -   I  HNSON,  Ph.. 
LAI H K EUI IBBTH J IHNS m, 
SADIE A . Ph. 
MAY JOB B 
MABGABBT DOBOTHI  )ONKI   PEL, 
MABY VASBTI J KI 
HELEN M. KEMP, 
RA< MI.:    HUBBABO   KENDALL,   SC, 
i      i LALLA  LANCI ' 'IK   Ph.. 
I [B  EM    I-'-  KMART.    I'll.. 
KATHEBINI BI NI K 1    ... Ph.. 
Hn I N I >-. n i\ LONG WORTH, 
MABY FRANI U MI DONALD, Cl., 
MARY BELLI MI LAIN, Cl„ 
1  U INOB   Loi  If]    M v I 
ESTHEB  1 a   MARTIN. SC. 
FLOBENCI TOMBUH MASON, Ph.. 
MABEL M IRGABI I  M» :/. Pii. 










Ghent.   Ky. 
(/fccniicld. 
IxniR   Beach.  Calif. 












fa    N   Y. 
Meade, Neb. 
Brandon,   VVis. 










I no.  Pa. 
Seattle, Wash. 
Morgan Park. Ill 
Newark. 
I    N'eh. 
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Ros*  MARIE MINDIGO. Ph., 
AURA Hu> MOORE, SC., 
CLARA MAE MORRIS, Ph., 
ALICE CECILE OSBECK, Ph., 
MINNIE  ELIZABETH PORTER, 
SELMA VIOLA RUSSELL, Ph., 
GRACE RUSSELL SEAGRAVE, SC, 
MARCARET ELLEN SHARDELOW, Ph., 
GRACE BURTWIN SINSABAUGH, Ph., 
PAULINE TRUE SPERRY, Ph., 
MINNIE WIEST STOCKUM, Ph., 
SARA L. TAYLOR, Ph., 
ALICE BREEN Tim, Ph., 
LUCILLE CLARE TILBE, C!., 
MARIE FRANCES TILBE, Cl., 
MARY FRANCES WALSH, Ph., 
MAMAMETHI WELLWOOD, Ph., 
LOUISE LANE WILLIAMS, SC., 
ABBY LOIS WOOD, Ph., 
MYRA WOOO, Ph., 
KATHERINE FINLEY WOOD, Ph., 
Special Student!. 
RUBY WINONA BARNES, 
ALICE EVANGELINE BEERS, 
MARAGRET OLIVE BLACK, 
CHARLOTTE MAY BURROWS, 
BYRNA HAUTENSE CARDER, 
ANN MCCUNE DOSTEB, 
MRS. F_ E. FINLEY, 
JEAN HAZLETT, 
LAURA HEIRICK, 
KDITII FELLOWS HOI, 
MARGARET GRACE HOE, 
MAMIE EDNA LLOYD, 
ETHEL MARIE LYON, 
HAZEL SMITH MEAD, 
RUTH FRANCES RICKEXT, 
MARY LILLIAN ROSE, 
CHARLOTTE ELSIE SEITNEB, 
PETRANA STAMENOVA, 
BESSE IRENE WAKELY, 




Lake Benton, Minn. 











Cedar Springs, Mich. 


















Charleston,  W. Va. 







Students in Doane Acad emy 
Graduating Class. 1913. 
JOHN   1      \«i. 1STO,   I'h.. 
BYBDN I - i   v 
UUfl i   LUWLLYN .    ] 
CHAILH KA> Btu, PI . 
JOHN    LlANOD   HirLKr.   Cl. 
K M I'M GOALS CAMON, I 
PAUI Wicin O mis, Cl„ 
CLIPTCU HEMRV Dui 
I.AKL   AL*IS   HlWm     - 
\-» RBOIDH HILU G.. 
JOStrn   RlASON   llnv.  Cl.. 
Town   .. K.\... Cl.. 
Hi ,M  Bvii M Nil Ituoif, Cl.. 
Uwu D     iv S 
FIANS Himy VINH, Sc.. 
'.'.':: UAH    Will i-   ■ 
■   HAIKU WIHAHI   - 
RHODA  I 
■ •• CtAwraux  Ph.. 
LMI C   Dam,  Ph.. 
Dom Funou k  .v. c. 
Hi: IV    I.,. KHAIT,    Sc 
MASH McGi ru, Ph.. 
i  MAITIM  Ph.. 
GtAl i   K   --iij.  SlAOun,  Cl , 
I     ' ■  ' ILAU   l rue, Cl.. 
UAIB   I".   TlLBE. Cl. 
Senior Year. 
LOVD LARUI AKKUOH, Ph.. 
EDWAU CAIBI  B ICC 
Hnmv Don i I a nan, pi,., 
HAMU  I.IV.LT.  ( LAIIC,  Sc., 
RUSH 
Roan DtRurrn  Fun 
Roun Cun 
I M urn FRZPATMI K HAI K. Sc., 
142 
Kant. Pa. 
Satlrnapalle,   India. 
Cadii 
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KUSSELL MORSE GRIFFITH,  SC, Granville. 
CHARLES HERBERT HASKINS, SC., Granville. 
WILLIAM JACOB HOUSTON, Ph., Apollo, P». 
ALFRED JANNEY JOHNSON, CU Granville. 
MILLARD LEROY JORDAN, SC., Pleasant City. 
WILLIAM CAREY KEMPER, SC., Granvillc. 
JAMES MACPHERSON, Cl., Dayton. 
JOHN  MCCOWEN  MARTIN, Q., Rochester, N. Y. 
HOSIN GABIL MOMIN, Cl. Tura, Assam. 
ROBERT PALL NIXON, SC, Granville. 
RALPH EARL REED, Cl., New London. 
JOHN CHRISTIAN ROSA, Cl., Boston, Mass. 
NELSON GADD RUPP, SC., Port Clinton. 
GORDON STIFLER SEAGRAVE, Cl, Rangoon, Burma. 
DAVID HAROLD SPEICIIER, SC, Canton, China. 
ANDREW SPISIAK, Ph., Youngstown. 
EDWIN OTTO TANNEHILL, SC, Granville. 
EBENEZER SANDERS THRESHER, SC, Kansas City,  Mo. 
FREDERICK SHEPHERD WEIDA, SC, Gambier. 
OSCAR HOWARD WYNNE, SC, Alexandria. 
ALICE EVANCELINE BEERS, SC, Lakewood. 
MFRTHA MAUD BOGCS, SC, Sattenapalle, India. 
II-WCITIIY BRISON, Ph., Millersport. 
MAUD COCHRAN, SC, Salama, W. Va. 
ANNE MCCUNE DOSTER, SC, Harveysburg. 
MARCARET MARIE IIEINRICHS, SC, Ramapatan, India. 
VIOLA MAY JOHNSON, Ph., Cincinnati. 
VIRGINIA WILKINSON, SC, Orange, N. J. 
Junior Ye»r. 
RICHARD RICHARDS HARRINGTON, Granville. 
LEON MANVILLE BUTLER, Toledo. 
ELMER DUNLAP CLOSSMAN, Zanesville. 
FRIEND MORRIS COCHRAN, Salama, W. Va. 
HAROLD DISCHO DEYO, Urbana. 
WAYVIS WILLIAM FERRIS, Columbus. 
CHARLES LAURENCE GOODELL, Granville. 
THOMAS JOHN HETHEMNGTON, Pittsburgh, Pa 
HERBERT EUGENE HILL, Osaka,  Japan. 
JOHN WALKER HUNDLEY, Granville. 
KEITH WILLIAM LOWERY, Granville. 
HERMAN GEAR SPENCER, Granville. 
PARKER HENRY TILBE, Rangvion, Burma. 
HAROLD WILLIAM VERNIER, Toledo. 
JAMES OSCAR WHITE, Sabina. 
u 
S  I Mvn-in 
l DIES i laviu > \\ 11 rsKrai 
PAVI 0 m tt RIGHT. 
MAIY FLOBIMCI CARKBYI 
!H\ih [SAHl I Mtvrv. 
M UCAUT   BAI '.w: I. 
WlLVM   HUFFMAN, 
• 'iIII Mm*, 
1 ETTA C»i—ucai, 
HELEN DIVH RAY, 










Kenlung.  Burma. 
Second Year. 
MILAN Foausl AsaaaoOK, 
ARTHIR TALBOT  BAWBW, 
CARL M. Bltm i\ 
BUIIST BoBBKwnn, 
STI ART   COLLXTT, 
NtHEMIMI   D< 
ERAIMUI DATU, 
MM KBOM 1 iu \ Kmnt, 
FRANK HAUL KESLIR. 
WALTER HlGCIHl KILL. 
THOMAI IRAN, I- MCMAHOM, 
DOHAU CHAM MI-HAY. 
CHARLES llimii NIXON. 
1!AR<»IU GOOKB PfliLUrs, 
PHILIP BENJAMIN REI-TER. 
JOHN S-- 11 11. 
CHARLIE Si VOOHO, 
CLIFFORD WAID STI * 
LANGBOM  VYinn 
I in 1 .►  Sn u *n  Wa PP. 
Annri ( 1 UINl 1  '.'.    1 
MARTHA   EuZAtCTB 
EUAHOi  FISHER, 
Louin Ei 11 MI in 11 tun 1 n, 
FIANCII  1'I.MA HA 
MAUOM   I : IZAH ill   IIII.L, 
DotOTHV  KATBDIHI  I.I-I.IF. 
DOROTHY  GRA< E   MAITIII 
MARGARI r SFUI 111 ► 






Favetuville, w. Va, 
Garmam Mill*. Pa. 
Granville, 
Parinington, III. 
Bel..n.  Wit. 







Shanghai.  China. 
Golaghat, Assam 
Salt Lake. Utah. 






Osaka.  Japan. 
Congo Beige. Africa. 
Ongole. India. 





WILLIAM CLARK, Hamilton. 
Vino» CHAPMAN FARRANT, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
JOHN MORGAN GARDNER, Proctorville. 
Rtatl TAYLOR GOODELL, Granville. 
WALTER CLARENCE LABAN HILSCHEE, Canton. 
HERLITN  GATES  HOPKINS, Chicago. 
MI'HFRT ROT.ERS HOPKINS, Chicago. 
JOSHUA RUSSELL KECKLEY,, Newark. 
HAROLD EARL KERN, Welltville. 
CHESTER LEROY KLEIN, Sandusky. 
HENRY CHAN GIN  SINC, Canton, China. 
145 
Elective*. 
JOHN THOMAS ALLISON, 
F.DWARD EVERETT ALWARD, 
GERALD B. ATHEY, 
OWEN HULINO BAKU, 
CLARENCE LLEWLLYN  BEACHLIR, 
LESLIE STRYON BEGGS, 
JOSEPH HASKELL BOLTWELL, 
WALTER EMERSON BRILLHART, 
FLOYD GILMORE BROWN, 
JAMES PETER CAMPBELL, 
WILFRED WELLS COSSUM, 
MAVRICE BIRGIT FINCH, 
CALVIN HOFFMAN HAILETT, 
THOMAS LLOYD HICKMAN, 
ALMONTE C HOWELL, 
CLARENCE THURMOND IRELAND, 
• HARI.ES MILO LAMB, 
JOHN WHITE MCCAMMON, 
JOHN DALE MCNAMAR, 
HIGH BYRUM NICHELSON, 
TnwiN AUBREY OLDHAM, 
JOHN MILLARD ROCKWOOD, 
WALDO HARRISON SCHOCX, 
CLIFFORD CLARE SHERDUBNK, 
FREDERICK JOHN SLACKFORD, 
POSTER TYLER, 
OLAF HAUSMANN WALBY, 
FRANK BIRD WARD. 












Beaver Dam. Wis. 
Newark. 
















in; DEN 1 SON L'NIVEBSI r\ 
SABUM  YAM MUIA, 
IUUN MAKIK \mm, 
HBLBN   PlICi BAKU. 
•   KSTEU-A BARNES, 
MYUEL EniTH DCUCLL, 
KDITII IONB DlMlWO, 
KATIE  ELLXM   GATBS, 
SLLMA HAMAAS, 
I  DBLOMB HAUIS, 
EMMA JEAN HI VPHUHIUI, 
tat B turn JOHHSOM, 
: RAW n JOB D 
MABV VASBTI Joint, 
MABV PIAMCH  M* DONALD. 
MABV BELUE MII-AIN, 
SELMA VIOLA RUSOLL, 

















Cedar Spring*. Mich. 
Students in the Conservatory of Music 
DIPLOMAS CONFERRED JUNE, 1913. 
MARION GRAYSON ROSE. Voice. 
DOROTHY RUTH SWARTZ, Voice. 
Graduate Students. 
RUTH ESTHER ROCKWOOD, Granville. 
Seniori. 
HARRIET ELIZABETH HAGGARD, Voice, 
MARION CHARLOTTE MILLER, Piano. 
Unclassified. 
GLADYS ANTOINETTE ANDERSON, 
LAEERN ASH BROOK, 
HELEN PRICE BAKER, 
MAK<.ARET M. BALL, 
MARGUERITE GRAVES BARBER, 
RUBY BARNES, 
MARGARET OLIVE BLACK, 
MARTHA ELIZABETH BOND, 
GLADYS IRENE HONSHIRE, 
ALMA I-OUISE BRUMBACK, 
I.YIHA BELLE BUCKLAND, 
JESSIE BEATRICE BURNS, 
CHARLOTTE BURROWS, 
ANNA MARTHA BUTLER, 
BYRNA HAUTENSE CARDEN, 
EDWARD B. CARRIER, 
HELEN R. CASHATT, 
EDWIN SUMNER CHAMBERUN, 
HERVEY D. CHANDLER, 
CONSTANCE DAY CHENEY, 
ALUBUTT MARI.ARET CHRYSLER, 
HAROLD L. CLARK, 
JOHN S. CLARK, 
KARL EMMETT CRILLY, 
ROY BURTON DEER, 
LAURA ALICE DENZER, 
Watertown,  Mass. 

























Harbor Beach, Mich. 
Coshocton. 
147 
■ - \   I" SHIVERS! n 
DICKINSON 
I   IV H NEKD, 
Bl KM HI   DULL, 
Gi \vn IUNI 
Mia   BKKTBA  .   Emu, 
•   ITH    EVAHS, 
MS. 
\"i IMIKG, 
-   «\s. 
i - run Lev RA I «Atr, 
BBSSSH M N Gu 
«  EMMA Gu 
EMILV ANMII HALL, 
' H  CSX    ADAMfl   H \MMT N. 
GlABAM    HOLLANB   !l kMBJCK, 
ELAN DKLOMI HAI 
IRUA HAUMB, 
RIIII EVBLI N HAWKS, 
RALPH Lssrn if •.  i 
Mas, R. L   H/ 
THOMAS I   HICK MAX, 
1   11 E  HnxiAUL, 
EDITH P. Hoe. 
MAW.AIET G. HOC. 
II. DEMIST, HOPKINS. 
ROI nr ELMO HOPUKS, 
MAIY  K.   HIPP, 
kua Bi &N< BI Hun HIKMM, 
ADA BUIKITI JOBmONi 
LAURA ELIZABETH JOHRIOH, 
MAKL   MF.AII  JONES, 
GlIACE Cimu A Joifta, 
MILLAU LRROI   FORDAN, 
HUM M   KIMP, 
RACHEL HIBBAKM K(NDALL, 
ELMA I. KING, 
I .t«i I  KUSSMAULL, 
Lou LAU A LANGSTAFF, 
LOtt    M.    LOCKHABT, 
ETHEL MARIE I .von, 
■   i MARJAH MARTIN, 
HAMLO MALCOLM, 









































CharlfAlon, W. Va. 
Grand Junction.  Colo. 
Norwalk. 
Rfk.it. Kan. 
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M UH MARGARET Mm, 
DwiGHT   M.   MoOHE. 
HELEN MOOSE, 
ETHEL N'EPF MORRIS, 




ALICE CECILE OSBECK, 
WAYNE C. Ovmi'ir, 
MINNIE KLIZABETII PORTER, 
FLORENCE ESTHER PATTEN, 
VIVIAN BERTHA PERRV, 
KIIIEL MAVE PHILLIPS, 
MARJORIE RETTIG, 
JOHN MILLARD ROCKWOOD, 
JINIA MAE SELLS, 
KlIITH   Rl.'TH   SlIRETE, 
Em J.  SIM-MAKER. 
Vna SNARE, 
EMILIE SPENCER, 
E i MBA SPENCER, 
GLADYS SPENCER, 
MERRIE S. STEERE, 
GRACE STIGERS, 
l.rrll.K  Sl'MMERS, 
ALICE B. Tim, 
ROGER E. TUTTU, 
HELEN LUCILU VAIL, 
JUDSON BLAKE WALKER. 
MARY FRANCES WALSH, 
RUSSELL H. WILLIAMS, 
MARY EVA WILSON, 
KATHERINE FINLEY WOOD, 
MYRA WOOD, 
F. O. WOOLIY, 
EVA LUCILI WRIGHT, 







































Students  in Art 
HELEN M   A-. 
!   \\ I -s    VsHH 
RBODA    LOOMI 
RI-TH BHOKI 
LYMA Bucu im 
HANNAH " * BVNGB 




I   FaOMAfl, 
FLOUNCI GILL, 
BEI ■ MI Ii  ll.ii. 
FLOKENCI HANNABS, 
R.MI-H LESTER HAZLBTT, 
l*it* HramrK. 
JosEEHiiri E   HILUARB, 
MARCARET HOB, 
M MY  : 
\   fonNaow, 
« M  KEMP, 
MAMIE 1 
HELEN O  - ■■  I   i 
GENEVA M. I   n 
ETHEL MARTI LYON 
EVA '.  MCEWAN, 
MABIF.   A   MERRICR. 
■  MARH  MINDIGO, 
M 11.1*111 Moon, 
Cl.ARA    M \f    v 
DELL NII not - 
•-  rA '■■ u CVDANIEL, 
WAYNI   C    OVERTI kP. 
I'M INI HI PUTNAM, 
VnciNiA MAETBA PUTNAM, 
Rnii FRANCES KUKEET, 
East   Cleveland. 
Granvillc. 
Jortlat,   India. 
Mexandria. 
C.ranville. 




Rapids,   Mich. 
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MARY LILLIAN ROSE, 
MFHKIE STEERE, 
RCTH STEWART, 
HARRIET L. STODDARD. 
MARIE TILBE. 
MRS. CHARLES WATKINS, 
1-ORA WRIGHT, 
Williamsburg,   Ky. 
Ionia,  Mich. 
Newark. 




Summary of Student Attendance 
Graduate   Students        3 
Seniors, Granville College 56 
Shepardson College U 
Juniors, Granville   College 36 
Shepardson College 29 
Sophomores. Granville  College       50 
Shepardson College        38 
       94 
Freshmen, Granville College 83 
Shepardson   College       80 
     163 
Special Students. Granville College 30 
Shepardson  College 20 
- so 
Doanc Academy, Senior   Year       36 
Junior Year 25 
Second Year        30 
First Year 11 
Klectives *• 
    148 
Students in Conservatory of Music  "1 
Students in Art  4< 
Total  enrollment,  exclusive  of all  repetitions    ... 603 
Schedule o{ Courses by Hours 
\ .Id   number, g   to   the   first   semester,   even 
iccond   Laboraton   couraea,  extending 
:*,.■ houi period*, are listed under both hours and marked with 
a -tar 
A    . LASSES MEETING A I  : M A  M 
til    M i Wed. Thurs. 
Political Science 5 
Latin l-I, section 1 
Spanish   1-2 
German 1-2, lection l 
•( u   Engineering .'>. w 
Cii    Tues.. Wed., Thur». 
: - 
"Botany :,-6. 11-11 
Tues , Thurs 
Knthsh 5a-6 
tniltry .1-4. ] :-i I 
ngineering 1-1, 12 
Math, 
i.'i     lion., Wed.  In 
Mathematics  l-t, seen, 
v :i-t 
Political Science 4. r. 
French W 
an .'■-*». i",' 
. l-t, 'M 
•Chemiitr) 11-12 
„■>•  10 
H 1    Mon .  In 
•Zoology (-10,   11-11 
'Botany 1-8 
.nly. 
MatheinatuN   .1-4:1   M mday t" Friday inclusive 
B    1 I \s- KG AT »:M A 
ill    Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur». 
Mathematics 3-4 
Political Science I 
Greek 1-2 
M 
French 1-2. lection 1 
German 3-4. section 1 
"1 iv Engineering '. 11 
M  n . Wed.. I ri 
Mathematics 1-2. section 2 
HUtory '■■>•,, :•- 
ll Science 3 
I inglish 1-'-. section 1 
ih  !-4, section  1 
. 7-1 
. 
'TV    111.' 
..     1" 
I 10  111; 
ivj 
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(3)    Tuts., Thur. 
History 0-10 
•Chemistry 3-4. U-M 
l iv. Engineering 1-2. 12 
Geology 1 
•Zoology 5-6, 7-8 
•Botany :>-(i. 11-12 
(4)    Mon., 
•Botany 7-8 
Fri. 
C.   CLASSES MEETING AT 9:30 A. M. 




Latin 1-2, section 2 
•Physics 3-4, section 1 
Chemistry 1-2 
•Civ. Engineering 3 




Music  11-12 
(»)    Mon., Tucs., Thurs. 
Mathematics 1-2, section 3 
Mathematics tl 
History 1-2, section 1 
English 1-2. section 2 
English 3-4, section 2 
Civ. Engineering 6 
Music 9-10 
(4)    Mon., Thurs. 
•Zoology 3-4 
D.   CLASSES MEETING AT 10:30 A. M. 





German 3-4, section 2 
•Physics 3-4, section 1 
Civ. Engineering '3, 8 
Astronomy 3-4 
"Botany 3-4 






Public Speaking 10 
(2)    Mon.. Tues.. Thurs. 







Public Speaking 1-2, section 1 
154 1 »| MISON  L'NivnsiTV 
1     I LASSES MEETING AT i M P  M 
i ii   Won . T..cs. \\<-.i. Than. 
French l-S, section I 
German ]-_'. section I 
•Physics 8-4, section I 
•Chemistry »-10 
Cii   Engineering •#, ? 
i3i   Uon. Wed. 
Latin »-10. 11-1! 
English  II 
Astronomy 1-2 
•Botany 'i-ld (Monday 2:30) 
Mulic 13-H 
Public   Speaking 7-8 
i   :fs.   Thurs., 
il  Science 7 
tircek 6 







Public Speaking 3-4 
Fri. 
F.   CLASSES MEETING AT 2 3<i P. M. 
(1)    Hon.. Tnca., Wed., Thai*. 
French 3-4 
•Physics 3-4. lection 3 
•Civil   Engineering  4 




Civ    Engineering  9-10 
Music   1-2.  17 
Public   Speaking   5-8 
(I)    Tues, Thurs.. Fri. 
Philosophy   5-6 
Mathematics 1-2. section 4 
History 1-2. section 2 
English  1-2. sections 3 and 4 
English 3-4.  section 3 
English  lla-12 
•Chemistry 5-6 
Zoology   15-16 
Public Speaking 1-2. section t 
i4i    Tues .   Thurs. 
Civ.   Engineering   13 
(5)   Tues.,   Fri 
•Zoology   1-2, lab.  section 1 
•Botany  1-2, lab. section 1 
a   second laboratory  section of 
Botany-Zoology  1-2. Tues. & 
Fri.. 3:30-8:30 P.  M. 
Index of Faculty and Officers 
Benedict, Miss E. M. 10, 114 
Biefeld, Professor P 8, 11, 47, 60 
Bradstreet. Miss A 10, 96 
Hrumback, Professor A. M 8, 11, 63, 87 
Carney, Professor F 8, 23, 67, 88 
Chamberlain, President C. W 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 18, 46 
Chamberlin, Professor W. A         ....    8, 59, 90 
Colwell, Professor R. S 8, 11, 12, 25, 52, 83 
Coons, Professor CD I, ll, 61, 88, 114, 118 
Davies, Miss C. A         ...    9 
Davis, C. E 10, 97 
Dean, M. E. 10, 97 
Ditto, R, C 10, 61, 97 
Eschman, K. H 3.9,76,92,113,114,116,117,121,122 
Farrar, Miss F. J 10,114,121 
Finley, Mrs. E. E 10, 81 
Goodell, Professor C. E 8, 11, 12, 48, 50, 84, 91 
Herrick, Mrs. A. K 11, 18 
Hines, Mrs. K. S is 
Hopkins, E. E 6, 7, 11, 12 
Hopkins, Miss R. 1 12 
Hoppe, Assistant Professor V. H 9, 11, 77 
Howland, Miss CM 10, 81 
Hundley. Professor H. R 3, 8, 11, 12, 25, 97 
Hunt, Mist M. H 12 
Johnson, Professor T. S 8, 11, 64, 87 
Johnson, Professor W. H 7, 8, 11, 12, 53, 83, 84, 89, 126 
Judton, Dean M 3, 8, 11,  12, 25, 55 
Kull, Assistant Professor I. S 8, 48, 84, 91 
Livingston, W 9, 78 
McKibben, Professor G. F 8, 57, 90 
Mills, Miss A. C 10, 97 
16S 
mm 
|S6 DENISUN  L'SIVI asm 
Odebrecht,  tssista  I  Pi i   \ 
i Ircult, Profess r A. W 
Orcntt, Mi--   K ... 
Peckham, Associate Profesi      \ 
Pence. Assistant  Pn iess<     R. ^ 
S. B  
Roi kwood, M:-- K   I 
Rose. Miss Ml.. 
n    Hill  LB  
Seym*'.;:   Ifisi  S.   H  
Smith, Mi— i.  1 
Spencer, Associate Profess ■ •  I'. 
Stickney.   Profeasi r   M    1. 
Swam, Mrs. L A .    .    . 
Wiley, Proft—I I    B 
Williams, Pi' • nor C. L 
Wooley, E. O.   . 
».   57.  97 
».   71.  H» 
10. 73. 97 
.     ».   11,   47 
.     9.   55.  91 
10,   114 
in. |U 
HI. Ill 
9. n, '.•: 
.     .     10.  79 
111.   lit,  III 
".   II. 40. 97 
».   73.   B« 
-. 17, as, M 
-.   II.  55. 85 
.   .    i"  n 
Index of Students 
AWll, R. W., 137. 
Adair, k. N., 132. 
Adams, B. D., 133. 
Adams. C. S„ 132. 
Ailkin-. II. B„ 131. 
Aken, A. M., 130. 
Alderman, J. R.. 133. 
Allen, M. M„ 138. 
MliM.ll, J. T..  133,  US, 
Alward. E. E., 145. 
Anderaon, G. A.. 139, 147. 
Anderson. L. L„ 135, 142. 
Anderson, M. E>,  138. 
Andrew*, II   M . uo, 150. 
Arbluler, J. E.. US, 
Arnold.  II.   R.. 133. 
Alhbrook, R. B, III. 
Alhbrook, L., IS9, 147. ISO. 
\-lilirook. M. F., 144. 
Athey, G. B„ 133, 145. 
Atwell, D. B., 133. 
Babb, E. L., 129, 130. 
Babb, L. R„ 139. 
Bacon, I  H., 133. 
Bailey, II. M . 137. 
Bailey, M. G., 137. 
Baker.   II.   P.,   IS9,   14B.   147. 
Baker, O. H.. 134, 148. 
Ball, M   If., 139, 147. 
Ballard, J. W., 134. 
Ballou, N„  138. 
Barber, U, G., ISO, M7. 
Barnes, E. E., 138. 146. 
Barnes,  E.   L,   138. 
Barnes, R. \V„ 141, 147. 
Barney, E. J..  130. 
Barrington, II. A., 137. 
Barrington, J. S„ 132. 
Barrington, R. A., 137. 
Barrington, R. R., 143. 
Bawden, A. T., 144. 
Beachler, C. L., 134, 145. 
Beard,   E.   M.,   138. 
Beattic, A. J., 134. 
Beers, A. E., 141, 143. 
Hcggs, L. S„ 134, 145. 
Bieleld. C. H., 144. 
Biggs, H.  R., 131. 
Bjelkc, J. L., 134. 
Black, L. J., 130. 
Black, M. <)., 141, 147. 
Blum,  H.  P.,  134. 
Bodcnweher,   K.,   144. 
Boggs. B.  M.. 143. 
Hoggs. E. C, 135, 142. 
Boggs,  L.   II.. 138, 
Boggs,  R.  L.,  139,  150. 
Bolin,  H.   E., 138. 
Bond,  M.   E..  144,  147. 
Bonshire, G.  I., 147. 
Bonlwell. J.  II., US. 
Boyer, M.,  IS8, 
Boynton. L. C, 132. 
Bradstreet. A., 130. 
Brillliarl. VV. E„ 135,  145. 
Brison. D . 143. 
Brock, H., 134. 
Brooks, R., 150. 
Broun, C.  M., 180. 
Brown.   F.   L.,   137.   145 
Brown, V. N . lit. 
Browne.  C.  C,   130. 
Browne. F. G., 135. 
Bruce. I.. L„ ISO, 
Brumhack. A. I... 188,  147. 
Bryant.  F,  188. 
Buekland,  I.. B., MT, 150. 
Ifi7 
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Buckley, M *•. MI 
Bulleti, \ M . in 
Bunge, H  M . >3», ISO 
Burnham.  If.   I'..   130. 
Burnt, J   B .  II*,  147. 
Burrcr.   C    J .   131 
Burrows, (     M .   141    141 
Hutlrr.   A    M     li: 
Duller,   1.   M .   143. 
Campbell, J   P,  135, us. 
< tmpbeU, S   A . 111. 
Cardca, B   11 . 141, 147 
Carney, E. G.. 135. 
Carney, P.  I . 144 
Carney, H   B 
Carney, M. 1'. 144. 
Carrier, E  B   P. us. in. 
Cathatt, 11   K .  13V, 147. 
Chaille, 1.   li 
rlin, i. > . 134, 147 
Chandler, II I). 141, 147. 
Chapin, E  1-. IS*, ISO 
I     I-, 132. 
fCheadle, Q. A.. 132 
(Cheney, (    I).  113,   147. 
rCherry, P, I.. 131. 
rChryiler, A  M . 147. 
Chubbuck, F,  S..  I3v 
Clark. II    L, 1 It,  1I*,  147, 
Clark. J. S.. 130.  117. 
Clark.   W„   143 
Clary.   I      R.,   134 
I leveland, J   I .  131 
Clossman.  E.   I)     143. 
Curliran,   I-    M .   113 
Cochran.  M .  143 
Collell, R   M., 130 
Colleli.   S,   144 
Colwell, M   li. 144 
Connlclon.   I.    V,   13*. 
Co<ik. I.  M , 13S 
Cosier. II. A .  135 
Co»«iim, W. W .  134. 145 
■     rtney, II. A. 139 
I   ix,  I     H.  131. 
Crilly. K   E. MT 
CrnchhcM. V., 117. 
Currin,  K   A,  141 
Curnn, li. D.. 130. 
Curtis.  P. W'..  134. 
Dale, 1.  I). 134 
Daniel, N .  144 
Darrow, J   \ . 130. 
Daviet, E. 11. 13«. 
Davis, E . 144 
E   B„ 130. 
Dawaon,  H    H.  1*3. 
Deal    M   1 . IM 
Deer, R   I'.. Ill, 147 
Dekker, E   N .  1*4 
ell   M   1 . HO. u«. 
Deming,  E   1. 138, 140. 
Denier, I.  A . 147. 
DeWitt, II  0, 140. ISO. 
Deyo,  H   li, 143. 
Dickinson, II  M„ HO. 148. 
Illrtrr.   A    E.,   138. 
Dilg   I     II .   114. 
Dosler,  A   M .  141, 143. 
Downcncl.  F   Iv, 140, 148. 
Downey, E  li. 130. 
Dull, li. 141 
Dye, E. I... in. 
Edgerly, J   T., 133. 
Edwards, C. J., 132. 
Eiswald, A. H , 138 
Elliott, G   I. 140. 148. 
Engbnd, II   M , IS* 
Essex, F. it*, 130 
Eswine, R  C. 134. 
Euler, li  T. 148. 
Evans, E. 148 
Evans, R , 150. 
Evans.  R.  G., 139 
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Fairbanks. II. E., 140, 150. 
Farrant, V. C, 145. 
Fergus, M. R., 13». 
Ferris, R. D„ 142. 
Ferris, W. W., 143. 
Finch. I)., 137. 
Finch, M. II., 134, 145. 
I ••inky. E. E.. 141. 
Fishburn,   F.   M .   140. 
Fisher,  E.. 144. 
Fleming, A. S., 130. 
Fleming, H. M.. 148. 
Fleming, N. E., H8. 
Flory.   E.  C.  130. 
Foster. F. D.. 138. 
Fox, C. L., 131. 
Fraser,   M..  140. 
Frederickson, D.  R.. 140. 
Froman, E. H„ 140, 148. 150. 
Fullerton. E., 140. 148. 
Gainfort. J. W„ 132. 
Galbraith, R. I..  137. 
Galloway, W. W.. 130. 
Gardner, J.  M., 145. 
Gates, K. E., 140. 146. 
Geach. E. C.  130. 
Geis, E. L., 139. 
George, A. M., 140. 
Gill, F., 140, 150. 
Gilmnre, H„ 138. 
Gilmore, R. C, 142. 
Gooch. M. C. 137. 
Goodell. C. L., 143. 
Goodell. R. T„ 145. 
Graef,  E.  L.. 148. 
Graham, C. L.. 137. 
Graves. E. M., 140. 
Grayburn, O. M., 138. 
Gregg,  B. M., 148. 
Gregg, R. D.,  130. 
Grey.  A.  B.,  140. 
Griffeth,  F.   M.,   18T. 
GrifTeth, R. M., 148. 
Griffith, E. E., 148. 
Griley,   H.   L.,   132. 
Grove, E. E., 140. 
Grubb, A. A., 130. 
Haggard, H. E„ 122, 137, 148. 
Hagmeier. B. A. M.. 137. 
Hall. B. B., 150. 
Hall, E. A., 148. 
Hall, F. C, 134. 
Hamaan, S. L... 140, 146. 
Hamblen,  I. A.,  139, 148. 
Hamblen, L. E., 144. 
Hamilton, C. I'"., 132. 
Hamilton, W. L., 138. 
Hamrick, G. H. S., 136. 148. 
Hannahs, F., 137, 150. 
Hansen. N. E., 131. 
Harnish. W. J., 132. 
Harris.  E. D.. 146, 148. 
Harris, L. C, 130. 
Harshbarger, A. M., 132. 
Harter, E. W., 134. 
Hartsock, E.  F., 136. 142. 
Hartzog, J. R., 130. 
Haskins, C. H.,  143. 
Haskins, F. E., 144. 
Haskins, J. F.. 130. 
Hastings, C. R., 130. 
Hastings. M. L., 140. 
Hauser, I., 139, 148. 
Hawke, R. E., 148. 
Hazlett, C. H., 134, 145. 
Hazletl, J.. 141. 148. 
Hazlett. R. L., 134, 148, 150. 
Heinrichs, M. M., 143. 
Henderson, C. W., 130. 
Herrick. L„  141,  150. 
Hetherington. T. J.. 143. 
Hickman, T.  L.,  134,  145,  148. 
Hildreth, G. E., 134. 
Hill, A. R„ 134. 
Hill, G. P., 130. 
Hill, H. E., 143. 
- ■_   , 
Hill Kit F K-in 
U   : . ii4. 
Milliard, .1 
Hilicher, \V. C. L. 143. 
Hoe, E   P.,  111. 14-. 
Hoe, M   G , HI, Ul 
- 
Holt..11.   I!    1 
II     D.,  131,  148 
Hopkin*. II   G .  113 
-   II. K. 14-.. 
R    I 
■ 
Houston, V>   J, H 
1 
I.   G., 131 
II    R 
Howell, K   E.,  131. 
Hoy, .1    R .  131 
Huffman, W. 111 
Hultman, P .  140 
Humph re\illt   I    .1 . : 1 
Hundley, J. W . 
Hum. II   0., 131 
M    K, 148 
■ 
:.   i40 
I! 




■ ■ •    P. A : 
V. M     140, 14 
: 18 
G    ;' .   : ." 
1    V. I 
M. 1 
"        I, 148 
-   M   V .  I in.  I H, 
■    R .   131 
Jordan, M. I.. 111. 148. 
.J    K . 11:. 
Kemp,  II   M.i i". 148, 110. 
Kemper, G„  131 
S    G, 144. 
Kemper, W. C, 118, 1 IS, 143. 
Kendall, R. II . 110, 141 
■ 
.    141 
I, E   i:. I 14. 
Kier,  H    I. 
King,  E.  I . 148 
•    .    ! ■   1 
0   B., 131 
Klein, I     I. 
Knapp, .1    H., 131 
R   S., 134 
Kull, W. 11 . 114 
K  11   auL 11. it* 
!i   M . 132. 
[.add, l(   II . 134 
M . 134, 145. 
itafl   I.   I.. 1 HI. 14- 
Lanphere, M   \ .     1 
138 
-   I      133, 
\   H.. 183 
B. C,  133 
I    K      144 
M    I   .   ill.  ISO. 
140. 
1      '..'.'."•    I.    M .   148 
V.,  134 
I   B., 131, 
K   B . mi 
ecker, A 
rth, II   O., 140, I'." 
E. H 
G. M., ISO 
■ 
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Lynian. L. H., 132. 
Lyon, E. M„ 141, 148, 150. 
Ljron, G. M„ 133. 
Hick, E. L„ 140. 
Mack, K.. 137. 
Macphcrson. J.. Ill, 136, 143. 
MacVicar, A. N., 134. 
MacVicar, J. R., 136. 
Malcolm, H. R.. 134, 148. 
Mar-h. E. R., 133. 
Martin, A. M., 139, 148. 
Martin,   U.  G.,  144. 
Martin, E, L.., 140. 
Marlin. J. M„ 136, 143. 
Martin, L. S„ 136. 
Mai on, F. T., HO. 
Maateller, C. H., 133. 
Matteller, W. W„ 130. 
Mathews, F. M„ 130. 
Matthewa, C, 130. 
McCaromon, J. W., 133. 145. 
MeCann, I). E., 139. 
Mi Cutcheon, M.  L., 137. 
McDaniel, E. G., 139. 
Mi Donald, M. F. 140, MO. 
McEwan, E. G., ISO. 
McKinney, J. F„ 138. 
Mol.ain. M. B., 140, 146. 
McMahon, T. 1"., 144. 
McNamar, .1   I)., 13«, 145. 
Mead,  II. S.,  14L 
Mead, L. 11., 148. 
Mcrrick,   M.  A.,   150. 
Metcalf, C". A.. 134. 
Meti, M. M.. 140, 149. 
Miller, 1). P., 184. 
Miller, M. C, 137, 147. 
Miller.  R,  B..  130. 
Mills, B. P., 181. 
Mills, J. R., 140. 
Mindigo,  R   M, 141, ISO. 
Momin, R. C. 138. 143. 
Moore, A. H„ 141. 
Moore, C. P., 131. 
Moore, D.  M., 130, 149. 
Moore, H., 149. 
Moore, L. N., 131. 
Moore, M., 137, 150. 
Morrill, E. W., 134. 
Morris, C. M., 141, 150. 
Morris, E. II., 131. 
Morris, E.  N.,  139, 149. 
Morris, R. S., 132. 
Morrow, R. H., 131. 
Mossman, II. VV., 134. 
Murray, D. C, 144. 
Musser, K„ 149. 
Myers, A. C, 131. 
Myers, H.  E., 144. 
Myers, W. W., 133. 
Nelles, II. C, 188. 
Nichelson, H. 1!.. 134. 148. 
Nichols, D., 150. 
Nixon, C. H., 144. 
Nixon, H. W., 135. 
Nixon, R. P., 143. 
Nott, H. L„ 1ST, 
O'Daniel, A. B„ ISO. 
O'Daniel. E.. 140, 
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